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Abstract
Quantifying the flow of energy, entropy, and information within and through nonequilibrium
systems remains a central challenge in understanding the microscopic physics of biological
systems. Over the past two and a half decades, parallel developments in the fields of theo-
retical stochastic thermodynamics and single-molecule experiments have made tremendous
steps towards this end, advancing our understanding of the fundamental physical limita-
tions and constraints faced by biological systems in vivo. Central in this focus are molec-
ular machines: nanoscale protein complexes which interconvert between different forms of
energy to perform useful functions to the cell. While single-molecule experiments on molec-
ular machines have predicted impressively high efficiencies, much is still unknown about
their performance in vivo. In this thesis we build upon these primitives, largely by mak-
ing use of near-equilibrium phenomenological models to simplify and make tractable the
problem of quantifying dissipation in molecular machines and predicting the operational
modes which are imperative to minimizing their dissipation. By exploring the relevance of
near-equilibrium models in the experimental investigation of a DNA hairpin, we find that
such an approach can provide utility in understanding the strategies to reduce dissipation
in nonequilibrium processes. However, single-molecule manipulations are significantly sep-
arated from the in vivo dynamics of molecular machines, and thus for the remainder of the
thesis we expand upon this approach in various ways, generalizing the existing theoretical
framework to more closely parallel the dynamics of molecular machines. By incorporating
the inter-system feedback present in molecular machines, we find that familiar intuitions
about how excess work and entropy production are related break down. Finally, we derive
a phenomenological expression for the energy flows communicated within the components
of a mechanochemical molecular machine. Ultimately, our analysis shows that intersystem
feedback can lead to nonvanishing energy flows which are the manifestation of a Maxwell
demon in the molecular machine itself.
Keywords:Nonequilibrium statistical physics; Biophysics; Molecular machines; Irreversible
thermodynamics
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The general struggle for existence is not a struggle for
raw materials—these for organisms are air, soil and water,
all abundantly available—nor for energy which exists
in plenty in the sun and any hot body in the form of heat,
but rather a struggle for entropy, which becomes available
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The classical theory of thermodynamics deals with phenomenological relationships between
flows of energy in macroscopic systems. While originally motivated by a need to understand
and optimize the performance of steam engines in the 1800s [2], the scope of thermodynamics
has expanded through the past two centuries, finding its place as a mathematical framework
that pervades the branches of science and industry. At its heart, the theory of classical
thermodynamics captures the mathematical relationships between physical quantities, such
as heat and work, subject to a set of underlying assumptions. So long as these assumptions
are valid, the classical theory of thermodynamics can be encompassed by four axiomatic
rules known as the laws of thermodynamics [3].
Despite the widespread successes of classical thermodynamics, there are a number of
shortcomings that limit its utility. Central to the focus of this thesis is the assumption of
systems being in a state of equilibrium. The restriction of thermodynamic analysis to equi-
librium precludes the treatment of many interesting situations, such as biological systems,
which are manifestly out of equilibrium. Furthermore, through the subsequent development
of a statistical theory of thermodynamics, known as statistical mechanics, it became clear
that the laws of classical thermodynamics pertain to ensemble-average quantities.
For macroscopic systems, an appeal to the central limit theorem makes clear that forN ∼
1023 interacting molecules, the fluctuations in energy and energy flows can be assumed to be
vanishingly small (so long as the system is not sufficiently close to a critical point). However,
for small systems—often on the scale of micro- or nano-meters—thermal fluctuations can
no longer be ignored, and have significant implications for the overall physical description
of the system of interest. Furthermore, ever since Clausius, in 1865, first articulated the law
of increase in entropy [4], what has come to be known as the second law has posed a deep,
unresolved question: how can microscopic equations of motion, that are symmetric under
time reversal, give rise to macroscopic behavior that is not?
Over the past 25 years, the development of stochastic thermodynamics has ushered in
a new era in thermodynamics, largely overcoming these limitations, and deepening our un-
derstanding of the second law as a statistical relation (Sec. 2.3). At its heart, stochastic
1
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thermodynamics seeks to understand how the laws of thermodynamics manifest in micro-
scopic strongly fluctuating systems that are potentially far from equilibrium. The theoretical
framework of stochastic thermodynamics provides a consistent method of assigning physi-
cal quantities–such as work, heat, and entropy–to fluctuating systems in contact with ther-
modynamic reservoirs, even when those systems are far from equilibrium. These physical
quantities can be identified along a single trajectory or at the level of probability distribu-
tions, thus permitting a diverse set of methods to understand the physics of thermodynamic
systems across all scales.
Given a set of state energies, the equilibrium ensemble of a system can be determined
without any knowledge of its dynamics. Thus, the entire theory of equilibrium statistical me-
chanics can be built without the need to model the microscopic dynamics. In nonequilibrium
systems, however, the same is not true. In general, the state of a particular nonequilibrium
system depends not only on its present conditions, but also on its history [5].
In addition to deriving a set of consistent laws of stochastic thermodynamics, the study
of fluctuating systems led to the development of an entirely new class of results, known
collectively as fluctuation theorems [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] (Sec. 2.4). These mathemati-
cal identities place stringent constraints on the fluctuations in stochastic systems, even far
from thermodynamic equilibrium, and can be viewed as generalizations of the second law of
thermodynamics. In particular, the entropy production fluctuation theorem can be used to
derive the second law, and provides a much deeper understanding of its physical origins. In
fact, all fluctuation theorems–even those not relating to entropy–give rise to second-law-like
inequalities [13, 14]. This realization has led to a significant improvement in our under-
standing of the physical origins of irreversibility in nonequilibrium systems. For instance,
the generalized Jarzynski equality [15] has shown how incorporating information—in the
form of feedback control—into the thermodynamics of fluctuating systems can lead to sub-
zero bounds on entropy production, a result which has been experimentally verified [16].
The incorporation of information into the theory of thermodynamics has effectively ‘exor-
cised’ the long-standing thought experiment known as Maxwell’s demon [17]: by treating
information as a physical quantity—which was suggested by Landauer in 1961 [18]—the
familiar form of the second law is restored.
In tandem with the theoretical developments of stochastic thermodynamics, a new set
of experimental techniques were developed to directly probe and perturb microscopic sys-
tems [19]. Early experiments were concerned with measuring the fluctuations in microscopic
systems, and primarily aimed at verifying the fluctuation theorems. Examples include mea-
surements of heat and work fluctuations in the tip of an AFM [20], the rotational angle of a
torsion pendulum [21], and in an electrical resistor [22]. Furthermore, the development—and
subsequent refinement—of optical tweezers for single-molecule force spectroscopy allowed
the direct verification of theoretical predictions in biological systems, such as a DNA or
RNA hairpin [23, 24, 25].
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Biological systems have served as a central focus for applying stochastic thermodynam-
ics. Ultimately, this comes as a result of the nonequilibrium nature of microscopic biological
systems. The essential importance of nonequilibrium physics in our understanding of biol-
ogy is summarized effectively by Erwin Schrödinger in What is Life? where he famously
equated the ‘decay into thermodynamic equilibrium’ with death [26]. More recently, a great
deal of effort has focused on our understanding of molecular machines, which are a class
of nanoscale objects that operate out of equilibrium to perform useful tasks within biolog-
ical cells. These molecular machines manage to remain out of thermodynamic equilibrium
by siphoning free energy off of nonequilibrium environmental conditions, such as out-of-
equilibrium concentrations of chemical reactants and products. In fact, the understanding
of molecular machines has served as a central motivation for the continued development of
stochastic thermodynamics as a whole [27, 28].
Stochastic thermodynamics can help in furthering our understanding of the physics of
molecular machines, in particular, the fundamental physical constraints such nonequilibrium
systems face in vivo, and how these constraints affect the limits of performance in molecular
machines. Thus, there is a need to define a performance metric in such systems that quan-
tifies the loss of capacity in the system. The entropy production, or dissipation, can serve
such a role: entropy production represents a fundamental loss of system capacity to perform
useful work. Low-entropy states have a higher capacity to perform work than high-entropy
states; for instance a fully extended polymer chain has the capacity to exert forces during
its compaction. Many recent significant advances, such as the thermodynamic uncertainty
relation [29, 30] and its generalizations [31, 32, 33, 34], have been motivated as providing
such fundamental functional limitations on the performance of molecular machines out of
equilibrium.
1.1 Molecular machines
At the sub-cellular scale, biological systems exhibit a strikingly high degree of organization
which is inconsistent with an equilibrium state [27]. This organization in maintained, in
large part, through the concerted effort of a host of molecular machines [35]. These nanoscale
machines consume energy, typically in the form of high-energy chemical bonds, to perform
useful functions in the cell [28].
Physically, molecular machines are made up of several interacting soft-matter compo-
nents, which experience large thermal fluctuations. Over the past several decades, molec-
ular machines have been a subject of intense focus within the biophysics community, and
have been studied using a host of modern experimental techniques, such as optical tweez-
ers [36, 37, 38, 39], or electrorotation [16, 40, 41, 42], to probe and perturb individual molec-
ular machines. Efforts to better understand the physics of molecular machines promise to
deepen our understanding of the fundamental operational constraints facing evolved molec-
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ular machines, but also promise a range of practical benefits, such as the design and syn-
thesis of de novo molecular machines, perhaps accelerating their use in next-generation
nanomedicine [43, 44].
1.1.1 Kinesin
A canonical example of a molecular transport motor is kinesin [45]. The first of many
variants, kinesin-1, was discovered in 1985 in observations of the mobility of organelles
in the extruded cytoplasm from the giant axon of a squid [46, 47, 48]. Soon after, this
‘axoplasmic motility’ was understood to be due to the effect of ‘a novel force-generating
molecule’ which has since come to be known as kinesin-1 [49]. Many distinct variations
of the kinesin motor were found soon after by identifying a common genetic motif in the
genome of Drosophila melanogaster [50], and subsequently found to occur, in one form or
another, in virtually all forms of eukaryotic cells [51].
Kinesin is a molecular motor that is responsible for the transport of cellular cargoes
throughout individual cells. Morphologically, kinesin consists of two motor head domains,
which are connected through a long stalk to two cargo binding domains. By making use
of the high-energy phosphate bond in the cellular energy currency ATP, kinesin moves by
its head domains processively walking along a microtubule, typically in a ‘+’-end directed
fashion, although certain kinesin motors can, in fact, travel in the opposite direction [52].
In vivo, the cell ensures directionality by maintaining an out-of-equilibrium concentration
of ATP and ADP molecules [45, 51].
Through the use of modern experimental techniques, kinesin has been studied in great
detail, informing much of our modern understanding of the mechanics of nanoscale machines.
For instance, early studies with optical trapping allowed direct measurement of the stall
force—the maximum opposing force under which the kinesin can still move in the forward
direction—of ∼ 6–8 pN [36, 37, 38, 39]. When this stall force is multiplied by the kinesin
step size of ∼ 8nm, the resulting work done by the kinesin motor is ∼ 48–64 pN· nm, which,
when compared with the free energy ∼ 80 pN·nm liberated by hydrolysis of a single ATP,
indicates an efficiency of up to ∼ 80% [53]. Additionally, single-particle fluorescence tracking
has measured the in vivo speeds of kinesin motors directly, clocking in at a maximum of
∼ 1 µm/sec, or 125 (8-nm) steps/sec [54].
In addition to providing an interesting biophysical model for understanding the physics
of molecular machines, kinesins are suspected to play a central role in pathophysiology
of many diseases. In particular, their role in transport implicates them in many neuronal
disorders, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and Alzheimer’s, where neurons’
extremely polarized cell morphologies make processive transport motors—such as kinesin—




With ATP serving as the primary chemical fuel source for many molecular machines (such
as kinesin), the production of ATP is essential to the operation of biological cells. The
molecular machine ATP synthase is responsible, in large part, for the production and main-
tenance of cellular ATP stores. As with kinesin, several variations of ATP synthase exist in
different organisms, but its presence is ubiquitous amongst both eukaryotic and prokaryotic
cells [57, 58]. In eukaryotic cells, ATP synthase motors are often located in the membranes
of organelles, whereas in prokaryotic cells they are found in the cell membrane. In fact, the
internalization of ATP synthase—and corresponding increase in cellular energy capacity—
during the emergence of eukaryotic cells in the evolutionary past is thought to have been
a central factor in the subsequent formation of higher-order structures, such as complex
multicellular organisms [59].
While there are several different forms of ATP synthase, the most well-studied is FoF1
ATP synthase, which is found in eukaryotic mitochondria and chloroplasts as well as
prokaryotic cell membranes. In contrast, variants such as the VoV1 ATPase inhabit or-
ganelle membranes other than mitochondria, such as endosomes and lysosomes [60, 61],
while AoA1 ATP synthase appears in the membrane of extremophilic archaea. VoV1 AT-
Pase operates in the opposite direction of FoF1, using ATP as an energy source to acidify
the interior of organelles, and contains a biochemical control mechanism, whereby the de-
pletion of cellular glucose causes dissociation of the Vo and V1 components, inactivating
the complex as an ATPase [61, 62]. Even within the class of FoF1 ATP synthase motors,
however, there is significant diversity across organisms. For instance, the number of pro-
tein subunits in the Fo component can vary between organisms, and can have a significant
impact on its overall energetics [63].
The remarkable efficiencies achieved by ATP synthase make it a fascinating example
of energy transduction in out-of-equilibrium biological systems. The ATP synthase motor
provides a straightforward example of a molecular machine that converts energy stored in
out-of-equilibrium chemical concentrations ([H+] difference across the membrane) into an
essential cellular resource (ATP). This has made ATP synthase a canonical system in which
to model and understand the fundamental physics of molecular machines and the inherent
trade-offs in the functional capabilities of biomolecular machines [64, 65, 66, 67].
Throughout this thesis, the simple models we use to test theoretical models are mo-
tivated by the physics of molecular machines, such as kinesin and ATP synthase. These
represent a minute fraction of the diversity of molecular machines that exist within biolog-
ical cells, performing a wide array of functions, and largely responsible for maintaining the
nonequilibrium conditions necessary for life. Fundamentally, these nanoscale engines oper-
ate in the presence of strong thermal fluctuations and out of thermodynamic equilibrium,
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and thus to understand their physics we need to make use of nonequilibrium theories of
statistical physics and stochastic processes.
1.2 Nonequilibrium statistical physics
For a physical system in contact with a thermal reservoir, at equilibrium the microstates x
are distributed in accordance with the Boltzmann distribution
π(x|λ) = e−βE(x|λ)+βF (λ), (1.1)
where β ≡ (kBT )−1 is the inverse temperature of the reservoir, E(x|λ) is the energy of
microstate x given a set of external parameters λ—such as pressure or volume—and F (λ)
is the equilibrium free energy of the system. The equilibrium free energy is related to the
partition function by F (λ) ≡ −kBT lnZ, where Z ≡
∫
exp [−βE(x|λ)] dx normalizes the
equilibrium distribution. Thus, to determine the equilibrium distribution for any system of
interest, we only need to know the energies of each of the microstates.
In contrast, determining the nonequilibrium distribution of a system requires knowledge
of its dynamics. Furthermore, aside from special cases, like a nonequilibrium steady state,
determining the instantaneous nonequilibrium distribution over microstates also requires
knowledge of the previous history of the system. For systems that we are generally interested
in, such as a polymer in solution, there are a very large number of individual molecules,
N ≈ 1023 (counting all of the waters) that can have non-negligible interactions with the
system. The explicit modeling of all degrees of freedom in such a system is analytically
intractable, and even outside of the realm of numerical calculations.
Fortunately, it is often the case that a relatively small number of these molecules repre-
sent our system of interest. Thus, we seek a method of obtaining equations of motion for the
system of interest that do not require explicitly accounting for all the molecules that make
up the environment. Mathematically, such reduced descriptions of the system dynamics can
be justified by an assumption of weak interactions between the system and its surround-
ings, or a separation of timescales between the system and environment. Weak interactions
between the system and its environment are a primary assumption behind, for instance,
Zwanzig’s projection operator method [5], where the Liouville equation for the entire sys-
tem is projected onto a low-dimensional space that captures the dynamics of the system of
interest, and the effective interactions between the system and environment are captured
through an additional fluctuating force. Conversely, the assumption of a separation of time
scales enforces a typical axiom of irreversible thermodynamics: thermodynamic reservoirs
always remain at equilibrium [68]. In either case, the same equations of motion are the re-
sult, which transform the typical differential equations of classical mechanics to stochastic
differential equations, with fluctuating components that capture the effective interactions
between a system and its surroundings.
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A canonical example for the equation of motion of a stochastic system is the diffusive
motion of a small object, such as a pollen grain, in water. This phenomenon was first docu-
mented by the botanist Robert Brown in 1827 while observing the motion of pollen grains in
water [69], however it wasn’t until the early 20th century when Einstein [70]—and, indepen-
dently, Smoluchowski [71]—provided a clear and consistent interpretation of the seemingly
random dynamics. Einstein proposed that the random motion of the pollen grain was due to
its repeated interaction with the water molecules surrounding it. Furthermore, because the
motion of all of the individual water molecules was exceedingly complex, the motion of the
pollen grain could only be understood statistically. As such, Einstein’s treatment of what is
now called Brownian motion is often seen as the first treatment of a physical phenomenon
using stochastic modeling [72].
These two main points led Einstein to the famous diffusion equation, quantifying the
temporal evolution of the probability of observing the position of the pollen grain at a
particular point in space
∂p(x, t|x0, t0)
∂t
= D∇2p(x, t|x0, t0) , (1.2)
where p(x, t|x0, t0) is the probability density of observing the pollen grain at position x
at time t given it was at x0 at time t0, ∇2 is the Laplacian operator, and D is the diffu-
sion coefficient. The diffusion coefficient D is related to the rate at which the probability
distribution spreads out in time. Specifically, the mean-squared displacement (MSD) of a
diffusive particle obeys the relationship
〈δx2(t)〉 = 2NdimDt , (1.3)
where the angle brackets 〈· · · 〉 indicate an average over an ensemble of pollen grains, all
initialized at the same position at time t = 0, δx ≡ x − 〈x〉 is the deviation of x from its
average position, and Ndim is the number of dimensions in which the particle is diffusing.
For a pollen grain diffusing on the surface of water, Ndim = 2.1
Not long after Einstein’s discovery of the diffusion equation, Paul Langevin, a French
physicist, presented an alternative treatment of the process of diffusion using stochastic
processes. Specifically, he claimed that the equation of motion of an individual pollen grain,




dt + F (t) (1.4)
1There are, however, some subtleties involved in diffusion of a particle at an air-water interface. Specifi-
cally, the diffusion coefficient predicted by the Einstein relation (1.7) may be modified due to the interaction
of the particle with the interface. For instance, an increase in drag forces due to surface tension [73], the
Marangoni effect and capillary forces [74], and even the elastic response of the interface to fluctuation-induced
surface-wave formation [75] can have significant impact on the value of the diffusion coefficient.
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where the first term on the RHS represents a frictional damping force Ffric(t) = −γv(t),
with γ the viscous damping coefficient for the pollen grain in the fluid, and F (t) is a
random variable that represents a fluctuating force, arising from the frequent impacts of
water molecules with the pollen grain. While it would take another 40 years to construct a
mathematically rigorous derivation of the form of the fluctuating force, we will simply state
two properties of the fluctuating force that turn out to be true:
〈F (t)〉 = 0 (1.5a)
〈δF (t)δF (t′)〉 = 2kBTγδ(t− t′) . (1.5b)
The first of these properties (1.5a) implies that the fluctuating force does not, on average,
impart any net force on the pollen grain, while the second (1.5b) suggests that the random
forces at different times are uncorrelated. The constant of proportionality in (1.5b) is fixed
by the equipartition theorem [5].






2kBTγ ξ(t) , (1.6)
where now ξ(t) is a zero-mean 〈ξ(t)〉 = 0, delta-correlated white noise process with 〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 =
δ(t−t′). Finally, we can connect the phenomenological constants γ from the Langevin equa-




Fundamentally, the diffusion equation (1.2) and Langevin equation (1.6) represent two
different approaches to solving the same problem: what is the equation of motion for a
fluctuating particle in contact with a thermal reservoir? In each case, the influence of the
thermal reservoir comes into the mathematical description of the system through a trans-
port coefficient (γ or D). The diffusion equation solves this problem by calculating the full
probability distribution function p(x, t) as the solution of the partial differential equation
in (1.2), whereas the Langevin equation provides a description in terms of a stochastic differ-
ential equation, where the solution is a fluctuating trajectory consistent with the statistical
properties of the dynamics.
Figure 1.1 shows a comparison between trajectory-level and probability distribution
descriptions of a stochastic system. For n = 1000 Langevin trajectories (left), the empirical



















Figure 1.1: Trajectory-level and distribution-level simulations of diffusive motion
give alternative descriptions of the same physical process. (left) A sample of n =
1000 individual trajectories of a Langevin simulation of Brownian motion compared to the
(right) time-dependent probability distribution obtained by solving the diffusion equation
(solid curves). Circles indicate the empirical distribution of positions obtained from the
ensemble of Langevin trajectories at the same times (indicated by the red vertical bars on
the left), showing agreement.
1.3 Overview of this thesis
The remainder of this thesis consists of three parts, discussing research that broadly falls into
three categories: experimental tests of nonequilibrium theory (Part I), dissipation through
the lens of control theory (Part II), and the nonequilibrium physics of autonomous machines
(Part III). The content for Part I presents and elaborates on results published in [25],
Part II discusses the theoretical work presented in [76, 77] and elaborates upon previous
discussions in [76] on lower bounds on dissipation (Chapter 8). Finally, in Part III we discuss
the implications of control-theoretical models of nonequilibrium physics in understanding
the microscopic physics of molecular machines. Specifically, we investigate the relationship
between excess work and entropy production in strongly coupled nonequilibrium system
from [78], and derive a near-equilibrium phenomenological method of quantifying the energy
flows between the components of such systems presented in [79].
1.4 Contributions to this thesis
Several chapters in this thesis contain results from collaborative efforts. The content in
Part I (Ch. 3-5) is drawn from material published in [25] regarding experiments performed
in collaboration with Sara Tafoya, Shixin Liu, and Carlos Bustamante at the University of
California, Berkeley. In this project, Sara Tafoya performed the experiments and gathered
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the raw data, and all parties in the collaboration participated in conceptualization of the
project. I performed the data curation and formal analysis of the resulting data, designed
experiments, and wrote the necessary software for the project, including both the data
analysis and visualization. In summarizing the results and discussing how to present them,
all parties in the collaboration took part.
Furthermore, Raphaël Chetrite helped with the formal analysis and mathematical details
of our derivations in Chapter 6 (which are published in [76]), particularly for the exact
solutions found in Sec. 6.4.1. Jannik Ehrich helped with conceptualization of the project
discussed in Chapter 9 and published in [78], performed some of the formal analysis, and





We now develop the mathematical framework behind the stochastic equations of motion
governing microscopic, fluctuating systems. In particular we will derive the three primary
methods of describing stochastic dynamics: the master equation, the Langevin equation,
and the Fokker-Planck equation. Each of these descriptions of stochastic dynamics is used
throughout the remainder of the thesis. The master equation is used in Chapter 9, the
Langevin equation is used in Chapters 6 and 10, and the Fokker-Planck equation is used in
Chapter 7.
2.1.1 Random variables, probability distributions and characteristic func-
tions
The fundamental mathematical underpinning of stochastic thermodynamics and nonequi-
librium physics is probability theory. As a mathematical theory originally axiomatized by
Andrey Kolmogorov in the 1930s [80], probability theory has become central to a number
of fields of science and industry, from the fluctuating proteins within a biological cell to the
statistics of returns in an investment portfolio [72, 81]. At its core, probability theory deals
with the mathematics of uncertainty, quantifying the likelihoods of random events.
The outcome of a random event X, such as a coin toss, is referred to as a random
variable because its outcome is uncertain. While we do not know what the exact outcome
of the event will be, we know what the possible outcomes x may be, and can assign relative
likelihoods to them. For instance, in tossing a fair coin, the possible outcomes are heads or
tails, and both are equally likely. The function that quantifies the relative likelihoods for
different outcomes of the random variable X is called the probability px, where here px is
the likelihood that the outcome of the random event will be X = x. While a full treatise
on the theory of probability is beyond the scope of this introduction1, a central axiom of
1For the interested reader, however, [82] provides a succinct introduction to the mathematical subject.
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probability theory is that the probability distribution is normalized,
∑
x
px = 1 , (2.1)
where the summation is taken over all possible outcomes of the random event.
As defined in (2.1) the probability distribution is applicable to discrete random variables,
and often referred to as the probability mass function. However, when the outcome of a
random variable can be any value in a continuous domain, we instead use the probability
density function p(x), which satisfies the alternative normalization condition∫
x
p(x)dx = 1 . (2.2)
Intuitively, the need for a generalized definition of the probability in continuous spaces
derives from the fact that there is no way of assigning the probability of a single outcome
X = x when x has a continuous domain, as each individual outcome has zero probability.2
Instead, we must refer to the probability that the outcome x lies within a range of possible
values p(a < x < b) =
∫ b
a p(x)dx [81]. For the majority of this thesis, we will work with
the probability density function, as most model systems we look at are continuous, but will
distinguish between the two distributions with the notation used above: in probability mass
functions the outcome appears as a subscript px, while for probability density functions the
outcome appears as an argument p(x).
While a mathematically complete description of a random variable requires specification
of the probability distribution, we can describe particular properties of the random variable





where here the angle brackets 〈· · · 〉 indicate an average over the distribution of x. Here,
the distribution being averaged over is unambiguous, however in cases where it is not, the
averaging distribution will be made explicitly clear from the notation, often with a subscript
or superscript.
From (2.3), the zeroth moment (n = 0) of any distribution simply gives the normalization
condition (2.2), and the first moment (n = 1) is the mean of the distribution, which is
also often referred to as the expectation value of X. Higher-order moments encode more
detailed information about the shape of the distribution, with each successively higher-
order n providing information about events that are farther from the mean [72]. However,
for n > 1 there are alternative, more convenient measures used to quantify the characteristics
2Or, in the language of probability theory, each individual event represents a set of zero measure.
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of the distribution. For instance, the centered moments subtract the mean (first moment)




(x− 〈x〉)np(x)dx , (2.4)
where here, and in the remainder of the thesis, δX ≡ X − 〈X〉 indicates the difference
between a random variable and its mean value. Trivially 〈δX〉 = 0, and thus the first
nonzero centered moment is for n = 2. 〈δX2〉 is the variance, which is often written as
σ2x as it is equal to the square of the standard deviation σx [83]. More convenient still are
the cumulants κn of a distribution (see (2.7) below). The first two cumulants are simply
the mean (κ1) and variance (κ2), and, while higher-order cumulants can be expressed as
combinations of moments (2.3), no simple closed-form expression is known to do so [84].
An alternative route to understanding properties of a probability distribution comes
through its Fourier transform, which is known as the characteristic function (or moment-
generating function)




The Fourier transform is used extensively in physics, particular when considering periodic
behavior, such as waves [85]. In the context of probability theory, the characteristic function
provides an often useful tool in solving problems, as well as a route to more simply calculate
the moments (2.3) and cumulants of a distribution. In particular, the nth moment of a







Furthermore, the characteristic function can be used to define, mathematically, the
cumulants through the cumulant-generating function g(s) ≡ − lnφ(s). The cumulants κn







The cumulant-generating function has become central in the field of large deviation theory,
where a scaled cumulant-generating function is often used to determine the large deviation
rate function [86]. However, the cumulants also have fundamental importance in standard
treatments of probability theory. For instance, all cumulants above κ2 (i.e., third order and
higher) are zero for a Gaussian distribution, while no analogous truncations exist for the
moments [84].
For situations described by multiple random variables, such as the outcome of several
coin flips, the probability distribution of outcomes is multivariate. Here, there are several
other important concepts to understand. In particular, for two random variables X and Y ,
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the probability of a particular outcome is now given by the joint distribution p(x, y), which is
the probability that both X = x and Y = y. The joint distribution obeys the normalization
condition 1 =
∫
x,y p(x, y)dxdy. The univariate distribution p(x)—also called the marginal





p(x, y)dy . (2.8)
Alternatively, given we know the outcome of Y , the probability of X conditioned on the
outcome Y = y is known as the conditional distribution p(x|y).
We can relate all three distributions through the law of total probability as [83]
p(x, y) = p(x|y)p(y) = p(y|x)p(x) . (2.9)
Finally, if the random variables X and Y are independent of one another, then the condi-
tional and marginal distributions are equal (p(x|y) = p(x) and p(y|x) = p(y)), and therefore
the joint distribution can be expressed as a product of the marginal distributions
p(x, y) = p(x)p(y) . (2.10)
2.2 Nonequilibrium dynamics
To describe the state of a fluctuating system, such as the position of a diffusing particle,
we can gain tremendous insight by making use of the machinery of probability theory. In
particular, the state of a system at a time t is itself a random variable X(t) that depends
on time. For instance, if we observe the state of the system at a series of times t0, t1, · · · , tn,
so that increasing indices indicate observations that are later in time (i > j implies that
ti > tj), and each successive time is spaced with the increment ti+1 − ti = ∆t, then the
system trajectory is a vector of random variables X(t) = (Xn, Xn−1, · · · , X0) ≡ Xt[0,n] .
Here, Xi is the state X at time ti, and the subscript t[0,n] is shorthand notation for the
sequence of times t0, t1, · · · , tn. This process is an example of a discrete-time stochastic
process, because the random variable is observed at discrete time increments; however, this
can be turned into a continuous-time process by taking the limit of ∆t→ 0.
The probability of observing a particular trajectory of the system is given by the mul-
tivariate joint distribution p(x[0,n]). Furthermore, by viewing the trajectory x[0,n] as a time
series, the conditional distribution can be understood as a predictive tool, quantifying the
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defines the probability of observing the system in state xn given that the n previous obser-
vations were x[0,n−1].
An assumption that greatly simplifies the analysis of stochastic systems is the Markov
assumption, which asserts that the state of the system at time tn only depends on the
most recent previous state, at tn−1, and is thus conditionally independent of x[0,n−2]. More
concretely, the Markov assumption states that
p(xn|xn−1, x[0,n−2]) = p(xn|xn−1) , (2.12)
and systems which obey this assumption are said to be Markovian. The single-timestep
conditional probabilities p(xi+1|xi) are often called transition probabilities, as they represent
the probability of observing the system in state xi+1 at time ti+1 given that it was in state xi
at time ti. While there are many other common and useful assumptions that can be made on
the interdependence of system states along a stochastic trajectory, such as the Martingale
property that has become central to many formal treatments of stochastic processes and
probability theory [87], the Markov assumption is, by and large, the most ubiquitous in the
modern treatment of stochastic thermodynamics.
The primary utility of the Markov assumption is that it allows the decomposition of
stochastic trajectories into transition probabilities. In particular, for a system which at
time t0 is distributed over x states as pinit(x0), the trajectory probability distribution over
states after n time increments can be decomposed into a product of transition probabilities
as
p(x[0,n]) = p(xn|xn−1)p(xn−1|xn−2) · · · p(x1|x0)pinit(x0) . (2.13)
For a Markovian system, we can use (2.13) to write the trajectory probability p(x2, x1, x0) =
p(x2|x1)p(x1|x0)p(x0). By then marginalizing over x1 (2.8) we obtain a tremendously useful









Under certain constraints on the limits of the transition probabilities as the time incre-
ment ∆t → 0, the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (2.14) (or (2.15)) can be written as a
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differential equation.3 Specifically, for the transition rate R(x|x′, t) ≡ lim∆t→0 p(x,t+∆t|x
′,t)
∆t ,
one can show that the differential Chapman-Kolmogorov equation is [72]
















R(x|x′, t)p(x′, t|x′, t′)−R(x|x′, t)p(x′, t|x′, t′)
]
dx . (2.16)
Here the state x is, in general, a vector, ∂t ≡ ∂/∂t is the partial derivative with respect
to time, and ∂xi ≡ ∂/∂xi is the partial derivative with respect to the ith component of x.
This form indicates three different types of motion that can arise in stochastic dynamics. In
particular, Ai(x, t) represents a drift term, quantifying deterministic motion of the system,
while Bji(x, t) is a positive-semidefinite diffusion tensor, quantifying the impact of diffusive
motion. The final term on the RHS of (2.16) represents the impact of discrete jumps on
the overall stochastic dynamics of the system. In various limits, the differential Chapman-
Komogorov equation (2.16) reduces to common equations of motion for stochastic systems.
2.2.1 Master equation
For systems in which the drift and diffusion coefficients are zero (Ai(x, t) = Bij(x, t) = 0,
for all i, j), the resulting differential equation is the master equation, which describes the
rate of change of the probability in a system where the source of probability changes are
solely due to jumps. While one can use the master equation to describe the dynamics on
continuous state spaces [72], for the purposes of this thesis, we will use the master equation
when discussing discrete-state systems. The discrete master equation is often used to model
the dynamics of chemical reaction networks [88], or as a simple representation of a more
complex problem, for instance following coarse-graining [68].
Thus, the discrete master equation quantifies the rate of change of the probability dis-
tribution in a stochastic system due to jumps between discrete states. Mathematically, the





where pi is the probability of the system being in state i at time t, dt ≡ d/dt is shorthand for
the time derivative, and Rij is the (i, j) element of the transition rate matrix, quantifying
the rate of transitions from state j → i per unit time. Rij is shorthand for R(xi|xj) (here
assumed to be time-independent), and the indices indicate that the state space is discrete.
In order to conserve probability, the diagonal elements of the transition rate matrix are
3See Gardiner [72] for a more in-depth discussion of these constraints, but simply put, the constraints
relate to the continuity of the underlying stochastic process in the continuous-time limit.
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It can be shown, in several different ways, that in the long-time limit—and for time-
independent transition rates—solutions to the master equation converge to a stationary
distribution [84]. Furthermore, this distribution is unique if the transition rate matrix
is irreducible, which means that each state in the system is accessible—via intermediate
states—by any other state. Concretely, it is possible for a system initially in state xi at
t = 0 to be found in any other state of the system xj at a later time. In what follows
we will assume that there is a unique stationary solution, and will refer to it in general
as the steady-state distribution. Once the dynamics have a thermodynamic interpretation,
under certain circumstances the steady-state distribution is equivalent to the Boltzmann
equilibrium distribution (1.1).
At steady state, the probability distribution is unchanging: dtpi = 0. Therefore the




j = 0 . (2.19)
Thus the stationary distribution is the (unique) right eigenvector of the transition rate
matrix corresponding to the zero eigenvalue [84]. Thus for a time-independent rate matrix,
one only needs to solve for the eigenvectors of the transition rate matrix to identify the
steady-state distribution.
If the master equation (2.17) represents a thermodynamic system, the entries in the
transition rate matrix are further restricted to satisfy the local detailed balance relationship
Rij
Rji
= exp(−β∆ωij) , (2.20)
where ∆ωij = ωi − ωj is the difference in the thermodynamic potential of states xi and
xj . For instance, if the system is in contact with a thermal reservoir, the thermodynamic
potential of each state xi is its energy ωi = εi, and thus asymmetries in the transition
rates are completely determined by the relative energies of the states. The local detailed
balance constraint is necessary in such systems so that they remain consistent with the
known predictions of thermodynamics. Specifically, for a thermodynamic system the equi-
librium distribution is known from the study of statistical mechanics, and the rate definitions
in (2.20) ensure that the stationary distribution and the equilibrium distribution are equal.
To generate trajectories of a system obeying the master equation (2.17), we need to
know the transition kernel p(x, t+ ∆t|x′, t), which can be obtained by expanding the time-
dependent probability distribution from (2.17) to linear order in ∆t and using the master
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equation (2.17) to evaluate the derivatives [72]:








where δij = p(xi, t|xj , t). The first RHS term is the probability that during time ∆t the
system remains at xj , while the second RHS term is the probability that it transitioned to
state xi from xj . Thus, for a system initially in state xj , after a small time ∆t has passed,
we can calculate its state by drawing a new state (xi) at random from p(xi, t + ∆t|xj , t).
Numerically, this can be achieved by implementing a kinetic Monte-Carlo algorithm.4 The
details of our implementation are given in App. A.
As an example, consider the underlying set of states xi ∈ Z, where Z is the set of integers,
subject to a harmonic potential centered at x0 = 0, so that that the system evolves in the
potential εi = ktrap2 x
2




for constant kinetic bare rate Γ and ∆εij ≡ εi − εj satisfy local detailed balance (2.20)
and thus represent the stochastic dynamics of a physical system in contact with a thermal
reservoir.
Figure 2.1 shows a sample trajectory (left) of the system in the harmonic potential for
the first 50 discrete jumps, and the steady-state distribution pssx (2.19) (right) given by the
eigenvector corresponding to the zero-eigenvalue of the transition rate matrix. The trajec-
tory consists of lag times, during which the system remains in a fixed state, interspersed
with instantaneous discrete jumps.
2.2.2 Fokker-Planck equation
For systems in which there are no discrete jumps (R(x|x′, t) = 0 everywhere), but nonzero
drift and diffusion coefficients, the differential Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (2.16) re-
duces to the Fokker-Plank equation which, in its general form, is












Bij(x, t)p(x, t|x′, t′)
]
. (2.23)
For the duration of this thesis, we will be concerned with time- and space-independent
diffusion, so that Bij(x, t) = 2D (so that the factor of 1/2 in front of the diffusive term is
canceled), and further restrict our attention to the 1D Fokker-Planck equation corresponding
4This is analogous, in this case, to the Gillespie algorithm used to propagate the chemical master equation.
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Figure 2.1: Discrete-state dynamics generated by the master equation in a har-
monic potential. (left) Sample of the first 50 steps of a discrete-state trajectory governed
by the discrete master equation (2.17) and subject to a harmonic confining potential. Each
circle represents the start or end of a discrete jump in the state. We set Γ = 1 in the transi-
tion rates (2.22). (right) Empirical distribution (circles) obtained from a long trajectory of
the discrete dynamics compared to the corresponding Boltzmann distribution (1.1) (bars)
for a system in thermodynamic equilibrium. In both subplots we take β = 1.
to an overdamped system, which is also known as the Smoluchowski equation.5 Here, we
consider the Smoluchowski equation for a diffusing particle in a time-dependent potential
E(x, t), which means that the drift coefficient in (2.23) is replaced by (βD times) the force
f(x, t) ≡ −∂xE(x, t): A(x, t) = −βD∂xE(x, t).
Integrating the Fokker-Planck equation over an (arbitrary) initial distribution p(x, t = 0)
converts the conditional equation into an equation for the marginal probability distribution
p(x, t). Thus the 1D overdamped Fokker-Planck equation is
∂tp(x, t) = βD ∂x [f(x, t)p(x, t)] +D∂2xp(x, t) . (2.24)
The stationary solution—if it exists—of the Fokker-Planck equation can be obtained by
setting ∂tp(x, t) = 0 and solving the RHS of (2.24).
In general, the full time-dependent distribution p(x, t) is rarely analytically tractable,
and must be obtained through numerical methods. However, when the energy landscape
is harmonic (E(x) = ktrap2 x
2), the forces are linear, f(x) = −∂xE(x) = −ktrapx, and the
5To get an underdamped equation of motion, we need to also include the time evolution of the distribution
of velocities. The Kramers equation does just this for a 1D system, but we won’t discuss it in detail here.
For the interested reader, however, an excellent overview is given in Hannes Risken’s book [89].
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Smoluchowski equation becomes
∂tp(x, t) = −βDktrap [xp(x, t)] +D∂2xp(x, t) . (2.25)
Here—and, in fact, for any Fokker-Planck equation subject to a potential-derived drift









which here is Gaussian with mean 〈x〉eq = 0 and variance 〈δx2〉eq = (βktrap)−1. Here, the
angle brackets 〈· · · 〉eq indicate an average over the equilibrium distribution (2.26).
In this special case we can also find an analytical solution for the full time-dependent
distribution, for any initial conditions. For an initial distribution that is localized at x = x′
so that p(x, t = 0) = δ(x− x′), the time-dependent solution is Gaussian at all times t > 0,











with mean 〈x(t)〉 = x′e−βDktrapt and variance 〈δx2〉 = (1 − e−2βDktrapt)/(βktrap). Asymp-
totically as t→∞, the mean and variance approach the steady-state values. We will make
extensive use of this general form in Chapter 7.
Figure 2.2 shows the time-dependent probability distribution obtained by solving the
Smoluchowski equation (2.24) in a harmonic potential with βktrap = D = 1, given an
initial distribution p(x, t = 0) = δ(x− 2). The distribution relaxes towards the equilibrium
distribution—indicated by a dashed red line—obtained from the Boltzmann equation (2.26).
The right panel shows the time-dependent average and variance of the distribution, which
converge towards their equilibrium values of 〈x〉eq = 0 and 〈δx2〉eq = 1.
2.2.3 Langevin equation
Similar to the use of the transition kernel of the master equation to generate trajectories
that represent the time evolution of single instances of the stochastic process, the transi-
tion kernel of the Fokker-Planck equation gives rise to a stochastic equation of motion for
individual trajectories known as the Langevin equation. For instance, one can show that
for the Smoluchowski equation of a diffusing particle in a potential E(x, t), the transition
kernel is, to leading order in ∆t [72],
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Figure 2.2: Time-dependent solution to the Smoluchowski equation for a diffusing
particle in a harmonic potential. (left) Time-dependent solution to the Smoluchowski
equation for a Brownian particle diffusing in a harmonic potential (2.27), given an initial
distribution p(x, 0) = δ(x − 2). Early times are indicated by light blue, while later times
are indicated by progressively darker shades of blue. The red dashed line is the Boltzmann
equilibrium distribution towards which the system is relaxing. (right) The values of the
first two cumulants—mean (yellow) and variance (green)—of the distribution p(x, t) as a
function of time, showing that they asymptote to their equilibrium values of 〈x〉 = 0 and
〈δx2〉 = 1 as t→∞.
which is simply a Gaussian distribution with variance D∆t and mean x′ − βDf(x′, t)∆t,
where f(x′, t) = −∂xE(x, t) is the force experienced by the particle at position x and time
t. Thus, the resulting stochastic dynamics are those of a system moving with a systematic
drift of velocity βDf(x′, t) with zero-mean Gaussian fluctuations with variance D∆t.
Therefore, the update rule for a trajectory generated by this equation of motion is
x(t+ ∆t) = x(t) + βDf(x, t)∆t+
√
2DN (0,∆t) , (2.29)
where N (0,∆t) is a normal distribution with 0 mean and variance ∆t. The Gaussian-
fluctuation term is known as a Wiener increment, and often indicated by ∆W . In the
continuous-time limit (∆t→ 0), (2.29) becomes
dx = βDf(x, t)dt+
√
2D dW (t) , (2.30)
where dW (t) is the differential element of a continuous-time stochastic processW (t), known
as a Wiener process (also called a white-noise process as it has a flat power spectral density
over all frequencies) [72]. The Wiener process is defined by a couple of important properties,
namely it has zero mean (〈W (t)〉 = 0), unit variance (〈W (t)2〉 = 1), and its values at
different times are independent, 〈W (t)W (t′)〉 = δ(t− t′).
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Alternatively, it is common to rewrite (2.30) as a differential equation, in terms of
derivatives as opposed to differentials:
ẋ = βDf(x, t) +
√
2D ξ(t) , (2.31)
where ẋ ≡ dx/dt, ξ(t) ≡ dW (t)/dt, and 〈δξ(t)δξ(t′)〉 = δ(t − t′). Throughout this thesis,
we will primarily use the derivative form (2.31), except when using the differential form is
more clear.
Equation (2.30) (or (2.31)) is an example of a stochastic differential equation (SDE)
because it contains a stochastic differential term (dW (t) or ξ(t)). As we will see, this makes
the subsequent analysis significantly different from standard ordinary differential equations.
Here, the sample paths generated by the Langevin equation (2.30) are continuous every-
where, but differentiable nowhere, due to the properties of the Wiener process [72].6
The trajectories generated by the SDE in (2.30) represent the same underlying physical
process as the Smoluchowski equation (2.24). In both cases we are implicitly assuming that
the system is overdamped. This means that there are no inertial terms in the equations of
motion, which is an oft-used approximation in low-Reynolds number environments.
The Reynolds number ‘Re’ is a dimensionless quantity used in fluid mechanics to classify
the relative importance of inertial and viscous forces [90]. For small values of the Reynolds
number, viscous forces dominate, and inertial effects can largely be ignored [91]. Approxima-
tions on a single bacterium predict that its Reynolds number is ∼ 10−5 which implies that
its dynamics are governed largely by viscous forces.7 Thus, the overdamped approximation
plays a prominent role in the microscopic physics of biological systems.
The overdamped equation of motion (2.30) is a particular limit of a more general
Langevin equation, where the fluctuations, which are assumed to impart forces on the
microscopic particle, appear in the equation of motion for the acceleration. Specifically,
the underdamped Langevin equation, which could be derived, in principle, from the transi-
tion kernel for a Fokker-Planck equation of an underdamped system–such as the Kramers
equation–is







6In fact, this is an argument made by Jacobs in [81] for the use of differential notation for SDEs in
preference to writing them in terms of derivatives. The non-differentiability of sample paths implies that
the derivatives themselves don’t exist, and thus it is more mathematically consistent to write the Langevin
equation (or any SDE for that matter) in differential notation, such as in (2.30).
7Specifically, the Reynolds number is defined mathematically as Re ≡ Ua/ν where U is the speed of
the object, a is a characteristic linear dimension, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (for water,
ν ≈ 10−6 m2/s). For a typical bacterium (such as, for instance, E. coli) the characteristic linear dimension is
a ≈ 10−6 m and they travel at velocities of U ≈ 10−5 m/s and thus the Reynolds number is Re ≈ 10−5 [91].
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Here, the first term on the RHS represents the force applied to the system (either by a
potential, or some external source), the second term on the RHS represents the frictional
damping of velocities, and the final term on the RHS represents the stochastic forces on the
particle from the environment. To recover the overdamped equation of motion (2.31) from
the underdamped equation of motion, we simply set ẍ = 0 and solve for ẋ.
2.3 Stochastic thermodynamics
The preceding sections describe methods to generate the stochastic dynamics of fluctuating
systems, based solely on the mathematical concepts of probability theory; however, these
trajectories still lack a thermodynamic interpretation. This interpretation is provided by
the growing field of stochastic thermodynamics. Stochastic thermodynamics is the study of
thermodynamics at the microscopic scale, where systems are small and fluctuations cannot
be ignored. At its heart, stochastic thermodynamics seeks to generalize the classical laws
of thermodynamics to fluctuating trajectories. As considered here, the systems of interest
are embedded within an aqueous environment, and can be pushed out of equilibrium in a
number of different ways. For instance, systems can be driven out of equilibrium by altering
their potential energy in a time-dependent manner through a control parameter λ, which we
discuss in more detail in Sec. 2.6. Here, we can study the response of the system to a time-
dependent control parameter λ(t), the spontaneous relaxation towards equilibrium after an
instantaneous change in the control parameter value, or the properties of nonequilibrium
steady states when the driving is time-independent.
Alternatively, systems such as chemical reaction networks can be kept out of equilibrium
by chemostats that maintain the out-of-equilibrium concentrations of chemical reactants.
Here, the system is still driven out of equilibrium, even though there is no active manipu-
lation of the system through, for instance, a control parameter.
Formally, the separation of system from surroundings in stochastic thermodynamics
involves identifying fast- and slow-relaxing degrees of freedom. The slow-relaxing degrees
of freedom constitute the system, while the fast-relaxing degrees of freedom comprise the
bath (or environment). This is one reason why the study of microscopic biological systems
has proved to be difficult: there is often no obvious separation of timescales allowing one to
separate, unambiguously, the system from the environment.
At the microscopic scale, the mathematical forms of the laws of thermodynamics are
largely preserved, but a complete understanding of how exactly to attribute increments of
work, heat, and entropy to single trajectories is a nontrivial process. Throughout this thesis
we will adopt the convention that positive work and heat correspond to energy flows into
the system. Naturally, this gives rise to the differential form of the first law
dE =d̄W +d̄Q , (2.33)
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where dE represents a change in the internal energy of the system, and the inexact differ-
entials d̄ indicate that the work and heat are path-dependent.
Given an overdamped Langevin equation describing a fluctuating particle, Sekimoto was
the first to suggest a thermodynamic interpretation [92]. In particular, how can we quantify
the heat and work associated with a single stochastic trajectory? Conceptually, work is done
on a system when an external agent inputs energy, and heat represents the exchange of
energy between the system and its environment. Thus, in the absence of any external input,
all energy changes are heat. For an overdamped system fluctuating in a fixed potential
energy landscape V (x, λ), changes in energy are determined by the changes in potential
dE = dV , which, by using the chain rule, can be written in terms of a differential in the
particle position dV = (∂xV )dx = −d̄Q, quantifying the exchange of heat with the reservoir.
Thus, the heat along a stochastic trajectory is given by the integral expression [27, 92]
Q[x[0,τ ]] = −
∫ τ
0
f(x(t))ẋ dt , (2.34)
where here the notation Q[x[0,τ ]] indicates that the heat is a functional of the trajectory x
during times t ∈ [0, τ ]. We can use (2.34) to obtain an exact expression for the heat in terms
of the stochastic dynamics by substituting (2.31) for ẋ. However, because ẋ is a stochastic
differential equation, direct integration could pose a problem, as the integral of the stochastic
process has not yet been defined. We omit discussion of the different definitions of stochastic
integrals, but specify here that the Sekimoto definitions of heat (2.34) (and work (2.35))
must use the Stratonovich interpretation of the stochastic integral [92].
Alternatively, work is done on the system if the control parameter λ changes in time.
Thus, changes in energy due to work are dE = dV = (∂λV )dλ = d̄W , and the work done
along a trajectory is
W [x[0,τ ]] =
∫ τ
0
(∂λV (x(t))) λ̇ dt . (2.35)
Combining (2.35) with (2.34), the integrated first law is
∆E = V (x(τ), τ)− V (x(0), 0) = Q[x[0,τ ]] +W [x[0,τ ]] , (2.36)
on the level of an individual stochastic trajectory of the system.
Equation (2.36) provides a powerful conceptual separation of the work and heat accu-
mulation at the microscopic level: work accumulates when external influences on the system
results in changes of energy, while heat accumulates when the system exchanges energy with
the bath. The first law, which effectively is a statement of energy conservation, links these
two energy flows.
Identifying a valid form of the second law of thermodynamics requires a consistent
definition of entropy along a single trajectory. However, the second law refers to the entropy
of the universe, so we must identify the changes in entropy of both the system and the
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environment. The entropy change in the environment during a trajectory can be identified
with the heat
∆Sres[x0,τ ] = −βQ[x[0,τ ]], (2.37)
while the instantaneous entropy of the system at time t is
S(t) = − ln p(x(t), t) , (2.38)
where, here and throughout the thesis, we use natural units (kB = 1) for the entropy.
Here, the probability distribution p(x(t), t) is obtained by first solving, for instance, the
corresponding Fokker-Planck equation for the system dynamics. The second law thus follows
by measuring the total change in entropy of the universe over a trajectory,
∆Stot[x[0,τ ]] = ∆Sres[x[0,τ ]] + S(τ)− S(0) , (2.39)
where, the final two terms on the RHS capture the change in the entropy of the system
state over the time interval. Unlike the usual form of the second law, the entropy change
along a single trajectory can be negative [93]. For consistency with the classical laws of
thermodynamics, we require only that 〈∆Stot[x0,τ ]〉Λ ≥ 0 where 〈· · · 〉Λ indicates an average
over an ensemble of trajectories under the same driving. In (2.39), there is no requirement
that the system starts and/or ends in equilibrium, however to calculate the entropy from
(2.38) we must know the probability distribution p(x(t), t) over states.
The stochastic thermodynamic study of trajectory-level entropy led to a far more general
form of the second law through an entirely new class of mathematical identities known
collectively as fluctuation theorems.
2.4 Fluctuation theorems
Historically, the identification of symmetries under time reversal of dynamical systems be-
gan with a seminal paper by Gallavotti and Cohen in which they related the change in
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy8 to the ratio of trajectory probabilities under time-forward and
time-reversed dynamics [8]. Subsequent study on the probabilities of second-law-violating
events in steady-state systems [9, 10] as well as earlier research on the work integrated
over driven trajectories by Bochkov and Kuzovlev [95, 96] led to the well-known Jarzynski
equality [6],
〈e−βW 〉Λ = e−β∆F , (2.40)
8The Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy is a definition of entropy, used often in dynamical systems theory, that
is calculated from the Lyapunov exponents in chaotic systems [94].
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which relates the exponentiated trajectory work βW ≡ βW [x[0τ ]|Λ] averaged over an en-
semble of nonequilibrium trajectories (LHS), to the exponentiated change in equilibrium
free energy β∆F ≡ βF (τ) − βF (0) (RHS). In the Jarzynski equality, the system is as-
sumed to be driven through the manipulation of an external control parameter λ—or, in
Jarzynski’s words, a work parameter—and the average 〈· · · 〉Λ is taken over the ensemble of
nonequilibrium responses of the system to the particular driving protocol. Importantly, the
Jarzynski equality holds regardless of how far the system is driven out of thermodynamic
equilibrium.
By making an appeal to Jensen’s inequality—an inequality pertaining to averages over
convex functions that is used ubiquitously in information theory [94]—the Jarzynski equality
can be reduced to the inequality,
〈W 〉 ≥ ∆F (2.41)
or, alternatively
〈Wex〉 ≥ 0 (2.42)
where here we define the excess work Wex ≡ W −∆F as the difference between the work
and the free energy difference. The lower bounds implied by the Jarzynski equality (2.41)
(and (2.42)) can be seen as alternative statements of the second law of thermodynamics,
when the excess work is the only source of entropy production [93].
The Jarzynski equality is an example of what is now called an integrated fluctuation
theorem (IFT), to contrast with a detailed fluctuation theorem (DFT). While an IFT involves
ensemble averages, a DFT relates the probabilities of individual stochastic trajectories. The
first DFT found was the Crooks fluctuation theorem [7],
p[x|Λ]
p̃[x̃|Λ̃]
= e−βWex[x|Λ] , (2.43)
which relates the ratio of trajectory probabilities p[x|Λ] for a system driven through a
time-dependent control protocol Λ, to the probability of its time-reversed trajectory p̃[x̃|Λ̃]
under the time-reversed protocol Λ̃. Here the tilde indicates the time-reversal operation,
with x̃(t) = x(τ − t) and λ̃(t) ≡ λ(τ − t). The Crooks theorem can be re-written in terms of
the work distribution along forward and reverse processes as p(Wex)/p̃(−Wex) = exp(βWex)
and, in fact, can be used to derive the Jarzynski equality. Thus, the Crooks theorem repre-
sents the DFT that, upon integration, reproduces the Jarzynski IFT. In fact, the existence
of a DFT directly implies a corresponding IFT, and vice-versa [97].
Among the fluctuation theorems, the entropy production fluctuation theorem is central,
reducing to other fluctuation theorems, such as the Crooks IFT, in particular settings.




= e∆Stot , (2.44)
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relating the exponentiated change in entropy to the ratio of the probability of observing
a total entropy change ∆Stot along a forward trajectory to the probability of observing
a corresponding decrease in entropy under the time-reversed process. For a system driven
by an external control parameter, the excess work (nondimensionalized by β) and entropy
production are equal, thus (2.44) reduces to the Crooks fluctuation theorem (2.43). In fact
many of the well-known fluctuation theorems can be recovered from (2.44) by splitting the
change in entropy into adiabatic and nonadiabatic contributions, ∆Stot = ∆Sa + ∆Sna,
capturing the dissipation due to external time-dependent driving ∆Sna (such as by a time-
dependent control parameter) or due to nonequilibrium boundary conditions ∆Sa (such as
out-of-equilibrium concentrations of chemical reactants), respectively [97, 98, 99].
Furthermore, by using Jensen’s inequality, (2.44) reduces to the familiar form of the
second law of thermodynamics, 〈∆Stot〉 ≥ 0. Thus, (2.44) represents a true generaliza-
tion of the second law of thermodynamics, which only became apparent through the study
of microscopic fluctuating systems. The exponential suppression of ‘second-law violating’
trajectories makes the probability of observing such events in macroscopic systems van-
ishingly small [93]. Broadly speaking, the fluctuation theorems have provided a far deeper
understanding of the microscopic physics of fluctuating systems, placing surprisingly general
constraints on the fluctuations and dissipation in thermodynamic systems, even far from
equilibrium.
2.5 Entropy and information theory
From its inception in the 1940s by Claude Shannon at Bell Labs, the field of information
theory provided a comprehensive and powerful set of tools to describe the mathematics of
information. More recently, the field of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and stochastic
systems have found several concepts from information theory essential for understanding
the physics of nonequilibrium systems. Here, we briefly review some of the relevant results
from information theory.
The idea of entropy is central to information theory where, unlike many classical treat-
ments in thermodynamics, it possesses a conceptually simple explanation. The entropy is
a measure of the amount of information required, on average, to describe the state of a
system. Low-entropy states (such as a long sequence of heads in successive coin flips) are
highly ordered, and thus require a relatively small amount of information to specify, whereas
high-entropy states are more disordered, requiring more information to completely specify.9
Mathematically, the entropy of a random variable X—or Shannon entropy as it is typically
9This explanation of the entropy is clarified when the entropy is described in bits, by using base-2
logarithms. Here, the entropy is literally the average number of bits—yes or no questions—required to
completely specify the state of a system.
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px ln px . (2.45)
When multiple random variables (X and Y ) are involved, one can also define the joint
and conditional entropy respectively as
S(X,Y ) = −
∑
x,y
pxy ln pxy (2.46a)






px|y ln px|y . (2.46b)
The conditional entropy (2.46b) is useful in decomposing the joint entropy (2.46a) via the
chain rule for entropies [94]:
S(X,Y ) = S(X) + S(Y |X) (2.47a)
= S(Y ) + S(X|Y ) . (2.47b)








which quantifies the information that is shared between two random variables. The mutual
information (2.48) is symmetric (I(X;Y ) = I(Y ;X)), nonnegative, and can be used to
relate the marginal entropy of a single random variable in a multivariable system to its
conditional entropy:
I(X;Y ) = S(X)− S(X|Y ) . (2.49)
This provides a conceptual interpretation of I(X;Y ) as the reduction in uncertainty (en-
tropy) about a random variable X by observation of another random variable Y . If X and
Y are independent, then pxy = pxpy and I(X;Y ) = 0 (2.48). Conversely, if X and Y are
correlated, then the non-negativity of mutual information requires that S(X|Y ) < S(X).
Information theory also provides a number of so-called divergence measures that quan-
tify the differences between probability distributions. Such divergences have become central
to the study of nonequilibrium systems, in particular for lower bounding statistical aver-
ages. The relative entropy (or Kullback-Leibler divergence) is a common measure used in
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The relative entropy is nonnegative for any two probability distributions, D(px||qx) ≥
0—a property which is commonly used to prove the non-negativity of physical quanti-
ties in nonequilibrium thermodynamics—but is asymmetric in its arguments (D(px||qx) 6=
D(qx||px) in general) [94]. However, one can symmetrize the relative entropy in several dif-
ferent ways, such as taking the relative entropy of each distribution to their arithmetic mean
mx ≡ 12(px + qx) to get the Jensen-Shannon divergence [100]




2D (qx||mx) . (2.51)
The divergence measures originally derived in the context of information theory arise, in
many forms, within the study of nonequilibrium systems. For instance, we will see in Chap-
ter 7 how the relative entropy is related to excess work in discretely driven systems. In fact,
the physical meanings of various divergence measures in the context of trajectory ensembles
in stochastic thermodynamics have been explored in detail in [100], relating the relative
entropy (2.50) to dissipation, Jensen-Shannon divergence (2.51) to time asymmetry, and
providing physical interpretations of various other divergence measures from information
theory in the context of thermodynamic trajectories.
When a system is controlled by a set of external parameters λ, the equilibrium distribu-
tion πx(λ) is parameterized by the control parameters λ (here, assumed to take on any of
a continuous range of values). Thus, we can define a quantitative measure of the difference
between two equilibrium distributions by taking the relative entropy D[πx(λ)||πx(λ′)]. If the
two distributions are close to one another, so that λ′ ≈ λ+ ∆λ, then the Taylor expansion




i∆λj Iij(λ) . (2.52)
Here,
dIij(λ) ≡ 〈∂λi ln πx(λ) ∂λj ln πx(λ)〉λ (2.53)
is the (i, j)th component of the Fisher information matrix, and ∆λi is the ith component
of ∆λ [94]. Here, and throughout the remainder of the thesis we have employed an Ein-
stein summation notation, where repeated indices are implicitly summed over, for instance,
∆λi∆λjIij(λ) ≡
∑
i,j ∆λi∆λjIij(λ). The Fisher information plays an important role in
quantifying the dissipation in driven, nonequilibrium processes, and will be encountered
periodically throughout the remainder of this thesis.
2.6 Control in microscopic nonequilibrium systems
Broadly speaking, control theory is the study of physical systems and how their state can
be controlled through interaction with the outside world. By identifying particular goals,
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it is then possible to design ways to exercise control over a system to achieve them [101].
For instance, a canonical example of a mechanical controller is the centrifugal governor—
an idea which was explored in detail by James Clerk Maxwell in the 1800s [102]—where
the motion of a centrifugal rotor, coupled to the engine output, regulates engine speed by
controlling the input valve. Since its early applications, the scope of control theory has
expanded greatly and plays a major role in the modern practice of science, particularly
in the context of experimental physics, where many techniques rely fundamentally on the
successful implementation of control-theory-based feedback techniques [103].
Optimal control—one subfield of the broader subject of control theory—deals with the
implementation of control strategies that minimize some measure of cost in a controlled
system. Through much of this thesis, we will deal with the utilization of optimal control
to minimize the amount of work required to manipulate stochastic systems in a particular
way.10 In particular, we will often consider stochastic systems which fluctuate in the presence
of a potential energy E(x,λ) which is determined by a set of control parameters λ. The in-
stantaneous value of λ determines the equilibrium state π(x|λ) of the system through (1.1).
A control protocol Λ ≡ λ[0,τ ] is a time-dependent schedule for the control parameter λ,
driving the system from an initial state—often the equilibrium state at λ(t = 0)—to a final
state at λ(t = τ), where the protocol duration is denoted by τ .
Following from the Sekimoto definition (2.35), work is done on the system (or ex-
tracted from the system) whenever the control parameter is changed. For a particular
time-dependent control protocol Λ that transforms λi → λf over a protocol duration τ ,
the mean work required is given by the functional
〈W 〉Λ = −
∫ τ
0
〈fi(x,λ)〉Λ(t)λ̇i dt , (2.54)
where fi ≡ −∂λiE(x,λ) is the generalized force conjugate to control parameter λi, the angle
brackets 〈· · · 〉Λ(t) indicate an average over the instantaneous (nonequilibrium) distribution
of the system at time t during the protocol Λ, and the angle brackets 〈· · · 〉Λ indicate
an average over the (nonequilibrium) distribution of system trajectories during the entire
control protocol Λ. Given that the initial and final control parameter values are generally
fixed,11 the equilibrium free energy difference ∆FΛ ≡ F (λf) − F (λi) is constant for all
protocols, and thus minimizing the work is the same as minimizing the excess work Wex =
W −∆F . For the remainder of this thesis, we will focus on minimizing the excess work.
10Actually, this represents a further subfield known as stochastic optimal control, as it pertains to optimal
control strategies in stochastic systems. However, in Chapter 6 we will refer to the control of systems through
stochastic driving protocols as ‘stochastic control’, and thus, to avoid confusion, we will refer to stochastic
optimal control in this context simply as optimal control.
11Recent work on optimal bit erasure [104, 105] enforces a constraint on the final probability distribution
rather than requiring that the control parameter reaches a particular final value.
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For a system bound by a harmonic potential (see Sec. 2.7.1), Schmiedl and Seifert [106]
found the exact optimal control protocols that minimize the average work when the control
parameter is either the position of the harmonic potential, E(x, λ) = ktrap2 (x − λ)
2, or the
trap strength, E(x, λ) = λ2x
2 [106]. Further, in 2011, Aurell, et al. expanded the set of
exactly solvable minimum-work protocols to a more general class of problems by finding a
clever mapping of the stochastic differential equations to a set of deterministic transport
equations [107, 108]. While this work provided a new means of analyzing such problems,
aside from some notable recent results regarding a finite-time Landauer limit [104, 105], the
study of analytically tractable solutions in optimal control of stochastic systems has seen
little progress since. Primarily, this is due to the intrinsic difficulty in solving the general
minimization problem in (2.54).
2.6.1 Linear-response theory
Aside from certain simple models, the search for exact solutions to the problem of optimal
control in stochastic systems has remained relatively stagnant over the past half-decade.
However, in the interim, phenomenological methods of approximating the average excess
work associated with a particular driving protocol Λ have seen significant success, boasting
predictions that are straightforward, simple to interpret, and easily scalable [109]. Often,
the physical framework which underlies these approximations is linear-response theory.
Linear-response theory is a phenomenological approach to studying the near-equilibrium
behaviour of systems responding to an external perturbation. In the context of stochastic
thermodynamics, linear-response theory provides a mathematical machinery to approximate
the nonequilibrium average of a physical quantity with equilibrium averages. This can be
useful, for instance, when approximating the average work done on a system (2.54).
There are two classes of linear-response that—although closely related—are typically
approached differently: linear-response for step perturbations and linear-response for time-
dependent protocols. The former is primarily concerned with how an equilibrium system
responds to a discrete external perturbation, while the latter estimates the response of
a system to a continuous, time-dependent history of perturbations. Given the repeated
use of both linear-response approaches throughout this thesis, we present a rather in-depth
treatment of both here, and elaborate where necessary through the remainder of the thesis.12
Linear-response for step perturbations
Consider a thermodynamic system with dynamics governed by the potential energy E0(x).
In the distant past (t  0), the system was exposed to a weak external scalar field φ so
12David Chandler gives a particularly clear exposition on linear-response for step perturbations for Hamil-
tonian systems in [110], while Robert Zwanzig gives a clear overview of linear-response for time-dependent
protocols in [5].
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that, up to time t = 0, the effective potential energy has been E(x, φ) = E0(x) + φf(x),
where f(x) ≡ −∂φE(x, φ)|φ=0 is the generalized force conjugate to the perturbing field
φ.13 (A canonical example of static linear response is the time-dependent response of an
electric dipole moment in the presence of an applied electric field [5].) The system completely
equilibrates with the effective potential energy E(x, φ), so that at time t = 0 its distribution
over microstates is the Boltzmann distribution (1.1) for E(x, φ). For a general observable






At time t = 0 the external field is instantaneously turned off, so that the dynamics are now
governed by E0(x). We then want to approximate the relaxation of the observable A(x)
towards its new equilibrium average in the absence of the perturbing field φ.
For times t ≥ 0, one can show that—for sufficiently weak perturbing fields φ—the time-
dependent response of A(x), averaged over the nonequilibrium distribution is (to linear
order in O(φf(x))) [110]
〈A(t)〉neq ≈ 〈A〉eq − βφ〈δA(t)δf(0)〉eq (2.56)
where the angle brackets 〈· · · 〉eq indicate an equilibrium average, and δA(t) ≡ A(t) −
〈A〉eq indicates a fluctuation of the observable A from its equilibrium value 〈A〉eq.14 Equa-
tion (2.56) shows that, in the linear-response regime, it is possible to approximate the
nonequilibrium relaxation of an arbitrary observable A(x) as a function of time t, given
only observations of the equilibrium dynamics. Furthermore, we are often interested in the
fluctuation of A(x) away from its equilibrium value, and thus by subtracting 〈A〉eq from
both sides of (2.56) we find
〈δA(t)〉neq ≈ −βφ〈δA(t)δf(0)〉eq . (2.57)
This result is used extensively in the work presented in Chapter 7, where we also show how
the static linear-response result (2.57) is related to dynamic linear response.
13Put another way, the weakness of the perturbing field φ ensures that it only couples linearly to the
conjugate force.
14Originally, this result was derived for systems with Hamiltonian dynamics (as in, for instance, Ref. [110]),
which led to skepticism about its broad applicability in microscopic systems (including a well-known critique
from van Kampen in [111]). However, the linear-response predictions seemed to remain consistent with
experimental observations in far more general situations than the Hamiltonian derivation would suggest.
More recently, the analogous result has been derived for stochastic dynamics and nonequilibrium systems,
however it is still an active area of research [112].
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Furthermore, although we have assumed that the field φ and observable A are scalar
quantities, the results presented above can be applied equally well to multidimensional fields
and observables, with the nonequilibrium average of the ith component of observable A(x)
relaxing from the jth perturbing field φj is
〈δAi(t)〉neq ≈ −βφj〈δfj(0)δAi(t)〉eq , (2.58)
where fj is the generalized force conjugate to the jth component of the vector φ [110].
Linear-response for time-dependent protocols
To now generalize the linear-response results for a step perturbation to a time-dependent
protocol φ(t), we can proceed in several different ways. In particular, one can expand the
Liouville equation of the system’s temporal evolution in phase space as in [5], or treat
the system in a control-theoretical sense, resolving the relation between field (input) and
observable (output) by expanding the response in a Volterra series and truncating to linear
order [113]. In any case, the linear-response approximation of the nonequilibrium average









where 〈δAi(t)〉neq represents a fluctuation of Ai at time t away from its equilibrium average
at φ(t), and χij(t− t′) ≡ β ddt〈δfj(0)δAi(t
′)〉φ(t) represents the response of Ai at time t′ due
to a perturbation of φj at time t. Here, the angle brackets 〈· · · 〉φ(t) indicate an average over
the equilibrium distribution for the instantaneous value of the field φ(t). Thus the linear-
response kernel χij(t − t′) can be represented by a matrix with time-dependent entries.
Intuitively, the dynamic linear-response formula (2.59) captures the nonequilibrium response
of an observable quantity Aj by integrating over its entire previous history of perturbations.




〈δfj(0)δAi(t− t′)〉φ(t′)φ̇j(t′) dt′ (2.60)
where φ̇j(t) ≡ ddtφ
j(t) is the velocity of φj at time t, and the boundary term vanishes if the
system, for instance, started in an equilibrium state at t→ −∞.
2.6.2 Generalized friction tensor
We now consider a system which is driven by a time-dependent control protocol Λ. The
average power input to a system (the rate of work done on it) is the time derivative of
(2.35), 〈P〉Λ(t) = −〈fi(t)〉neqλ̇i, where the angle brackets 〈· · · 〉Λ(t) represent an average over
the nonequilibrium ensemble at time t during control protocol Λ. Furthermore, the excess
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power (rate of excess work) can be obtained by simply subtracting the equilibrium average,
〈Pex〉Λ(t) ≡ −〈δfi(t)〉neqλ̇i . (2.61)
Within the linear-response regime, the nonequilibrium conjugate-force fluctuations can





Expanding the control-parameter velocity in a Taylor series about its current value (at t)
gives
λ̇j(t′) ≈ λ̇j(t) + λ̈j(t′ − t) +O((t′ − t)2) (2.63a)
≈ λ̇j(t) , (2.63b)
where the approximation in (2.63b) is valid when λ̇j  λ̈j(t′− t) over time intervals (t′− t)
where the force response 〈δfi(0)δfj(t)〉λ(t) is significantly greater than zero. Intuitively, this
approximation requires that, over the timescales of conjugate-force relaxation, the control
protocol has a velocity which is approximately constant.15
Substituting (2.63) in (2.62) allows us to take the control-parameter velocity λ̇j out of
the integrand. After then switching the integration variable t − t′ → t′′ and flipping the
integration bounds, we find that the average nonequilibrium conjugate force is
〈δfi(t)〉neq ≈ ζij(λ)λ̇j(t) , (2.64)
where ζij is the (i, j)th element in the generalized friction tensor, given mathematically by




〈δfi(0)δfj(t)〉λ dt . (2.65)
The generalized friction is equivalent to the Kirkwood formulation of the friction tensor [114,
115]. Alternatively, the generalized friction can be decomposed into the product
ζij(λ) ≡ β〈δfiδfj〉λτ relaxij (λ) (2.66)
of the force covariance and the integral relaxation time τ relaxij ≡
∫∞
0 〈δfi(0)δfj(t)〉λ/〈δfiδfj〉λdt [116].
Intuitively, this decomposition allows for a simple interpretation of the generalized friction
in terms of the two factors, the variance of conjugate forces and the relaxation time.
15We will explore the limitations of this approximation in more depth in Chapter 6, with the particular
motivation of how it can fail for stochastic control protocols.
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Alternatively, Zulkowski and DeWeese [117] showed that—so long as the potential sat-





π(x|λ) dx , (2.67)
where Π(x|λ) ≡
∫ x
−∞ π(x|λ) dx is the equilibrium cumulative distribution function, and D
is the diffusion coefficient. This mathematical form of the generalized friction is preferable in
many instances. For instance, if the potential energy function is known, then ζij(λ) can be
calculated from (2.67) by numerical integration, whereas if no analytical form of the force-
autocovariance function is known (and very few are), then the friction from (2.65) must be
determined by numerical simulation, which is much more computationally expensive.
Under the linear-response approximation, the average excess power at time t during
control protocol Λ is given by the quadratic form
〈Pex〉Λ(t) ≈ λ̇iζij(λ)λ̇j , (2.68)








λ̇iζij(λ)λ̇j dt . (2.69b)
Thus, the generalized friction allows us to estimate the nonequilibrium excess work using
only equilibrium information about the system (the conjugate-force fluctuations).
2.6.3 Minimal-work control protocols
Historically, efforts to equip thermodynamic theories with geometric interpretations stretch
back to Gibbs who sought to find “a general graphical method which can exhibit at once
all the thermodynamic properties of a fluid concerned in reversible processes” [119]. Gibbs
thought that the graphical representation of, for instance, constant-volume thermodynamic
transformations as paths in a two-dimensional plane, provided the relatively abstract theory
of classical thermodynamics with a more tractable interpretation. While Gibbs’ analysis was
restricted to reversible transformations, outside of thermodynamic equilibrium more recent
efforts in the 1970s and 80s sought to define local metrics on the space of equilibrium
thermodynamic states by using second derivatives of macroscopic quantities, the internal
energy by Weinhold in [120] or the macroscopic entropy by Ruppeiner in [121], as well as first
derivatives of the free energy with respect to intensive quantities by Schlögl in [122]. Such
16A similar mathematical form of a friction coefficient was also derived, in a different context, by
Berezhkovskii and Szabo in [118].
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interpretations were even used by Salamon et al. to understand minimal-dissipation control
protocols in so-called step-equilibration processes [123] that bear striking resemblance with
recent findings (see, for instance Ch. 7).
However, these formalisms can pose significant problems outside of the thermodynamic
limit, where the metrics of Weinhold [120] and Ruppeiner [121] may not even exist. This train
of thought was distilled by Crooks in 2007 by his introduction of the thermodynamic length L
as an abstract measure of distance between equilibrium thermodynamic states [124]. Here,
Crooks showed that the Fisher information Iij(λ) can serve as a metric on the space of
equilibrium states, and the minimum-dissipation control protocols are given by the geodesic
curves connecting the initial and final equilibrium states.
The generalized friction provides a further refinement of this geometric view of ther-
modynamic space. By incorporating both the Fisher information matrix (through the force
variance, as Iij(λ) ≡ β2〈δfiδfj〉λ) and the relaxation time (2.66), the generalized friction
tensor equips the space of control parameters with a Riemannian manifold, defined by the
metric ζij(λ), and again having the interpretation of minimum-dissipation control protocols
as geodesic curves.17












is the thermodynamic length of protocol Λ, which is independent of the protocol duration τ .18
This lower bound (2.70) is saturated for minimum-dissipation protocols, which are those that
minimize the thermodynamic length of the control protocol. Furthermore, the minimum-
dissipation protocol follows the geodesic on the space of control parameters. Additionally, by
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, minimum-dissipation control protocols are those in which
the integrand
√
λ̇iζij(λ)λ̇j of the thermodynamic length is constant, and thus represent
protocols which bear a constant excess power.
Throughout the thesis, we will often compare the predicted dissipation of a minimum-
dissipation control protocol to that of a naive protocol, which is the particular control
protocol that travels between the initial and final control parameter states at a constant
17As it turns out, there are mutually incompatible assumptions made with regard to the continuous limit
when deriving Crooks’ Fisher information metric or the generalized friction, but we will explore and elaborate
on the details of these assumptions in Sec. 7.4.1.
18To recover Crooks’ original measure of the thermodynamic length, we simply replace ζij(λ) in L with
the Fisher information matrix Iij(λ).
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velocity. Intuitively, the naive protocol serves as a first guess of the minimum-dissipation
control protocol in the absence of any knowledge of the generalized friction ζij(λ).
The identification of such paths in the general case requires solving the geodesic equation;
however, for a single control parameter, minimum-dissipation (MD) protocols can be shown





where the constant of proportionality is fixed by enforcing that protocols be completed in
a predetermined duration τ [109].
Intuitively, the one-dimensional result (2.72) states that, in order to minimize excess
work, control protocols should move relatively slowly through regions of high generalized
friction ζ(λ), and comparatively fast in regions of low friction. This formalism has been
used to understand the minimal-work protocols in various model systems, including the
inversion of magnetization in an Ising model [125], the optimal erasure of information [126],
and several others [30, 65, 66, 76, 117, 125, 126, 127, 128].
In many of these papers, the minimum-dissipation protocols are referred to as opti-
mal protocols because they are—in terms of the excess work—optimal. However, in the
biomolecular context, it is not clear whether or not such protocols are in any sense optimal.
While we suspect that energetically efficient molecular machines may have evolved through
selective pressures based on limited energetic resources [129], it is exceedingly unlikely that
the evolved molecular machines we observe in vivo today are the result of a single-variable
optimization. More likely, they are an evolved result of trading off many distinct–and often
conflicting–objectives [66, 130]. Thus, throughout this thesis, we will refer to protocols that
minimize the excess work simply as minimum-dissipation (MD) protocols.
2.7 Model systems
Throughout this thesis, we make repeated use of a set of simple model systems to test our
theoretical results. In this section, we introduce these models and discuss their relevance to
true physical systems.
2.7.1 Harmonic trap
The simplest system that we use repeatedly is a Brownian particle diffusing in a harmonic
potential
E(x|λ) = ktrap2 (x− λ)
2 , (2.73)
where ktrap is the trap strength, and the control parameter λ is the minimum of the potential.
This simple potential represents, for instance, a colloidal particle diffusing in a optical
trap [27]. In this case, the forces experienced by the diffusing particle are linear, f =
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−ktrap(x − λ), making further analytical investigation more simple. For example, the full
time-dependent distributions of position p(x, t) and work p(W, t), among other things, have
been solved exactly by Mazonka and Jarzynski for time-dependent control protocols [131].
As discussed in Sec. (2.6), the exact optimal protocols for the harmonic potential,
traveling between λi at time t = 0 to λf at time t = τ , can be found for both over-
damped [106, 107] as well as underdamped particle dynamics [108]. For the exact results in
overdamped systems, there are discrete jumps at the protocol boundaries [106, 107]. These
jumps are suppressed in underdamped systems [108], as here such instantaneous changes in
the control-parameter position require diverging input.
Using the linear-response approximation (Sec. 2.6.1), the generalized friction is simply
equal to the viscous friction coefficient, ζ = γ, and is therefore independent of the control-
parameter value λ [109]. Thus, the minimum-dissipation protocol is predicted to have a
constant velocity λ̇. In contrast to the exact results, the optimal protocol predicted through
the linear-response calculation contains no discontinuous jumps at the start and end of the
protocol. However, in the exact solution [106], the magnitude of the jumps decreases as the
protocol duration increases, and converges to the linear-response result as τ →∞.
2.7.2 Periodic potential
Alternatively, we are often interested in the operation of cyclic molecular machines, and thus
require a potential that satisfies periodic boundary conditions. A simple energy function that
captures this is a cosine potential,
E(x, λ) = −E
‡
2 cos 2π(x− λ) , (2.74)
where E‡ is the height of the energy barrier separating a minimum from its periodic image,
and λ is the location of the energy minimum. This potential can represent, for instance,
a colloidal particle on a ring [27]. For E‡ → ∞, the generalized friction in the periodic
potential (2.74) is the same as for (2.73), as the equilibrium distribution approaches a
Gaussian; however, for finite E‡ the generalized friction—albeit still independent of λ—
must be determined from (2.65).19
In both the model harmonic potential (2.73) and periodic potential (2.74), there is no
underlying potential experienced by the system in the absence of control. While this is true,
for instance, of a colloidal particle diffusing in solution, the same cannot be true for many
biophysical systems, such as a molecular machine. To model the basic physics of molecular
19For periodic boundary conditions, the Zulkowski-DeWeese formula (2.67) cannot be used to calculate
the generalized friction [128].
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which has a period of ` and a barrier of magnitude E‡ separating two adjacent minima.
This potential can be considered on either a periodic x domain, or an infinite underlying x
domain, representing either a rotary or translational molecular machine, respectively [132].
In either case, we impose a controlling potential Etrap(x, λ) on top of the underlying
potential, providing an additional influence on the preferred state of the system. A harmonic
controlling potential does not obey any periodic boundary conditions, and thus can only be
used in the absence of periodic boundary conditions. Here, the total potential experienced
by the particle is
Eperiodic(x, λ) = Etrap(x, λ) + Emol(x) (2.76a)







In this case, the conjugate forces are still linear, f(x) = ktrap(x−λ), but depending on the
particular value of λ the dynamics of x can show distinct behaviours. For instance, if λ is
located at a minimum of the periodic potential (λ = 0, 1, 2, . . . ), then—for sufficiently large
trap strength ktrap—the x-dynamics will look as if the system were subjected to a single




2 , . . . )
then the system will appear bistable, with two energetically equivalent minima, one on
either side of the peak in Emol(x).
For this potential, no exact solution for the optimal protocol is known. However, the
generalized friction can be determined using the Zulkowski-DeWeese formula (2.67) to find
optimal protocols within the linear-response regime.
While we do not investigate the periodic underlying potential with periodic boundary
conditions and the controlling potential in (2.74), [66] numerically investigated the trade-offs
between work, accuracy, and speed in this system.
2.7.3 Fast-switching potential
Now, we consider a system which evolves on one of two potential energy functions E1(x, λ)
or E2(x, λ). The particular potential experienced by the particle switches rapidly between
the two different forms with rates that satisfy local detailed balance (2.20). In the limit of
fast switching, the effective combined potential can be described by the Potential of Mean
Force (PMF) of the two potentials, given mathematically by [133]
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Such PMF-based models have been used, for instance, to explain the physics of the F1
subcomponent of F1Fo ATP synthase in electrorotation studies [134]. Here, the Kawaguchi-
Sasa-Sagawa (KSS) model of F1 constructs a PMF-based energy landscape in each of the
three dominant angular orientations of the motor based on fast switching between two
metastable conformational ensembles that interconvert on intermediate timescales. Specifi-
cally, the KSS potential is
βEKSS(θ, λ) =
kc









which is derived from (2.77) by substituting harmonic potentials for E1(x, λ) and E2(x, λ)
(and discarding a physically immaterial overall energy offset). Here, the system coordinate
θ is periodic, kc is the strength of each of the individual harmonic potentials (assumed
to be the same for both), φ is the angular offset between the two harmonic potentials,
and ∆ES is the energetic offset between their minima. While the KSS model violates the
periodic boundary conditions—the underlying harmonic potentials do not respect periodic
boundary conditions—it can be seen as a good empirical approximation for the parameters
found from experiment. Specifically, the values for kc, φ, and ∆ES found in [134] are such
that there is no significant probability flux across the periodic boundary. The KSS potential
was used as a significant improvement over previous empirical reconstructions of the energy
landscape of F1 in each angular state, which required a 6th-order polynomial to capture the
shape of the inferred distribution [135].
In Chapter 9 we use a similar model to explore the dissipation in a simple model of a
mechanochemical machine; however, we use a PMF-based model that obeys the periodic
boundary conditions, as the parameter ranges considered do not necessarily ensure that the
probability remains localized near the dominant minimum in the potential. Specifically, we
construct a PMF similar to (2.78) based on two sinusoidal potentials
E1(θ, λ) =
E‡1
2 cos 2π(θ − λ) (2.79a)
E2(θ, λ) =
E‡2
2 cos 2π(θ − λ− φ) + ∆ES , (2.79b)
where E‡1 (E
‡
2) is the amplitude of potential E1(θ, λ) (E2(θ, λ)), while φ and ∆Es are
the respective angular offset and energetic shift of E2(θ, λ) relative to E1(θ, λ). Thus, the
resulting PMF can be written as
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For certain values of the parameters E∗ ≡ E‡2/E
‡
1, φ, and ∆ES, the PMF in (2.80) is
bistable, and thus represents a similar physical scenario as the KSS potential (2.78), while







DNA hairpins I: Calculating the
generalized friction
3.1 Introduction
Reversible heat engines do not dissipate energy when operating infinitely slowly according
to the Carnot cycle; their energetic efficiency is limited only by the entropy increase of the
surroundings associated with the transfer of heat from a hot to a cold reservoir. In contrast,
for engines operating irreversibly, the extra non-equilibrium energy cost associated with
carrying out a process at a finite rate further reduces their efficiency [136]. This is the
case of biological machines [35] that must operate under signaling, transport, and cell-cycle
time constraints. For instance, FoF1-ATP synthase (section 1.1.2) can rotate up to ∼ 350
revolutions/s [42]; the bacteriophage ϕ29 packaging motor internalizes the 19.3 kbp viral
genome into a small capsid at rates of 100 bp/sec, faster than the relaxation rate of the
confined DNA [137]; and during sporulation, the B. Subtilis DNA translocase, SpoIIIE,
transfers two thirds of its 4.2 × 106 bp genome between mother cell and pre-spore in only
15 minutes, i.e., at a transfer rate of nearly 4,000 bp/s [138]. The finite-time operations of
these machines necessarily involve energy dissipation—often in the form of extra work—
and it is of great interest to understand how they attain their large (over 70%) energetic
efficiencies [53, 139].
DNA hairpins serve as a well-understood biomolecular model system in which to study
the physics of strongly fluctuating nanoscale objects [140, 141]. Biochemically, hairpins are
self-complementary sequences of single-stranded DNA or RNA and are a common secondary
structure observed in biological systems. In vivo, hairpin structures serve a number of biolog-
ical functions: they are known to bind to proteins that regulate transcription [142], appear
as intermediates in recombination and replication [143], and present mechanical barriers to
ribosomes during translation [144, 145]. Largely owing to their exceptional thermodynamic
stability [146], hairpins also serve a number of ex vivo functions in nanotechnology, such as
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fuel for autonomous DNA devices [147], or as a computational element in DNA-based logic
circuits [148].
Technological advances in experimental methods have allowed hairpins to become a
standard model system in single-molecule biophysics. In particular, high-resolution optical
tweezers allow direct mechanical interaction with single hairpin structures, allowing for
the observation and measurement of the biomolecular mechanics present in a nanoscale,
strongly fluctuating system [149, 150]. To this end, hairpins have been used as a test-
bed for theoretical predictions [24], and to further our understanding of mechanical forces,
fluctuations, and dynamics at the nanoscale [141, 151, 152, 153, 154].
Broadly, hairpin structures can be classified by three parameters: the number of base-
pairs in the stem of the hairpin structure (stem length), the number of base-pairs in the
loop (loop size), and the percentage of stem base-pairs that are GC versus AT (or AU for
RNA hairpins) (stem GC content) [141]. By tethering the base of the hairpin stem on either
side—often through long strands of dsDNA—to two optical beads, optical tweezers can be
used to directly apply forces to the hairpin stem, thus allowing a detailed study of hairpin
physical properties. In the language of control theory (Section 2.6), the distance between
the two optical trap foci is the control parameter λ.1 Increasing λ, the optical tweezers apply
mechanical forces to pull apart the hairpin into an elongated polymer, while decreasing λ
compacts the polymer, favoring formation of the native hairpin structure. Between the all-
folded and all-elongated conformational ensembles, the hairpin exhibits a regime of hopping
dynamics, where the forces exerted by the optical trap to maintain a constant separation
are bimodal, capturing the formation and destruction of the hairpin loop.
Here, we demonstrate experimentally the utility of the theoretical framework introduced
in Sec. 2.6.2 for designing energetically efficient non-equilibrium processes, and propose that
similar operation protocols may underlie the high efficiency observed in molecular machines.
To this end, we subject single DNA hairpins to mechanical unfolding and refolding using
protocols designed by this theory to minimize dissipation (Sec. 2.6.3), and we show that
these protocols systematically and significantly reduce energy dissipation during the process.
DNA hairpins are ideally suited for this test as the magnitude of the friction coefficient can
be tuned by changing the molecule’s length, the free energy difference, the free energy
barrier, and the transition rates between its folded and unfolded states [141].
In Sec. 2.6.3 we showed that near equilibrium, the driving protocol λ(t)designed that min-
imizes the dissipation for a given total duration proceeds with a velocity proportional to the
inverse square root of the local friction coefficient ζ(λ), dλ(t)designed/dt ∝ ζ(λ)−1/2 (2.72).
The proportionality is fixed by the total duration of the protocol, so changing it corresponds
1In these experiments, we use the trap separation as the control parameter λ. However, it is also common,
for instance, in [141], to use the applied force as the control parameter. The same theory can be applied in
this case, but the calculation of the generalized friction and minimum-dissipation protocols is different.
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to a global rescaling of all velocities. Other approaches to minimizing work [106, 107] require
detailed knowledge of both the system’s equilibrium energy landscape and non-equilibrium
dynamics, and thus are experimentally challenging.
Throughout our subsequent discussion of hairpin pulling experiments, we refer to proto-
cols that are predicted by the linear-response formalism discussed in Sec. 2.6.2 as designed
protocols, as opposed to minimum-dissipation protocols. While the designed protocols are
theoretically predicted to minimize the excess work in the linear-response regime, we have
not shown that the protocols do in fact minimize excess work, only that they reduce excess
work relative to a naive protocol that takes place over the same duration.
3.2 Experimental setup
We conducted high-resolution force separation measurements on a dual-trap optical tweezer
setup using a solid-state 1064nm laser as outlined in [155].2 The calibration procedure of
the traps is detailed in [156]. The DNA tethers were formed between a 0.90-µm-diameter
streptavidin-coated bead and a 1-µm-diameter antidigoxigenin-coated bead (Spherotech)
held in separate optical traps. An oxygen scavenging system consisting of 100µg mL−1
glucose oxidase, 5 mg mL−1 dextrose (Sigma-Aldrich), 20µg mL−1 catalase (Calbiochem)
was included in the buffer to prevent the formation of reactive singlet oxygen, thus increasing
the lifetime of the DNA tethers.
To compare data from different experiments with the same hairpin sequence, we identify
the trap extension λ1/2 as the particular extension where the residence time in the folded and
unfolded conformations is ≈ 50%. This extension provides a common reference extension to
compare individual hairpins with the same sequence, that is independent of, for instance,
variations in bead size. By reporting all subsequent extensions λ in a particular experiment
relative to the λ1/2 value determined for that particular molecule, we can easily compare
data between experiments.
We selected hairpin DNA sequences that display hopping dynamics such that determin-
ing λ1/2 was experimentally accessible. Very fast hopping dynamics are difficult to distin-
guish from noise, while very slow hopping dynamics require long data-acquisition times and
laser exposure prior to the pulling experiments. Minimizing laser exposure avoids molecule
photodamage. We investigated two hairpin sequences:
GAGTCCTGGATCCTGTTTTTTTTCAGGATCCAGGACTC (3.1a)
TACCTGATCAGGTGCTTTTTTTTGCACCTGATCAGGTA , (3.1b)
2The experiments were conducted primarily by Sara Tafoya (Scientific Application Development group,
Lumicks, and formerly a PhD student at UC Berkeley), with help at the preliminary phase by Shixin Liu
(The Rockefeller University, formerly a post-doctoral researcher at UC Berkeley).
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the fast-relaxing DNA hairpin sequence in its folded
state. General features of a DNA hairpin are the stem and loop. The stability of the stem
is determined by both its length in base pairs (bp) and the percentage of the base pairs
within the stem that are GC. Both the fast- and slow-relaxing hairpin sequences (3.1)
contain a 15-bp stem sequence and an 8-base loop sequence. The terminal base pair is the
last base pair in the native hairpin structure stem before the loop sequence.
the first sequence (3.1a) has a relaxation time of t1/2 ≈ 240 milliseconds at λ1/2 [141], while
the second sequence (3.1b) has a faster relaxation time of t1/2 ≈ 30 milliseconds at λ1/2.
Due to this difference in the relaxation times at λ1/2, in the remainder of the thesis we will
refer to the respective sequences as the fast-relaxing hairpin (3.1b) and the slow-relaxing
hairpin (3.1a).
Biochemically, the difference between the fast- and slow-relaxing hairpins is a relative
increase in the fraction of GC base pairs in the fast-relaxing hairpin stem at the loop
neck. This change in sequence is expected to facilitate the nucleation of the native hairpin
structure and avoid molecule misfolding [157]. The stability of a particular DNA hairpin
sequence depends on the presence of GC vs. AT base pairs in the stem due to the different
strength of these base pair configurations [141]. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic depiction of
the fast-relaxing hairpin in its folded state, with the different-width vertical bonds indicating
the relative strengths of GC and AT base pairs.
While both of these sequences exhibit hopping dynamics appropriate for our exper-
iments, the bulk of our analysis is focused on the fast-relaxing sequence (3.1b) as this
particular sequence allowed experimental analysis of a wider range of protocol durations.
For instance, in the slow-relaxing hairpin sequence, for protocol durations τ < 1/2 seconds,
a significant number of refolding protocols did not show refolding of the hairpin structure
over the course of the protocol. We will revisit the results from the slow-relaxing hairpin in
Chapter 5.
Variation in the bead sizes, small differences in chemical attachments, and non-specific
interactions of the hairpin sequence with the bead surface can lead to molecule-to-molecule
variation. We minimized the contribution of trap distance variation by subtracting the value
of λ1/2 from all trap separation measurements. However, other unaccounted sources, such as
errors in the stiffness calibration and natural variation in the molecules’ persistence length
also contributed to molecule-to-molecule variation in the unfolding/refolding trajectories.
For instance, most commercially available beads have a root-mean-squared (RMS) variation
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in radius of 3−6%, which (assuming a 4% error in reported bead sizes and using individual
calibration measurements for each bead pair) would produce an error in stiffness calibration
of ≈ 4%. Additionally, the standard deviation in persistence-length measurements of single-
stranded DNA can be as high as 17%, indicating that experimental variation can have a
large impact on the measured physical properties of DNA [158].
3.3 Equilibrium sampling
Each molecule was initially probed to find λ1/2: the distance between the optical trap centers
was gradually increased until the residence time at the folded and unfolded conformations
is ≈ 50%. On identification of λ1/2, a systematic error of ≈ 2.5 nm was introduced as a
small difference of a few millivolts (mV) between the instructions sent by the computer and
the analog signal received by the steering mirror of the trap. This problem is not present
when measuring changes in separation, because, in calculating relative distances, the offset
is canceled. However, we estimated the increase of the theoretically predicted excess work
of the offset protocols relative to their centered values, and found that such an error should
only lead to a cycle work overestimate of ≈ 6%.
After determining λ1/2, we sampled 15 different fixed relative trap separations λ− λ1/2
between a minimum at λ−λ1/2 = −50 nm and a maximum at λ−λ1/2 = 50 nm.We measured
the equilibrium force fluctuations in 10-nm increments far from λ1/2 and in 5-nm increments
near λ1/2 so as to better resolve the friction variation in the hopping regime. To extract the
relevant information from the raw experimental data, the time series are segmented into
individual fixed-extension sections, as shown in Fig. 3.2a. Each individual molecule provides
a sample of equilibrium force fluctuations at each of the 15 trap separations.3
Figure 3.2a shows that, for very small or very large trap separations, the force fluc-
tuates around a single mean value corresponding to the folded or unfolded configuration.
Conversely, for intermediate trap separations, the force fluctuates between two different val-
ues, reflecting the hopping dynamics of the DNA hairpin, sampling the folded and unfolded
configurations. For each separation, we calculated the probability distribution of equilibrium
forces (Fig 3.2b), which are unimodal for small and large trap separations, and bimodal for
intermediate separations. For each trap separation λ we also calculated the force autoco-
variance function 〈δf(0)δf(t)〉λ (Fig. 3.2c) which, as expected, in the hopping regime has a
force variance—the t = 0 value of the force autocovariance—that is larger and has fluctua-
tions which decay more slowly than when an extreme trap separation holds the hairpin in
a single conformation.
3A single molecule might not give data for all 15 extension values if, for instance, the hairpin broke
midway through data acquisition. Such hairpin breakage events, however, can be easily identified by a large
instantaneous drop in the forces being applied by the optical traps, and thus do not corrupt the resulting
analysis.
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Figure 3.2: Equilibrium sampling of DNA hairpin. (a) Sample traces as a function of
time for folded hairpin (left, blue), hopping hairpin (center, purple), and unfolded hairpin
(right, red). (b) Equilibrium force distributions and (c) equilibrium force autocovariances
as a function of lag time for corresponding fixed optical trap separations.
3.3.1 Estimating the generalized friction coefficient
We used the equilibrium data obtained from 20 different molecules to infer the generalized
friction (2.65) of the rapidly-relaxing hairpin. For each fixed trap separation, we had ≈ 20
time-series of equilibrium fluctuation data from which to estimate the force-autocovariance
function. Each data series gives a single autocovariance function and thus permits a single
estimate of the generalized friction, so the set of 20 molecules gives a distribution of friction
estimates.
In order to infer the mean friction and standard error of the mean (SEM) at each
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Figure 3.3:Generalized friction as a function of trap separation in a DNA hairpin.
(a) Generalized friction coefficient ζ(λ), (b) force variance 〈δf2〉λ, and (c) integral relaxation
time as a function of fixed optical trap separation.
obtained by omitting the ith observation from the distribution of ζ(λ) values. N is the total
number of samples for a given extension. The estimate of the mean friction is then obtained







The jack-knife mean estimate (3.3) gives the same result as the typical sample mean
ζ(λ) = 1N
∑
j ζj(λ), but also allows us to estimate the variance of our estimate of the mean
via the distribution of resampled means ζ(λ)i (3.2):
〈
δζ









Here, δζ ≡ ζ(i) − ζ is the difference between the ith resampled estimate of the generalized
friction and the estimate of the mean (3.3). The standard error of the mean is then simply
the square-root of the estimator variance (3.4) [83].4
Figure 3.3 shows the estimates of the generalized friction (Fig. 3.3a), force variance
(Fig. 3.3b), and integral relaxation time (Fig. 3.3c) as a function of optical trap separation
λ. The force variance peaks at λ1/2, where the hairpin spends roughly equal time in the open
and closed configurations. Likewise, the integral relaxation time peaks at λ1/2, reflecting
that, to equilibrate, the hairpin must relax across the barrier separating the folded and
4While for large sample sizes, resampling techniques like the jack-knife method should recover the same
estimates as more standard calculations of the standard error of the mean, resampling techniques can be-
have differently for small numbers of samples (such as we had for our estimates of the generalized friction
coefficient) and often perform better than the standard normal-distribution approximation [159].
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unfolded states. At room temperature, a 1-µm bead experiencing Stokes drag (with friction
γ = 6πηR for water viscosity η and bead radius R) in water and confined by a k = 0.25-
pN/nm optical trap has a relaxation time γ/k ∼ 180 µs, an order of magnitude below
the minimum observed relaxation time for the entire hairpin construct, indicating that the
beads do not significantly impact the relaxation times (typically in the low milliseconds)
observed in experiments. Finally, the generalized friction coefficient (2.66)–the product of
force variance and integral relaxation time–also peaks at λ1/2.
3.3.2 Designing reduced-dissipation control protocols
As mentioned in Section 3.1—and elaborated upon in 2.6.2—linear-response theory predicts
that (near equilibrium) the minimum-dissipation protocol proceeds with a pulling speed–or
velocity of the steering trap–that scales as the inverse square root of the friction coefficient
ζ(λ) [109]: pulling fast at extreme separations, where the friction coefficient is small, and
slow around λ1/2, where friction peaks. Intuitively, a slow velocity near λ1/2 provides more
time for thermal fluctuations to induce the unfolding or folding of the DNA hairpin without
additional work input, thereby decreasing the work required to drive the DNA hairpin
between conformations [127].
Predicting the minimum-dissipation protocol from the experimental data requires simply
calculating 1/
√
ζ(λ) and rescaling the velocities globally so as to enforce the constraint of
a fixed protocol duration (Fig. 3.4a). To ease the experimental implementation, we fit the
empirically determined optimal velocities to a piecewise-constant acceleration profile.
Qualitatively, the empirically estimated designed-protocol velocity in Fig. 3.4a is con-
stant near λ1/2 and far away from λ1/2, so we apply these constraints to all considered
models, interpolating between these regions with constant accelerations. Here, the model
is parameterized by the constant-velocity region boundaries and the constant velocities







γL for λ ∈ [−50nm,αL]
ωL(λ− λ(αL)) + γL for λ ∈ [αL, βL]
γC for λ ∈ [βL, βR]
ωR(λ− λ(βR)) + γC for λ ∈ [βR, αR]
γR for λ ∈ [αR, 50nm]
(3.5)
where γL/C/R are protocol velocities for the constant-velocity sections in the left/center/right
region of the plot, αL (αR) is the point at which the left (right) constant-velocity section
ends (begins), βL/R are the positions at which the central constant-velocity section (near
λ1/2) starts/ends, and ωL/R are the slopes of the left/right constant-acceleration segments.
The constant-acceleration slopes ωL/R are not independent parameters, but are determined
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In the most general case, this model has 7 parameters: {γL, γC, γR, αL, αR, βL, βR}. Dif-
ferent models can be obtained from the velocity profiles by imposing different symmetries,
such as inversion symmetry about λ1/2, thus reducing the number of free parameters.
Model selection and information criterion
To judge the relative quality of different models with varying numbers of parameters, we
compare them based on their Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The AIC is an informa-
tion measure used in model selection to discriminate between different models with varying
numbers of free parameters, so as to avoid overfitting [160]. Mathematically, the AIC of a
given model M(θn) with N parameters θn given a set of data X = {xi} is [161]
AIC(X|M) = − lnLmax(X|M) + 2N , (3.7)
where Lmax(X|M) is the maximum likelihood of the data X given the modelM , maximized
over the parameters θn [83]. The 2N term penalizes models with a large number of param-
eters, providing a trade-off between a good fit to the data and overfitting to noise.5 The
model which minimizes the AIC is the preferable parameterization of the data. The partic-
ular model selected by minimization of the AIC is symmetric in the α and β parameters,
but asymmetric in the magnitudes of the constant-velocity sections (γL 6= γR 6= γC).
For a protocol duration of τ = 1/8 seconds—the fastest protocol duration used in our
following analysis of the fast-relaxing hairpin—Figure 3.4 shows the optimal-velocity profile
(Fig. 3.4a) and the corresponding optimal protocols as a function of the scaled protocol
time t/τ (Fig. 3.4b), which differ substantially from naive protocols (proceeding with a
constant velocity) that are completed in the same duration. In particular, instantaneous
driving velocities varied by a factor of approximately six within a given designed protocol.
This analysis shows that DNA hairpins, despite their simplicity as a model system for
single-molecule biophysics, show a diverse set of behaviors as a function of extension. Fur-
thermore, mapping this variation onto the generalized friction coefficient predicts minimum-
dissipation unfolding/refolding protocols which are markedly different than naive protocols.
5A related measure, the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), is given by BIC(M) = − lnLmax(M |X)+
N lnnx where nx is the number of observations. There are subtle differences between the two measures, with
the BIC more heavily penalizing complex models, and thus generally preferring simpler models than the
AIC [160]. However, for the cases we considered, AIC and BIC preferred the same model.
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Figure 3.4: Designed protocols in a DNA hairpin. (a) For a protocol duration of 1/8
seconds, the designed velocity dλ/dt ∝ ζ1/2(λ) (green points) with best-fit model (green
curve) that minimizes the Akaike information criterion [161], compared with naive veloc-
ity (yellow curve). (b) Designed (green) and naive (yellow) protocols as functions of t/τ .
(Designed and naive velocities scale inversely with protocol duration τ .)
In Ch. 4, we implement both naive and designed unfolding/refolding control protocols in




DNA Hairpins II: reducing
dissipation in nonequilibrium
protocols
To test the utility of the generalized friction to reduce the dissipation in nonequilibrium
processes, we implemented the designed protocols predicted in Chapter 3 for various pro-
tocol durations, comparing the dissipation in designed protocols to naive, constant-velocity
protocols. Each hairpin control protocol gives a single force-separation curve to analyze.
Thus by performing each type of pulling protocol (folding or unfolding, designed or naive)
many times, we build up a statistical sample to perform analysis on. Unfolding protocols
start (at t = 0) at low separations and end (at t = τ) at high separations, while refolding
protocols start at high separations and end at low separations.
The qualitative shape of individual force-separation curves (at equilibrium) is well-
known from previous single-molecule studies [152, 162]. Broadly, the force-separation curve
contains three regions: the low-separation regime (λ < λ1/2), the hopping regime (λ ≈ λ1/2),
and the high-separation regime (λ > λ1/2). In the low- and high-separation regimes, the force
monotonically increases with separation, while in the hopping regime, the force-separation
curve shows signatures of ‘force-rip’ events [163] where the hairpin (see Fig. 3.1) opens or
closes. Physically, when the hairpin opens, the length of ssDNA that is stored in the hairpin
loop is liberated, leading to a longer effective contour length of polymer between the opti-
cal beads. Thus, opening of the hairpin manifests on the force-separation curve as a sharp
decrease in the force at a particular separation. Conversely, the re-formation of the hairpin
is indicated on the force-separation curve by a sharp increase in the force at a particular
separation.
As the protocol duration is decreased—and therefore mean protocol velocity is increased—
the number of force-rip events decreases, and the location of the force rips shifts to higher
forces for unfolding protocols and lower forces for refolding protocols. For quasistatic protocols—
arising in the τ →∞ limit—the force-extension curves of unfolding and refolding protocols
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are statistically indistinguishable. As the protocol duration shortens, the hairpins are pushed
out of equilibrium during the protocol, and the unfolding and refolding protocols become
statistically distinct populations.
Figure 4.1 shows sample force-extension curves for unfolding and refolding protocols in
a DNA hairpin. For long protocol durations, in both the unfolding and refolding protocols,
there are several force-rip events near a separation of λ − λ1/2 = 0, while for decreasing
protocol duration—and therefore increasing mean protocol speed—the number of force-
rip events decreases, and the location of the force-rip event shifts towards the end of the
protocol, indicating that in each case the hairpin is significantly out of equilibrium and
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Figure 4.1: Sample force-separation curves for DNA hairpins at different pulling
speeds. Force-separation curves for (blue, left) unfolding and (red, right) refolding proto-
cols, at three different protocol durations τ = 4, 1, or 1/2 sec (rows). Light curves show
the raw experimental data, and dark curves show the same data smoothed with a Savitsky-
Golay filter. Arrows indicate the temporal direction of the protocols.
The following sections outline the analysis performed on the fast-relaxing hairpin con-
struct, for four protocol classes: designed unfolding, designed refolding, naive unfolding, and
naive refolding. We performed each protocol for six different durations, τ = 1/8, 1/4, 1/2,
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1,2, and 4 seconds,1 with each duration including experiments performed on 14, 9, 8, 8,
and 10 separate hairpin molecules, and resulting in 888, 590, 396, 590, 592, and 472 indi-
vidual protocol realizations (for each protocol class), respectively. From these data sets, we
extract a series of physical quantities to characterize and quantify the physical properties
and dissipation in the system.
4.1 Unfolding/refolding force identification
The first quantity that we discuss is the unfolding (refolding) force of a particular trajectory.
The force at which the hairpin unfolds can provide a useful measure of the mechanical
properties of the particular hairpin sequence. For instance, the unfolding force can be used
to infer kinetic rate constants [163], as well as the location of the transition state and the
activation free energy [164]. For our purposes, we make use of the unfolding/refolding force
as a proxy for how far out of equilibrium the hairpin is along a particular protocol. In
particular, for an unfolding (refolding) protocol that takes a finite duration, the unfolding
(refolding) force will be increased (decreased) relative to its quasistatic value, regardless of
how the unfolding force is defined. Ultimately this arises from the inability of the hairpin
to completely sample its configuration space at each time in the time-dependent protocol,
and thus the force lags behind its equilibrium value at the corresponding trap separation.
Figure 4.2 shows a pair of designed and naive protocols with the unfolding and refolding
forces identified. Intuitively, the unfolding (refolding) force is, simply, the force at which
the hairpin unfolds (refolds) along a particular protocol. More specifically, for our purposes,
the unfolding (refolding) force is the maximum (minimum) force exerted by the optical
tweezers before a force-rip event. There is, however, a subtlety in how exactly to define the
unfolding/refolding force. For force-separation curves like those depicted in the τ = 1/2 sec
row of Fig. 4.1, the unfolding/refolding force is unambiguous; however, for force-extension
curves in which the hairpin loop unfolds and refolds multiple time along a single protocol—
such as in the τ = 4 sec row of Fig. 4.1—the definition is less clear.
For a particular realization of an unfolding or refolding protocol, the force-separation
curve f(λ) captures the stochastic system response. In general, for any particular unfolding
(refolding) force-separation curve, each force-rip event provides a candidate unfolding (re-
folding) force fU (fR), the local maximum (minimum) of the force-separation curve in its
immediate vicinity. Thus, for each force-separation curve, we obtain a set of candidate un-
folding (refolding) forces FU = {fi} (FR = {f̃i}) where each f(λi) (f̃i) is a single candidate
unfolding (refolding) force.
1These were the target durations of each protocol; however, noise in the instrument led to small
variations in the actual protocol durations completed. In particular, the mean protocol durations were
τ = 0.13, 0.24, 0.48, 0.93, 1.8, and 3.7 seconds. Figures showing trends as a function of protocol duration will
use the actual mean protocol durations, but for simplicity the text will refer to the target durations.
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Figure 4.2: Unfolding/refolding force identification. (A) Example force-separation
curves from a sample molecule for protocol duration τ = 0.13 s, highlighting the unfolding
(left) and refolding (right) events (black dots) and the corresponding force (dashed lines)
for designed (dark blue and red) and naive (light blue and pink) protocols.








Our definition of the unfolding (refolding) force fU (f̃R) ensures that it lies on the bound-
ary of one of the force-rip regions of the force-extension curve. Other definitions of the
unfolding/refolding forces include swapping the maximum and minimum in (4.1), which
identifies the unfolding force as the maximum force before the first unfolding event, and the
refolding force as the minimum force before the first refolding event [163].
Intuitively, minimizing the average work often amounts to keeping the driven system as
close to equilibrium as possible throughout the transformation. Thus—given that the un-
folding (refolding) forces serve as a proxy for how far out of equilibrium the system is—we
expect that designed protocols (Ch. 3) should have, on average, lower unfolding forces and
higher refolding forces than their naive counterparts. We analyze the trend of average un-
folding force differences between designed and naive protocols over different average speeds
(inverse of protocol durations). Over the range of durations from τ = 1/8 → 4 sec, the
force-separation curves display significant differences in the unfolding and refolding forces.
Figure 4.3a shows the distributions of unfolding force differences fUnaive − fUdesigned and re-
folding force differences fRnaive− fRdesigned for three different protocol durations. As predicted
by theory, on average, the DNA hairpin unfolded at lower forces and refolded at higher
forces during designed protocols than during naive protocols of the same duration. This
is indicated by the skewing of the force-difference distributions away from zero, towards
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Figure 4.3: Unfolding force distributions for designed and naive nonequilibrium
protocols. (a) Distributions of differences fnaive − fdesigned between naive and designed
unfolding (blue) and refolding (red) forces. (b) Mean and standard error for unfolding and
refolding force differences as a function of protocol duration. On average, the designed
protocol unfolds at lower force and refolds at a higher force than the corresponding naive
protocol.
positive (negative) values for unfolding (refolding) differences. Furthermore, the magnitude
of the mean force difference is greater for faster protocols (Fig. 4.3b).
These results imply that the designed protocols display a lower hysteresis than naive
protocols, a trend that is more prominent in faster protocols where the system is driven
farther from equilibrium.
In Figure 4.3 we perform our analysis on the unfolding (refolding) force differences
∆f = fU−fR—as opposed to the raw unfolding (refolding) force values fU (fR)—for prac-
tical reasons. In comparing raw unfolding force between different molecules, the resulting
analysis is affected by inter-molecule variation due to the instrument calibration. In partic-
ular, factors such as bead-size variation and nonspecific interactions of the dsDNA handles
with the beads manifest as errors in the force offset (or, in comparing between molecules,
the average force at λ = −50) for a particular molecule. Thus, the raw folding-force dis-
tributions would have erroneously large variance, and it would be much more difficult to
identify statistically meaningful differences between the different protocol classes. However,
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by comparing pairs of protocols from the same molecule (and thus the same force offset),
the variation due to such experimental factors is canceled, resulting in a much more precise
quantification of the protocol-specific differences in unfolding/refolding forces. Similarly,
one could look at alternative measures that achieve the same cancellation, such as the force
hysteresis, obtained for each protocol class by subtracting the unfolding force and refolding
force of the same protocol type within a particular molecule: fhystnaive ≡ fUnaive − fRnaive and
fhystdesigned ≡ fUdesigned − fRdesigned. Appendix B.1 further elaborates on these alternative force
measures and their results.
4.2 Excess work measurements
Next, we focus on calculating the average excess work required to perform designed or naive
protocols, thus closing in on the central question of these experiments: what is the utility
of the generalized friction in designing protocols that reduce dissipation (excess work) out
of equilibrium? For a given force-extension curve, the work required during a particular





For a given force-extension curve, with forces fi and separations λi, at time point ti with
i ∈ [1, N ], we approximate the ‘true’ work in (4.2) by numerically integrating the force-





2 (λi − λi−1) . (4.3)
Each individual realization provides a numerical value for the protocol work, drawn
randomly from the work distribution of the particular protocol class. However, naively
comparing the raw work values for designed and naive protocols across different molecules
can produce results that contain several experimental artifacts. In particular, errors in the
instrument calibration manifest as a shift in the force offset. Even a small error in this
force, when integrated over an entire protocol, can lead to significant differences in the
work distributions of different molecules. For instance, a molecule with a force offset of
≈ 7 pN could be erroneously calculated to be 7.1 pN, for an error of 0.1 pN, which leads
to a net contribution to the total work—when integrated over a distance of 100 nm—of
Werr = 10pN·nm ≈ 2.5kBT . Given that we are primarily interested in dissipative work
values which differ from one another by only a few kBT , errors such as these can frustrate
the analysis, resulting in artificially large work variances, and thus making it difficult to
statistically differentiate energetic costs that only differ by a few kBT .
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Figure 4.4: Example force-separation curves showing the cycle work WU +WF for
naive (left) and designed (right) protocols. The raw force-separation curve (thin) is
smoothed by a Savitsky-Golay filter (thick). The area contained between the unfolding and
refolding protocols visually represents the cycle work for the protocol pair.
Instead, we focus on calculating the cycle work (or hysteresis), which is obtained by
adding the total work for forward and reverse protocols. Figure 4.4 shows two examples of
cycle-work measurements for naive and designed protocols, with the shaded area between
the force-separation curves depicting the cycle work.2
Within the linear-response approximation, the cycle work gives a direct measurement
of twice the excess work
Wcycle = WU +WR (4.4a)
= WUex + ∆FU +WRex + ∆FR (4.4b)
= 2Wex , (4.4c)
where the final line follows from the fact that the equilibrium free energy difference for
an unfolding protocol is the negative of the free energy difference for a folding protocol
∆FU = −∆FR, and the excess work is predicted—within the linear-response approximation
from Sec. 2.6.2—to be the same along a forward and reverse protocol: WUex = WRex = Wex.3
If work measurements from unfolding and refolding protocols are taken from the same
molecule, the free energy differences cancel exactly, effectively minimizing the effects of any
experimental errors introduced in the force offset, and the resulting cycle work simply equals
twice the excess work for the particular protocol.
2Figure 4.4 shows smoothed curves for the purpose of clarity, however the raw (unsmoothed) data are
used when numerically calculating work values.
3There are other possible ways of combining work measurements to cancel out the free energy difference
of the initial and final states, for instance the work difference Wnaive −Wdesigned in a particular direction,
see App. B.2 for details.
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The designed protocols are predicted by theory to reduce the excess work required for a
fixed-duration control protocol, thus we expect to find that the average cycle work is reduced
among designed protocols relative to their naive counterparts. Theory also suggests—as seen
in Sec. 2.6.3—that such designed protocols are constructed so that the excess power, or rate
of excess work accumulation, is constant along the protocol. Conversely, it predicts that the
excess power along a naive protocol is maximized where the friction is largest.
4.2.1 Excess power in designed and naive protocols
To calculate the excess power in a particular region of control-parameter space ∆λn+1,n ≡
{λn ≤ λi < λn+1}, we calculate the work accumulated along each realization of a control





2 (λi+1 − λi) , (4.5)
where the summand includes all extensions λi between the lower (λn) and upper (λn+1)
bounds of the region ∆λn+1,n. Without reference to any particular constraints on boundary
conditions, the excess work in a particular interval ∆λn+1,n can be approximated by adding
together the total work accumulated within a given region ∆λn+1,n from forward and reverse














Here, because the excess work is predicted—within the linear-response regime—to be the
same for unfolding and refolding protocols (4.4), the summand is simply twice the excess
work (hence the factor of 1/2.)
Repeating across all protocol pairs—where again, the protocols in any given pair are
from the same molecule—we find the average excess work 〈W (∆λn+1,n)ex 〉 per interval. Thus,









Here, ∆t(∆λn+1,n) is the amount of time that the protocol spends in the control-parameter
range λ ∈ [λn, λn+1]. For equally sized regions ∆λn+1,n, the time spent in any particular
region is uniform for a naive protocol, but non-uniform for a designed protocol, where the
time intervals are larger in regions near λ1/2 and smaller in regions away from λ1/2.
To directly compare the excess power across different protocol durations, we report a
particular measure of excess power that is unchanged by variation in the protocol duration.
Specifically, increasing the protocol duration manifests as decreasing total excess work, thus
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we divide each excess power—whether it be from a naive or designed protocol—by the sum











where 〈P(∆λn+1,n)ex 〉naive is the average excess power along a naive protocol in the range λ ∈
[λn, λn+1]. This definition of the scaled excess power ensures that, along a naive protocol, the




ex 〉naive = 1 (the same need
not be true, in general, for designed protocols). Because in the near-equilibrium regime [100]
the excess power in either the numerator or denominator is predicted to scale the same with
protocol duration (∼ τ−2), this scaled measure of excess power (4.8) in a particular control
parameter region can be used to directly compare the excess power for different protocol
classes, and across a range of protocol durations.
In practice, the denominator in (4.8) is numerically evaluated for equal bin sizes (∆λn+1,n)









〈P(∆λn+1,n)ex 〉naive , (4.9b)







Figure 4.5 shows histograms of the scaled excess power (4.8) as a function of separation
λ− λ1/2, along naive and designed protocols for three different durations. As predicted by
theory, naive protocols require a large amount of excess power near λ1/2, where the gener-
alized friction peaks, whereas the excess power along designed protocols is, by comparison,
relatively uniform. This follows from the fact that the theory used to design minimum-
dissipation protocols aims to make the excess power along designed protocols uniform as a
function of separation (Sec. 2.6.3). For smaller protocol durations—and thus faster protocol
speeds—the peak in the excess power of naive protocols broadens, and the excess power
along the designed protocols becomes less uniform, indicating that the system is outside of
the linear-response regime.
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Figure 4.5: Excess power as a function of separation for naive and designed pro-
tocols. The excess power (normalized by the naive excess power) as a function of trap
separation, for designed (green) and naive (yellow) protocols.
4.2.2 Cycle work and dissipation in designed and naive protocols
We obtain the average cycle work for each protocol class as a function of protocol duration
by summing the total work measurements (4.3) (obtained by numerical integration) of
selecting protocol pairs, each from the same molecule. Assuming linear response, the cycle
work is twice the excess work (4.4) for that particular protocol class. Figure 4.6a shows
the probability distributions for the cycle work along naive (yellow) and designed (green)
protocols for three protocol durations. This shows that the work distributions for naive
cycles are shifted to larger work values, relative to the designed-protocol work distributions,
and that, as the distributions broaden for faster protocols (smaller protocol durations), the
difference increases. Figure 4.6b shows the mean cycle work for designed and naive protocols
as a function of protocol duration, for all 6 durations investigated experimentally. This
shows that the designed protocols systematically require less excess work than their naive
counterparts.
4.3 Protocol work ratios
The ratio between the excess work along a naive protocol and the excess work along a
designed protocol quantifies the relative benefit of designing control protocols. Within the
linear-response regime, theory predicts that the ratio of the average excess work along
a designed protocol to the corresponding naive protocol is independent of the protocol
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Figure 4.6: (a) Cycle work for naive and designed protocols. The distributions of
cycle workWU+WR for naive (yellow) and designed (green) protocols, for protocols ranging
from slow (left) to fast (right). (b) Mean cycle work 〈WU +WR〉 during naive (yellow) and
designed (green) protocols as a function of protocol duration.
where the overline · · · indicates an average over λ, taken with respect to the uniform distri-
bution. So ζ = 1∆λtot
∫ λf
λi
ζ(λ)dλ, with ∆λtot ≡ λf − λi the total displacement of a protocol.
In our measurements of equilibrium fluctuations of the hairpin (Ch. 3), we sampled
more finely near λ1/2 in order to resolve the features of the generalized friction more clearly.
However, the derivation of (4.11) assumes that the bins are equally spaced, giving equal
weighting to the generalized friction at all points, thus we need to generalize this result to
unequal bin widths.
4.3.1 Excess work ratio for variable bin widths
Within the linear-response regime, the excess work can be calculated by the integral ex-
pression (2.69a). If the generalized friction is known at only N discrete values, the excess
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where ∆λn and ∆tn are the distance traveled and time spent in bin n. After canceling









We next define the uniform spacing ∆λuni ≡ ∆λtot/N , and express the width of a
non-uniform region as ∆λn = ∆λuniδλn. The weighting factors δλn quantify the size of a
particular bin relative to the uniform width; furthermore
∑N
n=1 δλn = 1 by definition. Using


















∝ ζ(λn)w , (4.15b)
where the subscript ‘w’ on the overline now indicates that the generalized friction at each
control parameter λn is weighted by the factor δλn.
Conversely, for a single control parameter, the designed protocol has a velocity that is
proportional to the inverse square root of the generalized friction: ∆λn/∆tn = Aζ(λn)−1/2
(Sec. 2.6.3). Following the original derivation in [127], we fix the proportionality constant
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We substitute this expression for the proportionality constant A in (4.14) to show that near





















which takes the same form as the original result (4.11) with the replacement of the uniform
spatial averages · · · with the weighted averages · · ·w.
4.3.2 Protocol-work ratio for DNA hairpins
For the DNA hairpin, the excess work ratio can be calculated by dividing the mean cycle
work averaged over naive cycles by the cycle work averaged over designed cycles. The
excess work ratio in (4.18) is expected to hold in the slow-protocol limit, where the hairpin
remains in the near-equilibrium regime. Conversely, in the fast-protocol limit, the hairpin
will not be able to relax throughout the course of the protocol, therefore never unfolding
or refolding. In fact, in our discussion of alternate hairpin sequences in Chapter 5, we show
that, for protocol durations τ < 1/2 seconds, a significant fraction of the force extension
curves for the slow-relaxing hairpin (3.1a) do not show reformation of the hairpin during
the refolding protocols. In the absence of any force-rips, the force-separation curve of a
particular realization is a monotonic function of separation, independent of the protocol
class.4 Thus, in this limit, both designed and naive protocols, on average, require the same
amount of excess work, and thus the excess work ratio is unity.
Figure 4.7 shows the excess work ratio for the fast-relaxing hairpin as a function of
protocol duration. For slow protocols (long durations), the experimentally obtained excess
work ratio tends towards the long-duration excess work ratio (4.18), while for fast protocols
(short durations), the experimental excess work ratios tend towards unity. For the slowest
protocols (τ ≈ 4 sec), the experimental value obtained for the excess work ratio agrees
(within uncertainty) with the theoretically predicted excess work ratio. These results suggest
4This can be seen, for instance, in Fig. 4.1. As the protocol duration decreases (and therefore the average
protocol speed increases) the force-rips occur at later times in the protocol. Thus, for short enough durations,
no force-rip events occur before the end of the protocol, and the entire force-separation curve is a monotonic
function of separation.
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Figure 4.7: Ratio of naive and designed protocol excess work for various proto-
col durations. Experimentally obtained excess work ratios (purple points) as a function
of protocol duration. For long durations, the experimental results tend toward the theo-
retical prediction (black line) while for short durations, they tend toward the theoretical
expectation of unity (red line).




DNA Hairpins III: robustness,
variability, and conclusions
Chapters 3 and 4 presented results for a particular hairpin sequence (3.1b) that allowed
relatively rapid folded-unfolded equilibration, such that transitions to the folded or unfolded
conformations occurred even for the τ ≈ 1/8-second protocols. This feature allowed us to
interrogate the hairpin’s nonequilibrium response over a broad range of protocol durations.
Here, we show how the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the analysis generalize to
a different hairpin sequence (3.1a) and varying experimental conditions. In particular, we
examine how the generalized friction (Fig. 3.3) is altered by changing the hairpin sequence,
how the cycle work (Fig. 4.6) is affected, and to what extent these changes agree with
theoretical predictions. Throughout this Chapter we refer to the hairpin sequence previously
analyzed as the fast-relaxing hairpin, and the alternative sequence as the slow-relaxing
hairpin.
5.1 Alternative hairpin sequence
The slow-relaxing hairpin sequence (3.1a) is a slight modification of the fast-relaxing se-
quence: it has the same stem length and loop size, but a different base-pair content in
the stem. In comparison to the fast-relaxing hairpin, there are fewer GC base pairs near
the terminal base pair of the slow-relaxing hairpin. This modification is expected to sup-
press the nucleation of the hairpin structure in the slow-relaxing hairpin relative to the
fast-relaxing hairpin. As a result, the hopping dynamics are expected to be slower, lead-
ing to longer force relaxation times. Figure 5.1 compares the equilibrium fluctuations in
the hopping regime for the slow- and fast-relaxing hairpin sequences. The dwell time of
the hairpin to remain in either the folded or unfolded configuration is noticeably larger in
the slow-relaxing hairpin (Fig. 5.1a), which is shown quantitatively by the relatively slow
decay of the force autocovariance function in the slow-relaxing hairpin (τrelax ≈ 200 ms),
compared to the fast-relaxing hairpin (τrelax ≈ 30 ms), as seen in Fig. 5.1c. By contrast, the
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Figure 5.1:Comparison of equilibrium analysis in the hopping regime for fast- and
slow-relaxing hairpins. (a) Sample force traces in the hopping regime for the fast-relaxing
(top, purple) and slow-relaxing (bottom, orange) hairpin sequences. Raw forces f are re-
ported relative to the distribution midpoint fmid ≡ 12 (fmax − fmin) to allow straightforward
comparison between the two data sets. (b) Equilibrium force distributions are largely un-
changed between the two sequences, while the force autocovariance function (c) decays much
slower for the slow-relaxing hairpin.
equilibrium distribution of forces (and therefore force variance), as shown in Fig. 5.1b, is
largely unchanged (〈δf2〉 ≈ 0.4 pN2 for both hairpin sequences).
We calculated the generalized friction, force variance, and integral relaxation time through
an analogous process to that for the fast-relaxing hairpin (Ch. 3). Figure 5.2 compares the
friction, force variance, and integral relaxation time of the slow-relaxing hairpin to the
fast-relaxing hairpin (also shown in Fig. 3.3). The force variance in both hairpin sequences
is similar, while the slow-relaxing hairpin has a much larger relaxation time, with a peak
≈ 100× greater than the fast-relaxing hairpin. The generalized friction, as a result, also
peaks at a value ≈ 100× greater than in the fast-relaxing hairpin, suggesting that the
near-equilibrium energy dissipation in DNA hairpin folding is highly sequence dependent.
The predicted minimum-dissipation control protocols in the fast and slow-relaxing hair-
pins are shown in Figure 5.2d,e for a 0.5 second protocol—which is the fastest protocol
we were able to perform in the slow-relaxing hairpin sequence. Despite the large disparity
in the relative magnitude of the generalized friction in the slow and fast-relaxing hairpin
sequences, and since the designed protocol only depends on relative variation of the general-
ized friction coefficient, the designed control parameter velocity (Fig. 5.2d) and the designed
protocols (Fig. 5.2e) are broadly similar for the two different hairpin sequences.
Figure 5.3 compares the distribution of cycle works for naive and designed protocols
across several protocol durations, for both the fast-relaxing (top row) and slow-relaxing
(bottom row) hairpin sequences. In both hairpins, the same qualitative trends hold for the
distributions of cycle work: for shorter protocol durations the distributions widen and shift
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of equilibrium statistics and designed protocols in fast-
and slow-relaxing hairpins. (a) Force variance as a function of trap separation for the
fast-relaxing (left) and slow-relaxing (right) hairpin sequences are similar in magnitude and
shape. (b) The relaxation time peak is ≈ 100× higher for the slow-relaxing hairpin. (c)
The generalized friction also peaks at a value ≈ 100× greater in the slow-relaxing hairpin
than the fast-relaxing hairpin. (d,e) Designed protocols for fast- and slow-relaxing hairpins
appear qualitatively similar, but the slow-relaxing hairpin requires more extreme velocities.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of cycle work for fast and slow-relaxing hairpins. The
distributions of cycle work WU + WR for naive (yellow) and designed (green) protocols
for protocols ranging from slow (left) to fast (right), for both the fast-relaxing (top row)
and slow-relaxing (bottom row) hairpin sequences. During the two shortest protocols (τ ≈
1/4, 1/8 seconds), the dynamics of the slowly relaxing hairpin did not allow refolding, so
this data was not analyzed.
towards higher dissipation. Furthermore, in both hairpin sequences, the distribution of cycle
works for naive protocols is shifted higher relative to the designed protocols. For the fastest
two protocols (with durations of τ = 1/4, 1/8 seconds), a large fraction of the protocols in
the slow-relaxing hairpin did not refold along the reverse protocols.
Finally, Fig. 5.4 compares the mean cycle work as a function of protocol duration in
both the fast-relaxing (left) and slow-relaxing (right) hairpins. In both hairpin sequences,
the designed protocols systematically require less excess work than the naive protocol at the
same protocol duration. Furthermore, as predicted by theory, for a given protocol duration,
the average cycle work is greater in the slow-relaxing hairpin than the fast-relaxing hairpin.
Theoretically, the amplified peak friction values in the slow-relaxing hairpin increase the
dissipation along a particular protocol.
5.2 Mean-variance trade-offs for excess work
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of mean cycle work for fast- and slow-relaxing hairpins.
Mean cycle work as a function of protocol duration, during naive (yellow) and designed
(green) protocols, for both fast-relaxing (left) and slow-relaxing (right) hairpin sequences.
This result follows from the fact that the the Jarzynski equality 〈exp(−βWex)〉 = 1 equates
the (LHS) excess-work moment-generating function (2.6) to unity, and thus taking the
natural logarithm requires that the cumulant-generating function is ln〈exp(−βWex)〉 = 0.
Within the linear-response regime, work distributions are Gaussian and thus only the first
two cumulants are nonzero, implying (5.1) [6, 93].
Figure 5.5 shows the mean cycle work—which is twice the excess work (assuming linear-
response)—and half of the cycle-work variance as a function of protocol duration, for both
naive and designed protocols, and for both the fast-relaxing and slow-relaxing hairpin se-
quences. The mean cycle work and half of the cycle-work variance coincide within experi-
mental error, for both naive and designed protocols, for all but the fastest protocols in the
fast-relaxing hairpin and for the slowest protocols in the slow-relaxing hairpin.
This is consistent with our expectation that at a given protocol duration, the slow-
relaxing hairpin is driven further out of equilibrium than the fast-relaxing hairpin, and thus
departs at a longer protocol duration from the linear-response equality of mean cycle work
and half cycle-work variance. Moreover, when each of the two hairpins is driven far from
equilibrium and the two quantities differ, the (half) variance of cycle work exceeds the mean
work in the designed protocols, where the mean is intentionally reduced, independent of its
effect on the work variance. This provides an example of a system in which protocols de-
signed with the goal of minimizing mean work are different than those designed to minimize
the work variance.
In fact, the trade-offs between minimizing mean work and work variance in nonequi-
librium driving protocols were explored recently in the context of a ‘breathing harmonic
trap’ by Solon and Horowitz [130], showing that the driving protocols that minimize mean
work and work variance can be very different. Thus the strategies implemented to minimize
the mean excess work represent one specific aspect in the more general scope of so-called
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between mean work and work variance for fast-relaxing
and slow-relaxing hairpins. Mean cycle work (red) and cycle-work variance (blue) as
a function of protocol duration τ , for naive (top) and designed (bottom) protocols in the
fast-relaxing (left) and slow-relaxing (right) hairpin sequences.
multi-objective optimization [165] that seeks to reconcile several (potentially competing)
objectives at once, and thus the resulting optima need not bear any similarity to the result
of single-objective optimization, such as minimizing the excess work.
5.3 Alternative buffer conditions
Finally, we investigated the effect of cations on the inferred friction coefficient. In partic-
ular, because DNA is a highly charged polyanion, the formation of secondary structure
is facilitated by the presence of counterions to screen the electrical charge of the DNA
backbone [166, 167, 168]. As a result, the thermodynamic stability of hairpin structures can
vary greatly with the concentration of cations, with high counterion concentrations resulting
in greater thermodynamic stability of secondary structures. Furthermore, divalent cations
have a larger impact on the stabilization of secondary structures than monovalent cations
do [169]. While counterions can stabilize the native hairpin structure, they may also lower
the free energy of non-equilibrium secondary structures, thus increasing the probability of
observing these kinetically trapped states. If the hopping behaviour of the DNA hairpin
near λ1/2 is dominated by electrostatic effects, then it is expected that the presence of a
counterion could greatly alter the kinetics of loop formation. This could lead to a signif-
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the force variance, integral relaxation time, and gen-
eralized friction of the fast-relaxing hairpin in two different buffers. Friction (a),
Force variance (b), and integral relaxation time (c) are largely unchanged between the so-
lution used in the previous experiments in Chapters 3 and 4 (black) and after the addition
of divalent Mg2+ ions (orange).
icant change in the hairpin relaxation time, and manifest with significant changes in the
generalized friction (2.65).
In the experiments presented in Chapters 3 and 4, each hairpin was analyzed in 10
mM phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with a 154 mM concentration of monovalent cations
(NaCl). Here, we look at the effects on the generalized friction from adding divalent Mg2+.
In particular, we performed equilibrium sampling in a solution with 25 mM Tris-buffered
saline (TBS),1 50 mM NaCl, and 5 mM MgCl2.2
Figure 5.6 compares the generalized friction, force variance, and integral relaxation time
of the fast-relaxing hairpin sequence (3.1b) in the conditions used for the analysis presented
in the previous chapters, as well as after adding Mg2+ ions to the solution. Both experimental
conditions produce nearly identical results, suggesting that the equilibrium dynamics are
not significantly affected by adding divalent cations to the solution, at least for this hairpin
sequence. The fast-relaxing hairpin sequence was designed to minimize the formation of
alternative secondary structures, so changing ionic conditions may have more dramatic
impact on other experimental systems, including different DNA hairpin sequences.
Furthermore, analysis of equilibrium quantities, such as the generalized friction, given
no information on the formation of kinetically induced secondary structures. In particular,
during a nonequilibrium unfolding/refolding protocol, the system may access kinetically
favoured secondary structures that are not observed in the equilibrium statistics of the sys-
1Here, we use TBS in preference to PBS because phosphate buffers are known to react with divalent
cations—such as Mg2+—inhibiting their interactions with biomolecules [170].
2The presence of NaCl here is an inevitable contribution from the buffer, as explained in [169]. While the
NaCl could, in principle, compete with the MgCl2 cations, it was shown in [169] that this is not the case.
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tem, but nonetheless play a significant role in the unfolding and refolding dynamics out of
equilibrium. The presence of Mg2+ ions in solution may further stabilize these nonequilib-
rium structures, increasing the probability of the hairpin becoming trapped in one during
the folding/unfolding process. A more detailed analysis of the role of buffer conditions and
kinetically induced secondary-structure formation in systems like the DNA hairpin are be-
yond the scope of the present work, but represents a promising direction for future work. In
fact, the importance of such kinetically favoured structures is predicted to play an important
role in many biophysical processes, such as the formation of carboxysomes [171].
5.4 Discussion
In summary, we have sampled the equilibrium force fluctuations in DNA hairpins, displaying
the dynamics of a two-state system in both the fast- and slow-relaxing sequences (Figs. 3.2,
5.1). We showed that the generalized friction coefficient—determined from such equilib-
rium fluctuations—can be used to design driving schedules (Figs. 3.3, 5.2) that significantly
reduce the excess work compared with constant-velocity schedules (naive protocols) com-
pleted in the same total time (Fig. 4.6). This result holds for protocol durations that vary
by a factor of ≈ 30, even when driven far from equilibrium (dissipating up to ≈ 10kBT ,
which greatly exceeds the ≈ 1kBT energy fluctuations at equilibrium). These observations
indicate that this near-equilibrium theory (Section 2.6.2) is still able to reduce dissipation
even beyond the regime of the theory’s strict validity.
This experiment represents the design (Chapter 3) and implementation (Chapter 4) of a
single-molecule protocol that systematically reduces the nonequilibrium energy dissipation
in a process constrained to finite duration.
These results have immediate applications in the streamlining of single-molecule ex-
periments and steered molecular dynamics simulations [172]. For instance, when using the
Jarzynski equality or Crooks fluctuation theorem to infer the free energy difference in a
given process (such as protein unfolding), the farther the system is from equilibrium during
experiment or simulation, the slower the rate of convergence and accuracy of the free energy
estimator, which depends inversely on the energy dissipated [173]. Therefore, by sampling
the equilibrium fluctuations of a biomolecular process, it should be possible to estimate the
generalized friction coefficient across the control-parameter landscape; next, it would be
possible to craft nonequilibrium protocols that dissipate significantly less energy, thereby
speeding up the convergence and increasing the accuracy of any given free energy estimator.
There are tantalizing hints of molecular machines conserving energy while operating out
of equilibrium: the ϕ29 DNA packaging motor is more likely to slow down and pause at
high packaging fractions, where the storing of additional DNA involves significantly higher
dissipation [137, 174], and translating ribosomes facing RNA hairpins—that impose a large
barrier to translation—change “gear,” operating slower while crossing the barrier [43, 175].
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Based on the theoretical framework presented here, both cases could be interpreted as ex-
amples in which the molecular machines implement driving protocols that proceed slower
where the friction coefficient is higher, thereby reducing dissipation and increasing their ef-
ficiency. We hypothesize that a molecular biophysical system can waste less energy through
naturally evolved dynamics that is rationalizable in terms of the generalized friction coeffi-
cient; specifically, such molecular motors may have evolved to slow down their operation in
regions of their control-parameter space corresponding to high values of the friction coeffi-
cient as a way to harness fluctuations from the thermal bath, thus improving their operation
efficiency.
The agreement of theory [109] and our experiments suggests extensions to more complex
contexts. The rotary motor F1-ATP synthase (Sec. 1.1.2) is known to be a remarkably
efficient machine [176], where the Fo subunit—powered by proton flow down a concentration
gradient—forces rotation of the γ-subunit, a molecular crankshaft that drives synthesis of
ATP by F1 [139]. After attaching a magnetic bead to the crankshaft of F1 [177], one could—
analogous to the procedure described in the previous chapters—use a magnetic tweezers to
hold the bead at various angles so as to extract the equilibrium torque fluctuations of the
rotary crankshaft, from which one could extract the friction coefficient at each position (in
this experiment, the angle corresponds to the control parameter for driving F1 in analogy to
the optical trap separation for driving the unfolding of the DNA hairpin). One could then
estimate the minimum-dissipation protocol and determine the ratio of energy input (work
done to rotate the crankshaft) to energy output (ATP molecules synthesized) [177, 178]
for designed and naive protocols. These ratios quantify the energetic efficiency with which









Stochastic control in microscopic
nonequilibrium systems
6.1 Introduction
Our original motivation for studying the minimal-dissipation control protocols in nonequilib-
rium systems was to gain a better understanding of the fundamental physics and operational
constraints facing biological molecular machines. In Section 1.1 we saw two motivating ex-
amples of molecular machines—kinesin and ATP synthase—which play essential roles in
the internal physics of biological cells. In light of the control-theoretical view of driven
nonequilibrium systems outlined in Section 2.6, it is natural to look for ways in which the
subcomponents of a given molecular machine interact with one another in a similar way. In
particular, by viewing molecular machines as driven systems, we hope to apply the insights
from control theory to molecular machines so as to better understand their dissipation, and
move toward identifying the fundamental physical limitations that they face.
The experimental results presented in Chapters 3–5 provide a proof of principle that the
linear-response theories used to derive the approximate form of the excess work in (2.69a)
are useful in designing reduced-dissipation protocols in biomolecular systems. In fact, most
theoretical efforts in this area have also focused on the deterministic protocols found in
experiments, such as flipping or erasing a classical bit [117], or manipulating a biomacro-
molecule using optical traps or atomic force microscopy [127]. A deterministic protocol lends
itself naturally to single-molecule experiments, where the same time-dependent driving pro-
tocol can be reliably repeated. Yet in biomolecular contexts, the nonequilibrium driving may
be imposed by molecular machines that are themselves composed of strongly fluctuating
protein components.
The FoF1 ATP synthase rotary motor serves as a paradigmatic model system, which
uses rapid (presumably far-from-equilibrium) mechanical rotation of a crankshaft—itself
driven by proton flow across a membrane—to drive synthesis of ATP molecules [41]. At
ambient temperature, these soft-matter system components (such as the crankshaft of ATP
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synthase) undergo strong conformational fluctuations, hence can only provide stochastic
driving protocols to downstream systems (such as the F1 subunit that synthesizes ATP).
Thus, in order to probe the thermodynamics of stochastic driving in autonomous systems,
we consider energetic costs that arise from a statistical distribution of control protocols—as
opposed to a single, deterministic protocol.
In this chapter we generalize the linear-response formalism from [109] so that it quan-
tifies energetic costs associated with statistical ensembles of control protocols. Our central
result is that this variation in control protocols creates an additional energetic cost asso-
ciated with slow operation, leading to work being minimized at finite protocol duration.
Under the linear-response approximation, the lower bound on work (6.29) and optimal du-
ration (6.28) take on simple forms. For a single control parameter operating within these
limits with uniform friction coefficient and control-parameter velocity fluctuations, this im-
plies an optimal mean driving velocity equal to the standard deviation of those stochastic
velocity fluctuations (6.30a). Our theoretical formulation identifies the existence of a min-
imal cost for stochastic control – the only control modality available for living soft-matter
systems.
6.2 Revisiting linear response
Now, we briefly revisit the linear-response approximations made in deriving the excess work
in (2.69a), and in particular, how they affect the application of this theory to stochastic
protocols. Throughout this chapter, our derivations make no explicit assumption about the
nature of such stochasticity, which could imply an ensemble of individual protocols each of
which is a deterministic function of time, but with randomly selected parameters—such as
the periodic-potential ensemble considered in Sec. 6.4.1—or protocols which are generated
by a stochastic equation of motion—as with the stochastic protocol ensembles considered
in Sec. 6.4.2.
First, we recall that—within the linear-response regime—the excess power at time t in
a given control protocol Λ, averaged over system responses, takes on the integral expression




〈δfj(0)δfi(t− t′)〉λ(t) λ̇j(t′) dt′ . (6.1)
In order to elucidate more precisely the applicability of the linear-response framework in
Section 2.6.2, we derive the general conditions under which this excess power simplifies to
〈Pex〉Λ(t) = βλ̇iζij(λ)λ̇j (2.68). For this simplification to be valid, the control-parameter
velocity within the integrand of (6.1) must be approximated by its current value (at t)
λ̇j(t′) ≈ λ̇j(t) . (6.2)
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Taking this term outside of the integral in (6.1), and changing variables t − t′ → t′′, (6.1)
becomes the excess power discussed in Sec. 2.6.2, and introduced in [109].
Here we consider the next-order terms for λ̇j(t) and derive conditions under which the
Taylor series truncation in (6.2) is valid. (To consider the conditions under which the linear-
response approximation is generally valid, it would also be necessary to consider higher-order
response functions.)
Expanding the control-parameter velocity λ̇j(t′) in (6.1) about the time argument gives













This expansion is well approximated by (2.68) when
λ̇j(t) (t′ − t) λ̈j(t) (6.4)
for time separations t′ − t over which the conjugate-force autocovariance 〈δfi(0)δfj(t)〉λ(t)
is significantly greater than zero. Generally, (6.4) is satisfied when the protocol Λ is smooth
and slowly varying over timescales less than the relaxation time of the conjugate forces. Fur-
thermore, this smoothness constraint depends on the protocol velocity, but for deterministic
protocols can always be satisfied as, in the long-duration limit, λ̈j becomes vanishingly small.
However, for control protocols generated by a stochastic equation of motion—so that the
each individual protocol Λ is the solution to, for instance, a Langevin equation (1.4)—the
validity of the smoothness constraint (6.4) in any particular limit is less clear. As mentioned
in Section 2.2.3, the sample paths generated by an overdamped Langevin equation are
continuous everywhere but differentiable nowhere, which means that the Taylor expansion
of the control protocol velocity in (6.3) is unjustified—in fact, the control-protocol velocity
itself is poorly defined in such a case.
However, the overdamped Langevin equation (1.4) is often obtained, through a limiting
process, from an underdamped equation (2.32), where velocities are well defined. Further-
more, the approximation made in simplifying the underdamped Langevin equation to an
overdamped Langevin equation is one of timescales: if the relaxation time of the veloc-
ity in an underdamped Langevin equation is significantly faster than any other relevant
timescales in the problem, an overdamped approximation is justified. For instance, in ob-
serving a diffusing particle in a fluid, if the time between observations is shorter than the
velocity relaxation time of the particle motion, an overdamped description will be consistent
with observations [72].
Here, we are concerned with the smoothness of protocols Λ over timescales of the system
response. Thus, the relevant comparison of timescales is between the relaxation times of the
control parameter and the system. In particular, if the control parameter is sufficiently un-
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derdamped, such that control-parameter velocities remain correlated over times which are
long compared to the conjugate-force relaxation time of the system, then the protocol is
effectively smooth over timescales relevant to (6.4), and the linear-response approximation
in (6.2) is valid. For instance, a control parameter evolving according to an underdamped
Langevin equation and confined with a harmonic potential of strength kλ—so that its equa-
tion of motion is an underdamped Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [84] (as in Sec. 6.4.2)—has
velocity relaxation time (βDλkλ)−1, where Dλ is the diffusion coefficient of the control-
parameter dynamics. Thus if the relaxation time of conjugate forces of the system is long
compared with (βDλkλ)−1, then (6.4) is valid. Throughout this thesis, we refer to this con-
straint as the locally smooth limit, where the stochastic dynamics of a continuous control
protocol are smooth on timescales relevant to the system response, even though they may
still have large fluctuations over longer timescales.
In the context of the harmonic potential, a decrease in either the diffusion coefficient
Dλ or the spring constant kλ increases the velocity relaxation time and thus provides a
mechanism to reach the locally smooth limit. In the deterministic theory, slowing down
the control-parameter velocity results in better agreement with theory, whereas when the
protocols are generated from a stochastic equation of motion there is an additional require-
ment that the control-parameter dynamics are sufficiently underdamped that (6.4) holds
throughout the protocol.
6.3 Protocol ensembles and stochastic control
Now, instead of considering a single protocol Λ : λi → λf , we consider an ensemble Ω
of protocols, where each individual protocol Λ satisfies (6.4) and occurs with probability
p[Λ|Ω]. The excess power 〈Pex〉Λ(t) ≈ λ̇iζij(λ)λ̇j at time t during protocol Λ ∈ Ω, averaged
over system fluctuations, is now a random variable since λ̇i, ζij(λ), and λ̇j are all functions of




〈Pex〉Λ(t) p[Λ|Ω]D[Λ] , (6.5)
where the integral is taken over all protocols and hence all instantaneous values of λ̇(t).
〈· · · 〉Ω(t) indicates an average over the instantaneous distribution of control-parameter po-
sitions and velocities at time t due to the protocol ensemble Ω. Furthermore, we assume—
analogously to previous applications of the generalized friction framework—that the control
protocol proceeds independently of the state of the system: the protocol receives no feed-
back from the system. In Chapter (9), we will explore the consequences of this assumption,
in particular for its relevance to molecular machines.
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6.3.1 Expansion of the excess power
By expanding the linear-response excess power 〈Pex〉Λ(t) in a Taylor series and assuming
a weak-noise perturbation expansion of the protocols Λ(t) about their mean value in the
ensemble Ω at time t, we obtain a tractable expression for the protocol-ensemble average
in (6.5). First, we Taylor expand the linear-response approximation of the average excess
















This expansion requires that 〈Pex〉Λ(t) is a smooth function of λ̇i, λ̇j , and ζij , which clearly
holds for 〈Pex〉Λ(t) = λ̇iζij λ̇j . For notational simplicity, throughout this subsection, we will
suppress the dependence of ζij on the control parameter λ.
Keeping all nonzero terms, the excess power is
〈Pex〉Λ(t) = 〈λ̇i〉Ω(t)〈ζij〉Ω(t)〈λ̇j〉Ω(t) + 〈λ̇i〉Ω(t)〈λ̇j〉Ω(t)δζij + 〈λ̇i〉Ω(t)〈ζij〉Ω(t)δλ̇j
+ 〈λ̇j〉Ω(t)〈ζij〉Ω(t)δλ̇i + 〈λ̇i〉Ω(t)δζijδλ̇j + 〈λ̇j〉Ω(t)δζijδλ̇i + 〈ζij〉Ω(t)δλ̇iδλ̇j
+ δλ̇iδζijδλ̇j , (6.7)
because terms of fourth- and higher-order are trivially zero by the form of 〈Pex〉Λt . When
we average 〈Pex〉Λ(t) over the protocol ensemble Ω,
〈Pex〉Ω(t) ≡
∫
〈Pex〉Λ(t) p[Λ(t)|Ω]D[Λ(t)] , (6.8)
all terms vanish trivially which are linear in (protocol) fluctuations from the mean, leaving:
〈Pex〉Ω(t) = 〈λ̇i〉Ω(t)〈ζij〉Ω(t)〈λ̇j〉Ω(t) + 〈λ̇i〉Ω(t)〈δζijδλ̇j〉Ω(t) + 〈λ̇j〉Ω(t)〈δζijδλ̇j〉Ω(t)
+ 〈ζij〉Ω(t)〈δλ̇iδλ̇j〉Ω(t) + 〈δλ̇iδζijδλ̇j〉Ω(t) . (6.9)
We assume the friction ζij(λ) is a smooth function of the control parameter, which holds
if all conjugate forces fi are even under momentum reversal, except at a macroscopic phase
transition. In the limit of weak noise [72], where the ensemble of protocols is tightly localized
about its average, we expand the excess power perturbatively in noise strength. Specifically,
we assume that the i, j-th component of the friction tensor evolves in accordance with the
general linear stochastic differential equation (SDE):
˙ζij(λ, t) = aij(ζ, t) + ε b`ij(ζ, t) ξ`(t) , (6.10)
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where ξ`(t) is the `th element of a zero-mean (vector) white-noise process affecting control
parameter λ`, with covariance 〈ξ`(t)ξm(t′)〉 = δ`,mδ(t − t′). aij(ζ, t) is a function describ-
ing the deterministic behavior of ζij , and b`ij(ζ, t) is a third-rank tensor quantifying how
fluctuations in each control parameter affect the friction tensor. The matching upper and
lower indices on b`ij(ζ, t)ξ`(t) imply a sum over the index `, accounting for the effects of all
control-parameter fluctuations on the i, j-th component of the friction.
Following Gardiner [72], we make the small-noise perturbative expansion of ζij(λ, t) in
the small parameter ε representing the magnitude of friction fluctuations:
ζij(λ, t) = ζ(0)ij (λ, t) + ε ζ
(1)
ij (λ, t) + ε
2 ζ
(2)
ij (λ, t) + · · · . (6.11)
Here ζ(0)ij (λ, t) is the solution to the deterministic equation dtζij = aij(ζ, t) (hence indepen-
dent of fluctuations in λ), whereas each of the ζ(n)ij (λ, t), n > 0, has stochastic contributions.
εζ
(1)
ij (λ, t) is the leading-order correction to the deterministic solution in the limit of weak
noise. Expanding aij(ζ, t) in ε—similarly to (6.11)—and grouping terms with a common
power of ε, yields the first-order correction to the deterministic approximation in the weak-
noise limit, given by the solution to
ζ̇
(1)



























ij . We have used the initial condition that ζ
(1)
ij (λ =
λ0, t = 0) = 0, which is equivalent to all protocols starting at the same point in control-
parameter space. (6.12) is simply a time-dependent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [72].
Thus the two factors involving ζij appearing in (6.9) are, to leading-order in ε,
〈ζij〉Ω(t) = ζ
(0)








ij (λ, t) . (6.13b)
(6.13a) shows that, to order ε in the weak-noise limit, the average friction along the protocol
ensemble is the friction along the average protocol. (6.13b) shows that, to lowest order,
the fluctuations in the friction can be approximated by the solution to a time-dependent
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (6.12).
We now perform a similar analysis of the control-parameter velocity dynamics. To begin,
we assume that—similar to the generalized friction ζij (6.10)—the dynamics are described
by a linear SDE,
λ̇i = aiλ(λi, t) + εbiλ(λi, t)ξi(t) , (6.14)
where ξi(t) is the component of the (vector) white-noise process which affects λi.
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The average control-parameter velocity is
〈λ̇i〉Ω(t) = 〈aiλ(λi, t)〉Ω(t) , (6.15)
where the average is taken over protocol fluctuations at a given time t within the protocol
ensemble Ω. Fluctuations in the control-parameter velocity are then
δλ̇i ≡ λ̇i − 〈aiλ(λi, t)〉Ω(t) (6.16a)
= aiλ(λi, t)− 〈aiλ(λi, t)〉Ω(t) + εbiλ(λi, t)ξi(t) . (6.16b)
Again, following Gardiner [72] we expand aiλ in a small parameter ε,





= 〈aiλ(λi, t)〉Ω(t) + εa
i,(1)
λ , (6.17a)
from which it follows that aiλ(λi, t) − 〈aiλ(λi, t)〉Ω(t) ≈ εa
i,(1)
λ , where a
i,(1)
λ is the first-order
correction to the dynamics of control parameter λi, analogous to ζ(1)ij in (6.11). Fluctuations




λ + biλ(λi, t)ξi(t)
]
.
With this weak-noise approximation in terms of mean and linear-order fluctuations in


































































〈δλ̇iδζijδλ̇j〉Ω(t) = O(ε3) , (6.18d)
where for notational simplicity biλ(λi, t) ≡ biλ, and the dependence of ζ
(1)
ij on λ, t is sup-
pressed. We henceforth neglect the final O(ε3) term.
In the excess power expansion (6.9) the friction-control parameter velocity covariance
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In this limit, substituting (6.13a) into (6.18), the expansion of the excess power (6.6) sim-
plifies to
〈Pex〉Ω(t) ≈ 〈λ̇i〉Ω(t)ζij(〈λ〉Ω(t))〈λ̇j〉Ω(t) + ζij(〈λ〉Ω(t))〈δλ̇iδλ̇j〉Ω(t) . (6.20)
This quantifies the excess work associated with completing an ensemble Ω of protocols, in
terms of the average protocol 〈Λ〉Ω (defined by the path taken by 〈λ〉Ω(t)) and the control-
parameter velocity covariance 〈δλ̇iδλ̇j〉Ω(t) along that path.
To explore the limits in which (6.19) holds, we derive an explicit expression for the

























Here we have imposed the initial condition that all protocols begin at the same point in
control-parameter space, equivalent to ζ(1)ij (λ, t) vanishing at the start of the protocol, so
the boundary term at t = 0 in (6.21) vanishes [72].
We now consider the case where, throughout the protocol, the trajectories of ζij(λ, t)
are at steady state in the reference frame which is comoving with the deterministic so-
lution ζ(0)ij (λ, t). Here, the fluctuations about the deterministic value of ζij(λ, t) are in-
dependent of time. This is the same constraint placed on the stochastic protocols in the






represents a time-dependent variation in







= 0. Hence at steady state the exponential term in the integral expres-
sion (6.21) becomes unity.









ij , then ζ
(1)
ij (λ, t) is independent of λ, and the integral expression simplifies greatly:
ζ
(1)






= b`,(0)ij ξ`(t) , (6.22b)
where the final equality follows again from the initial condition that all protocols begin
from the same point, and we use the Ito convention to evaluate the stochastic integral [72].
Subject to these assumptions, we write (6.18) in terms of the parameters of the weak-noise
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If this holds for all i, j at all points in the average protocol, then the friction-velocity
covariance terms in (6.9) can be neglected. The inequality holds trivially in the asymptotic















and the LHS becomes arbitrarily small as 〈λ̇i〉Ω(t) → 0.
Thus, when the ensemble of control protocols is tightly localized around the average
protocol—such that the friction varies little over control-parameter values with significant
support—the excess power (averaged over protocol and system fluctuations) is well approx-
imated by expanding 〈Pex〉Λ(t) (2.68) about the mean values of its arguments λ̇i, λ̇j , and
ζij(λ) to give (6.20).
Time integration of (6.20) gives the average excess work required to perform a random








where 〈· · · 〉Ω indicates an average over all protocols Λ ∈ Ω weighted by p[Λ|Ω], and the
upper integration bound τ is the duration of the average protocol 〈Λ〉. The first RHS term
resembles (2.69a), quantifying the cost associated with fast operation, while the second term
quantifies the energetic cost resulting from variability in the protocol velocities. Both terms
are integrated along the (deterministic) average protocol specified by the average velocity
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〈λ̇〉Ω(t). Thus, in the weak protocol-noise limit the effect of variable control only depends
on the friction along this average path and the variation in velocities as a function of time.
6.3.2 Lower bound on excess work
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives a lower bound for the first RHS term in (6.26) in-
volving the thermodynamic length L(〈Λ〉Ω) (2.71) between the initial and final states of the
average protocol 〈Λ〉Ω [124]. This leads to a lower bound on the excess work achieved at a










where we write the average of an instantaneous quantity over the protocol ensemble as
〈· · · 〉Ω ≡ τ−1
∫ τ
0 · · · dt.
This lower bound represents a trade-off between the first RHS term quantifying the
energetic costs associated with pushing a system out of equilibrium (scaling as τ−1 with
protocol duration) and the second term quantifying the average contribution of protocol
fluctuations to excess work, which increases with τ if ζij(λ) is positive definite (assumed in
what follows).
If the control-parameter velocity variance is independent of the average velocity, this













This lower bound is saturated when the average protocol 〈Λ〉Ω follows the geodesic from λi
to λf (similar to the deterministic case). The existence of a lower bound on work realized at
finite protocol duration constitutes the main result of this chapter. In the linear-response
regime, the lower bound and optimal protocol duration take on the simple forms in (6.29)
and (6.28), respectively.
For a single control parameter, (6.29) and (6.28) can be recast solely in terms of intensive
quantities as a lower bound on the average excess force 〈fex〉Ω ≡ 〈Wex〉Ω/∆λ produced by an
optimal mean control-parameter velocity 〈λ̇〉optΩ ≡ ∆λ/τopt. When the friction and control-
parameter velocity variance are both uniform, the excess force bound and optimal velocity
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〈fex〉Ω ≥ 2ζ〈λ̇〉optΩ . (6.30b)
The optimal mean velocity is the root-mean-squared control-parameter velocity fluctua-
tions, producing a mean excess force equal to twice the Stokes drag on the control parameter
when moving at the optimal mean velocity through the ‘viscous’ control-parameter space
subject to generalized friction coefficient ζ.
In the specific case where—across the entire protocol—the integral relaxation time is
constant and equals τR = (β〈ζij(〈λ〉Ω(t))〈δλ̇iδλ̇j〉Ω(t)〉Ω)−1, our lower bound (6.29) reduces
to Machta’s bound on entropy production of a stochastically driven process [180]. This
equality is achieved in the one-dimensional drift-diffusion process considered by Machta
when protocol fluctuations come from the interaction of the control parameter with a ther-
mal reservoir at the same temperature as the reservoir producing system fluctuations. Thus
our derived lower bound (6.29) generalizes Machta’s bound to systems with variable integral
relaxation times and arbitrary fluctuations of the control parameter. Appendix C.1 provides
a more comprehensive discussion.
6.4 Model ensembles
We illustrate our theoretical approximation (6.27) using two model protocol ensembles.
In each case, the system is a Brownian particle with unit mass evolving according to an
overdamped Langevin equation on a one-dimensional potential. Driving forces are produced
by a harmonic potential E(x, λ) = 12ktrap[x − λ(t)]
2 (Sec. 2.7.1), with trap strength k and
control parameter λ(t) the time-dependent potential minimum (Fig. 6.1). To saturate the
excess work bounds in (6.27,6.29), we restrict our attention to protocol ensembles where
the average protocol 〈Λ〉Ω is the minimum-work protocol [109].
In each case, the system is a Brownian particle evolving according to an overdamped
Langevin equation (1.4),
ẋ = −βD∂xE(x, λ) +
√
2Dξ(t) , (6.31)
where x is the particle position, −∂xE(x, λ) is the force experienced by the particle due to
the potential E(x, λ), D is the diffusion coefficient, β ≡ (kBT )−1 is the inverse temperature
of the heat bath, and ξ(t) is a zero mean white-noise process. The details of numerical
implementation of this SDE are outlined in App. A.2.2.
For one control parameter, the theoretical minimum excess work for an ensemble Ω of
driving protocols operating within the linear-response regime (6.27) with a constant control-
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of model system and protocol ensembles. (a) Brownian particle
diffusing in a harmonic potential, with harmonic trap minimum the control parameter,
over an underlying periodic potential with barrier height E‡ between adjacent energetic
minima. (b,c) Protocol samples from the zero-barrier periodic potential ensemble and the
stochastically driven ensemble (for both cases E‡ = 0). Bold lines denote average protocols.




+ 〈ζ(λ)〉Ω〈δλ̇2〉Ω τ . (6.32)
6.4.1 Periodic-potential ensemble
Here, the harmonic trap is driven over an underlying periodic potential Eperiod(x) = −12E
‡ cosπx
with energy barrier E‡ between adjacent wells (Fig. 6.1a). Thus the total potential experi-
enced by the particle is
E(x, λ) = 12ktrap [x− λ(t)]
2 − 12E
‡ cos(πx) , (6.33)
which is the model potential discussed in 2.7.2 (for ` = 2). Here, the control parameter λ(t)
is the time-dependent minimum of the harmonic potential, and E‡ is the energy barrier
separating consecutive minima of the underlying potential.
The generalized friction ζ(λ) (2.65) is nonuniform over the control-parameter landscape






π(x|λ) dx , (6.34)
for equilibrium cumulative distribution function Πeq(x|λ) ≡
∫ x
−∞ π(x′|λ)dx′ and system
diffusion coefficient D.
Figure 6.2 shows—for various barrier heights βE‡—the generalized friction as a func-
tion of the control parameter λ, and the corresponding minimum-work protocols. Because
the minimum-work protocols proceed with a control-parameter velocity λ̇ ∝ ζ(λ)−1/2 (see
Sec. 2.6.3), for non-zero barriers βE‡ 6= 0 the protocols proceed slower near λ = `/2,
where the system is near the peak of the underlying periodic potential, and the total po-
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Figure 6.2: Generalized friction and minimum-work protocols for various periodic
barriers. (a) The generalized friction ζ(λ)∗ = ζ(λ)/γ is nondimensionalized by the zero-
barrier limit γ, and the friction is periodic over one full period ` of the potential. (b)
Corresponding minimum-work protocols for λ∗ = λ/` as a function of t/τ .
tential (6.33) is bistable. As a result, the optimal driving protocols in this system resemble
those considered in Chapters 3-5 for a DNA hairpin (see, for instance, Fig. 3.4b).
We examine a protocol ensemble where each protocol Λ completes the minimum-work
path with an average velocity 〈λ̇〉Λ randomly sampled from a Gaussian distribution with
mean 〈λ̇〉Ω and variance 〈δλ̇2〉Ω. Each protocol has instantaneous velocity λ̇ ∝ [ζ(λ)]−1/2
with the proportionality fixed by the prescribed average velocity 〈λ̇〉Λ. The ensemble-mean
control-parameter velocity 〈λ̇〉Ω = 〈∆λ〉Ω/τ is chosen so that the average protocol 〈Λ〉Ω
completes the control parameter change 〈∆λ〉Ω in a prescribed time τ . Thus, the protocol
ensemble Ω consists of protocols Λ which all take a fixed duration τ , but any given realization
will travel a variable total distance. For each protocol with a particular average velocity 〈λ̇〉Λ,
the system is initialized in the corresponding periodic steady-state for the minimum-work
protocol. The periodic steady state is achieved when
p(x, t+ τL) = p(x, t) , (6.35)
where τL is the time it takes for the harmonic trap to traverse one periodic image of the
underlying potential.
Exact solution in the zero-barrier limit (βE‡ = 0)
In general, exact solutions for the excess work are intractable for βE‡ 6= 0. However in the
zero-barrier limit, where βE‡ = 0, the exact solution for the protocol-ensemble averaged
excess work coincides with the theoretical prediction (6.32). In this limit, the generalized
friction is independent of the control-parameter value, and thus the minimum-work protocol
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proceeds at a constant velocity λ̇(t) = λ̇ along any given realization (see Fig. 6.2). Direct
integration of (6.31) for a constant control-parameter velocity gives










This has mean position
〈x〉Λ(t) = λ(0)e−βDkt −
∫ t
0
e−βDk(t−s)βDkλ̇ s ds . (6.37)


















which lags the trap minimum by a distance λ̇/βDk [131].
The fluctuating work accumulated for a particular realization of the stochastic process













for potential E(x, t′) taken from (6.33) (for βE‡ = 0). The average work accumulated for a
protocol of duration τ is





Given that, for the potential considered here, there is no free energy change along any
protocol, the total work equals the excess work.
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This differs from the linear-response approximation 〈WLRex 〉Λ = λ̇2τ/(βD) (which for this
model is (6.32)) through the second term, representing the exponential decay of an initial
transient.
Thus for a system which is initially in the nonequilibrium steady state (NESS) for the





We now generalize this result to randomly choose the (constant) control-parameter ve-
locity at the start of each protocol. We consider the average of the fluctuating excess work






























p(x[0,τ ] | λ[0,τ ])Wex
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Here the subscript [0, τ ] indicates that the variable represents a particular realization of the
random process on the time interval [0, τ ], and therefore the integral is taken over all paths

















Thus, the mean work, averaged over all paths x[0,τ ] of the system variable as well as all
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For the ensemble of constant-velocity protocols starting at equilibrium for the initial



























When the ensemble is initialized in the corresponding NESS, the excess work is (6.43),





Both (6.47b) and (6.48) depend on p(λ[0,τ ]) only through λ̇, so in both cases, the same
mean excess work is produced for any ensemble with constant velocities chosen from any
distribution with a given mean and variance.
In the zero-barrier limit, the generalized friction is constant and equal to the viscous
friction coefficient ζ = γ = 1/βD. Thus, the thermodynamic length of the minimum work
protocol is L(〈Λ〉Ω) =
√
ζ〈λ̇〉Ω τ (2.71), and by using the identity 〈λ̇2〉Ω = 〈λ̇〉2Ω + 〈δλ̇2〉Ω,
the protocol ensemble produces an exact mean excess work
〈Wex〉Ω = ζ〈λ̇2〉Ω τ =
L(〈Λ〉Ω)2
τ
+ ζ〈δλ̇2〉Ω τ , (6.49)
which equals the linear-response approximation in (6.27).
Numerical results for non-zero barriers (βE‡ 6= 0)
Figure 6.3 shows a comparison of numerical calculations to theoretical predictions, for sev-
eral average protocol distances and periodic barrier heights. For no underlying barrier (βE‡
= 0), the numerical data agrees exactly with the analytical solution. βE‡ = 1 shows good
agreement, but with increasing barrier height, the linear-response approximation in (6.4)
begins to break down for rapid protocols, and the numerical results depart from the theoret-
ical predictions. However, for all barriers explored, even those for which (6.4) does not hold,
the excess work is minimized at finite protocol duration. Appendix C.2 further discusses
the departure of theoretical predictions from numerical results in this model system.
6.4.2 Stochastically driven protocols
Here, the protocol itself evolves according to a dynamic stochastic process, transitioning
between given initial and final control-parameter values λi and λf in a variable duration τ ′
(see Fig. 6.1c). Unlike the fixed-duration boundary conditions on the protocols considered
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Figure 6.3: Excess work for periodic-potential ensemble is minimized at finite
protocol duration. Excess work 〈Wex〉∗Ω ≡ β〈Wex〉Ω (in units of thermal energy), as
a function of protocol duration τ∗ ≡ τ/(2βDk)−1 (scaled by the time taken to diffuse
the standard deviation
√
〈δx2〉λ ≡ (βk)−1/2 in equilibrium position). Solid lines indicate
theoretical predictions (6.49), and circles represent numerical simulation results. Protocol
distance λ∗ ≡ λ/(βk)−1/2 is scaled by
√
〈δx2〉λ. Nondimensionalized control-parameter
velocity variance 〈δλ̇2〉∗ ≡ 〈δλ̇2〉/(4βD2k) ranges from high (blue) to low (red). Each row
shows a different periodic barrier height βE‡ from 0 (top) to 4 (bottom). The underlying
potential has spatial periodicity L = 4
√
〈δx2〉λ.
in Sec. 6.4.1, here the fixed-distance boundary conditions imposed on each protocol imply
that each protocol travels the same net distance in control-parameter space, but the time
taken to complete the protocol is random. The system is initialized in the nonequilibrium
steady-state (NESS) for the harmonic trap moving with the (constant) average velocity of
the protocol ensemble. Additionally, here we exclusively consider the zero-barrier limit of
(6.33) (βE‡ = 0), where the system is driven by a harmonic potential over a flat underlying
potential.
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Further, we take the control-parameter dynamics to obey an underdamped Langevin
equation (2.32)
z = λ̇ (6.50a)








where Dλ is the diffusion coefficient of the control-parameter dynamics, mλ is the effec-
tive mass of the control parameter, and βλ is the inverse temperature of the heat bath
interacting with λ. Details of the numerical implementation of the underdamped dynamics
are given in App. A.2.1. The potential energy Eλ(λ, λ0(t)) = 12kλ[λ − λ0(t)]
2 is harmonic
with spring constant kλ confining the control parameter and time-dependent minimum
λ0(t). λ0(t) moves with constant velocity, and at steady-state the distribution of control-
parameter positions and velocities is stationary in the reference frame comoving with λ0(t).
As a result, the average control-parameter velocity is constant, and the average protocol
〈Λ〉Ω is the minimum-work protocol [109]. Furthermore, the steady-state variance of the
control-parameter velocity is fixed in the comoving frame by the equipartition theorem [84],
〈δλ̇2〉Ω(t) = (βλmλ)−1.
If control-parameter velocity fluctuations (with relaxation time (βλDλkλ)−1) persist
over timescales longer than the conjugate-force relaxation time (βDktrap)−1 of the system,
then (6.4) holds for all stochastic protocols in the ensemble.1 Effectively, this represents the
locally smooth limit for control-protocol dynamics, where—over the relaxation timescale of
the system—the control parameter is largely unaffected by stochastic fluctuations, but still
exhibits large fluctuations over longer timescales.
Figure 6.4 shows the average excess work as a function of the average protocol duration
〈τ〉Ω, for several (fixed) protocol distances ∆λ and control-parameter diffusion coefficients
Dλ. Numerical simulations agree well with the theoretical predictions at short protocol
durations, where the excess work is dominated by the contribution from the average proto-
col (6.32). At long protocol durations, for intermediate-to-large protocol distances and high
Dλ (relative to the system diffusion coefficient D), the locally deterministic approxima-
tion (6.4) is satisfied and the theoretical predictions agree well with the numerical results.
In all cases, the excess work is an increasing function of protocol duration in the long-
duration limit. Thus, regardless of the theoretical approximation’s accuracy, a finite-time
lower bound on the excess work is widely observed, contrary to the case of deterministic
protocols.
1For a harmonic system, the forces are linear in position f ∝ x, and thus 〈δf(0)δf(t)〉 ∝ 〈δx(0)δx(t)〉.
This implies that the force relaxation time and position relaxation time are equivalent.
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Figure 6.4: Excess work for stochastic-protocol ensemble matches theoretical ap-
proximation in the locally deterministic limit. Mean excess work 〈Wex〉∗ as function
of mean protocol duration 〈τ〉∗. For underdamped control-parameter dynamics and large
protocol distances, hence where control-parameter dynamics are locally deterministic, nu-
merical simulations (circles) agree with the theoretical approximation (6.27) (solid black
curve), composed of terms proportional and inversely proportional to protocol duration
(dashed gray curves). Control-parameter diffusion coefficient D∗λ ≡ Dλ/D (nondimension-
alized by the system diffusion coefficient) interpolates between overdamped (purple) and
underdamped (red) control-parameter dynamics.
6.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we presented a formalism that generalizes previous theory (Sec. 2.6.2) to
now quantify the nonequilibrium costs of driving a system with an ensemble of protocols. We
assume only that the linear-response approximation applies for each protocol in the ensemble
and that variation about the average protocol is sufficiently small. Furthermore, we have
argued that for stochastic control protocols—such as those considered in Sec. 6.4.2—the
additional constraint of locally smooth protocols (6.4) is required to ensure the validity of
the linear-response approximation. In these limits, protocol variation produces an additional
energetic cost that increases with protocol duration.
This theoretical framework gives rise to a lower bound on the excess work (6.29) that
generalizes a previous result [180] to arbitrary low-noise protocol ensembles and situations
where the relaxation time varies across control-parameter space. Our expression for excess
work makes transparent that the lower bound occurs for a finite protocol duration (6.28) and
hence finite average protocol velocity (6.30a). This implies an energetically optimal, finite
timescale for the process, suggesting the novel possibility that biomolecular processes have
energetically preferential timescales over which to operate, stemming from the statistical
properties of their driving processes.
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The resulting total work is completely specified by the average protocol and the vari-
ance of control-parameter velocities (6.27), so may be identical for vastly different control
strategies, each with potential advantages for particular tasks. This suggests that an au-
tonomous system could simultaneously reduce the energetic cost of completing a particular
thermodynamic process and improve an orthogonal quality metric through the clever choice
of the statistical properties of the protocol ensemble (see App. C.3 for more discussion).
We have numerically investigated the consequences of these predictions in two model
ensembles. Both the periodic-potential ensemble and stochastic-protocol ensemble show a
finite-duration minimum for the excess work across all examined parameter space. Com-
plementary recent experiments [25] have shown that, even far from equilibrium, the linear-
response formalism can be effective for reducing excess work in control protocols that unfold
and refold a DNA hairpin (see Ch.3-5). Thus, the qualitative trends predicted from our the-
oretical and numerical investigation may still prove insightful for the operational principles
of biomolecular machines, even if such machines’ natural operation quantitatively violates
linear-response theory. In fact, future experiments (similar to those outlined in Part I)
could be designed to more closely match autonomous machines driven by fluctuating forces.
Insights from the experiments designed with this framework should provide a deeper under-
standing of the nonequilibrium energetic efficiency of biomolecular machines and, ultimately,
guide the operation of efficient synthetic nanomachines.
This theory is agnostic about the origin of such stochastic control-parameter fluctu-
ations, assigning work to any energy flow during control-parameter changes. Intriguing
recent work [181] sheds light on the manner in which nonequilibrium reservoirs can perform
work on thermodynamic systems and points toward more biophysically motivated models in
which this theory could be applied. Recent research on strongly coupled systems [182] sug-
gests connections with the framework developed here, and the implications for our theory in
the broader scope of multiple interacting stochastic systems [183]. However, throughout this
chapter, we have made an assumption that the control-parameter dynamics are independent
of the stochastic system response, and thus λ receives no feedback from the system. This
assumption requires further consideration within the context of thermodynamic systems




minimizing dissipation in discretely
driven systems
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6, we generalized—in a weak-noise limit—the linear-response excess-work frame-
work [109] to capture additional dissipative costs which arise due to variation in the partic-
ular protocol being completed. Our theoretical framework [76] was motivated, in large part,
by the stochastic dynamics of molecular machines. Our efforts on stochastic control proto-
cols sought to utilize the theoretical work on optimal control in nonequilibrium systems for
understanding the physics of molecular machines. However, there are other ways in which
the control protocols discussed in Chapter 6 differ from the way in which biomolecular
machines are driven.
As discussed, much of the previous work on the properties of minimum-dissipation con-
trol [13, 65, 106, 107, 117, 125, 126, 127, 128, 184] has assumed that the system of interest is
subjected to a controlling apparatus that can be manipulated in a continuous manner [109].
While this applies well to the single-molecule experimental paradigm, many interesting mi-
croscopic systems, such as biomolecular machines, often drive their mechanical motion via a
sequence of chemical reactions. The time scales of chemical reaction and mechanical response
can differ by several orders of magnitude; as such, the driving process is well approximated
by a series of stochastically timed discrete perturbations to a thermodynamic system, as op-
posed to a continuous driving process. Furthermore, such discrete perturbations inevitably
violate the locally smooth protocol limit required for the results in Chapter 6 to remain
valid.
In this chapter, as a first step toward adapting the control-protocol framework to chem-
ically driven systems, and to isolate the effect of discrete control-parameter changes, we
develop a theoretical framework for nonequilibrium control using deterministic discrete
control-parameter changes. Our central result (7.16) quantifies the nonequilibrium energetic
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costs associated with discretely driving a microscopic system. In particular, we assume the
system is within the linear-response regime and is subject to sufficiently weak perturba-
tions to warrant a low-order approximation of the energetic costs of discrete steps. Within
these limitations, our framework allows for straightforward optimization of discrete driving
protocols that accounts for both the effects of the size of discrete steps as well as the lo-
cal relaxation times, leading to novel characteristics of discrete protocols not observed in
continuously driven systems (Fig. 7.5). This work complements and generalizes previous
results on the entropy production associated with discrete processes [123]. Furthermore, in
the continuous-driving limit, our formalism reduces to previously known results, namely the
thermodynamic-length formalism introduced by Crooks [124] and the entropy-differential
metric of Burbea and Rao [185], and is related to the generalized friction coefficient of Sivak
and Crooks [109].
The chapter proceeds as follows: Sec. 7.2 introduces the relevant theoretical background
information; Sec. 7.3 derives an exact expression for the energetic cost of a series of discrete
steps applied to an equilibrium system, and then investigates a small-perturbation approx-
imation of this expression to compare to established results; Sec. 7.4 extends this analysis
to systems which are out of equilibrium, quantifying within the linear-response regime the
excess energetic cost due to incomplete relaxation and in Sec. 7.4.1 discusses how the gen-
eral result (7.16) relates to the generalized-friction framework introduced in 2.6.2; Sec. 7.5
discusses general implications of optimal, minimum-work protocols in discretely driven sys-
tems, under the assumptions laid out in the previous sections; finally, Sec. 7.6 and Sec. 7.7
explore the quantitative implications of this theoretical framework in two model systems: a
translating harmonic trap (Sec. 2.7.1) and a periodic potential (Sec. 2.7.2).
7.2 Background
In general, a control protocol Λ : λ0 → λN is a particular time-dependent transformation
applied to the vector of control parameters λ ≡ (λ0, λ1, · · · , λn)T to transform it between
an initial λ0 and final λN in a prescribed time τ . For a given control protocol, the system
responds stochastically. Here, we consider discrete control protocols which consist of a series
of instantaneous changes ∆λi+1,i ≡ λi+1 − λi for consecutive control parameter values λi
and λi+1. The system spends a prescribed time ∆ti at each control parameter λi. Thus,
each protocol is defined by a set of control-parameter values and the associated times spent
at them:
Λ ≡ {λi,∆ti} . (7.1)
Previous work has considered energetic flows in discrete-stepping processes [123, 186,
187, 188], but these efforts typically focused on the continuum limit. More recent investiga-
tions of driven nonequilibrium systems [106, 109, 117, 126, 127, 128] have focused on control
protocols which are continuous functions of time. In contrast to these previous works, and
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motivated by the chemically driven paradigm characteristic of microscopic machines, we con-
sider a control protocol as a series of discrete steps of substantial size. However, in Sec. 7.4.1
we discuss how, in the continuum limit, our approach is related to the generalized-friction
framework introduced in Sec. 2.6.2.
The average work (divided by kBT ) associated with a particular discrete perturbation
that transforms the control parameter from λi to λi+1 during the protocol Λ is
〈βW 〉λi→λi+1 = β
∫
[E(x,λi+1)− E(x,λi)] pΛ(x, ti+1,i) dx , (7.2)
where pΛ(x, ti+1,i) is the (generally nonequilibrium) distribution over system microstates x
at the time ti+1,i that the control parameter changes from λi to λi+1 during the protocol Λ,
and angle brackets 〈· · · 〉λi→λi+1 indicate a nonequilibrium average as the control parameter
changes from λi to λi+1 during protocol Λ.
We consider protocols which start in equilibrium at initial control-parameter value λ0,
equivalent to taking the time spent at λ0 to infinity, ∆t0 →∞. A particular control protocol
begins with the first control-parameter change λ0 → λ1, and finishes when the control
parameter λ arrives at its terminal value λN . The protocol duration τ is the time taken to
complete a given protocol, not counting the time taken to equilibrate at the initial control-
parameter value. Thus, for a protocol with N + 1 control-parameter values λ0,λ1, . . . ,λN ,










∆λi+1,i = λN − λ0 . (7.4)
For given control-parameter endpoints λ0 and λN (hence given protocol displacement
∆λtot) and duration τ , minimizing work involves choosing intermediate control-parameter
values λi and associated dwell times ∆ti.
7.3 Infinite-time work
We first consider the work associated with making a single discrete change to the control
parameter of a system which is initially at equilibrium with the control parameter λ0 (1.1).
The average work required to discretely change the control-parameter vector from λ0 to λ1
is (7.2), with the equilibrium initial distribution pΛ(x, t1,0) = π(x|λ0) (1.1):
〈βW 〉λ0→λ1 = β
∫
[E(x,λ1)− E(x,λ0)]π(x|λ0)dx . (7.5)
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From the definition of the equilibrium ensemble at a fixed control parameter (1.1), the en-
ergy can be expressed in terms of the equilibrium distribution and free energy, βE(x,λi) =









π(x|λ0)dx+ β∆F1,0 , (7.6)
where β∆F1,0 = βF (λ1)− βF (λ0) is the difference between the equilibrium free energy at
control parameters λ0 and λ1. The integral in (7.6) is the relative entropy (or Kullback-
Leibler divergence) D[p(x)||q(x)] ≡
∫
ln[p(x)/q(x)] p(x)dx [94] between the equilibrium dis-
tributions before (p(x) = π(x|λ0)) and after (q(x) = π(x|λ1)) the control-parameter change,
〈βW 〉λ0→λ1 = D[π(x|λ0) ‖π(x|λ1)] + β∆F1,0 . (7.7)
A protocol consists of N such control-parameter steps ∆λi+1,i, for i = 0, . . . , N − 1.
If at each control-parameter value λi the system fully equilibrates, then the average work
associated with any step ∆λi+1,i is of the same form (7.7), and the work to complete the




D [π(x||λi) ‖π(x|λi+1)] + β∆Ftot , (7.8)
where β∆Ftot ≡ βF (λN )−βF (λ0) =
∑N−1
i=0 β∆Fi+1,i is the equilibrium free energy change
between the initial and final control-parameter values. Thus the average excess work is




D[π(x|λi) ‖π(x|λi+1)] . (7.9b)
For sufficiently small control-parameter steps ∆λi+1,i, the relative entropy in (7.9b) can
be Taylor expanded about its current value λi to yield








where 〈δfjδfk〉λi is the equilibrium covariance of conjugate forces fj ≡ −∂λjE at control
parameter λi (see D.1 for details) [109].
Substituting (7.10) in (7.9b) gives the average excess work required to perform the
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which—in the continuous-protocol limit—is equivalent to the Burbea-Rao entropy differen-
tial metric [185] and the thermodynamic metric derived by Crooks [124].
7.4 Nonequilibrium excess work
To consider the more general situation of finite-time protocols, where at each control-
parameter value the system does not fully equilibrate, we appeal to linear-response theory
for a step perturbation (see Sec. 2.6.1) [110]. For a system at equilibrium for control pa-
rameter λi−1, the energy at the next control-parameter value λi in the protocol Λ can be
linearly approximated as
E(x,λi) ≈ E(x,λi−1) +∇λE(x,λ)|λi−1 ·∆λi,i−1 (7.12a)
= E(x,λi−1)− f |λi−1 ·∆λi,i−1 (7.12b)
where f |λi−1 is the vector of conjugate forces with elements fj , evaluated at λi−1. When the
control parameter instantaneously changes from λi−1 to λi, the time-dependent relaxation
of fj towards its equilibrium value at λi is, under the linear-response approximation,
〈fj(∆t)〉λi,λi−1 = 〈fj〉λi + β〈δfj(0)δfk(∆t)〉λi∆λki,i−1 , (7.13)
where 〈fj(∆t)〉λi,λi−1 indicates an average over the instantaneous nonequilibrium system
distribution after relaxing (under the Hamiltonian E(x,λi)) for a time ∆t starting from the
equilibrium distribution at λi−1. Both the force autocovariance and the average force on the
RHS are taken over the equilibrium ensemble at fixed control-parameter value λi. Here, we
are applying the linear-response framework introduced in Sec. 2.6.1 to the conjugate forces.
If the system relaxes for a time ∆ti at control parameter λi before the next control-
parameter change λi → λi+1, this step requires average work (7.2)
〈βW 〉λi→λi+1 = β∆λ
j
i+1,i〈fj(∆ti)〉λi−1,λi (7.14a)




= 〈βW∞〉λi→λi+1 + 〈βW neqex 〉λi→λi+1 (7.14c)
for the linear-force approximation of the infinite-time work 〈βW∞〉λi→λi+1 = β∆λ
j
i+1,i〈fj〉λi
from Sec. 7.3 and linear-response correction 〈βW neqex 〉 due to incomplete system relaxation.
Equation (7.14c) is only strictly valid if the system was at equilibrium for λi−1 before the
step to λi, so more generally the work required for the control-parameter change λi → λi+1
includes contributions from all previous steps. However, (7.14c) approximates the work when
the force autocovariance associated with the most recent step is the largest time-dependent
contribution to the excess work. This limit is reached when the time spent at each control-
parameter value is long compared to the local relaxation time of the conjugate forces. As
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discussed in detail in Sec. 7.4.1, this approximation is fundamentally distinct from those
made in deriving the continuous-protocol formalism [109].



























where (7.15c) uses the infinite-time excess work for small steps (7.11). The assumption that
the system begins in equilibrium at λ0 ensures that the i = 0 term does not contribute
to the total nonequilibrium excess work. By setting λ−1 = λ0, both sums in (7.15) can be


















This captures the combined effects of the control-parameter step sizes ∆λi+1,i and time
allocations ∆ti on the excess work during a discrete control protocol Λ. Here, the time-
independent, infinite-time contribution penalizes large control-parameter steps departing
from regions with large force covariance, while the time-dependent linear-response correction
penalizes steps that are particularly quick (reflected by the force autocorrelation factor)
and/or large (reflected by the ∆λji+1,i∆λki,i−1 step-size factor).
Thus, (7.16) generalizes the near-equilibrium expression for the dissipation of a discrete
control protocol in [123], because the time dependence captured by the conjugate-force au-
tocovariance in our approach allows for non-exponential relaxation kinetics, and the explicit
form permits simultaneous optimization of both the placement of control-parameter values
λi as well as the allocation of times ∆ti. Moreover, Sec. 7.4.1 provides an alternative deriva-
tion of the nonequilibrium excess-work contribution (7.14c) using dynamic linear-response
theory to show that in the continuous-protocol limit, a linear-response correction to the
excess work can recover the generalized-friction formalism from [109], but only if approxi-
mations are made which are incompatible with those used to derive (7.16).
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7.4.1 Nonequilibrium excess work: linear response for time-dependent
protocols
Now, we consider an alternative derivation of the linear-response correction to the excess
work for discrete control protocols using linear response for a time-dependent protocol,
thereby showing how the general form given in (7.16) relates to the generalized-friction
formalism introduced in Sec. 2.6.2 [109].
When subjected to a control protocol Λ, dynamic linear-response theory says that at
a time t′ after the start of the protocol, the average deviation 〈δfj(t′)〉Λ(t′) of the jth










λk(t′′) dt′′ . (7.17)
Here 〈δfj(t′)〉Λ(t′) indicates the average deviation of conjugate forces from their equilibrium
value at time t′ over system response subject to the protocol Λ, and the integral ranges over
the entire previous history of the control protocol Λ.
For a discrete control protocol, the time-dependent history λk(t′′) can be represented by
a sum of weighted Heaviside functions
∆λki+1,iθ(t′′ − ti+1,i) ≡
0 , t
′′ ≤ ti+1,i
∆λki+1,i , t′′ > ti+1,i
(7.18)
reflecting the control-parameter jumps of size ∆λi+1,i occurring at time ti+1,i. Using (7.18),










∆λkn+1,nθ(t′′ − tn+1,n) dt′′ , (7.19)
where λi is the current control-parameter value, and the average 〈δfj(t′)〉Λ(t′) accounts for
the contributions due to all previous steps in the discrete protocol Λ.
Integrating (7.19) by parts, observing that the boundary term is zero if the system begins
in thermodynamic equilibrium, and substituting the Dirac delta function for the derivative







∆λn+1,nδ(t′′ − tn+1,n) dt′′ . (7.20)
Written out term by term, (7.20) takes the form
〈δfj(t′)〉Λ(t′) ≈ 〈δfj(0)δfk(t′ − ti,i−1)〉λi∆λki,i−1 + 〈δfj(0)δfk(t′ − ti−1,i−2)〉λi∆λki−1,i−2 + · · · ,
(7.21)
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which depends on the times of all previous control-parameter jumps. In order to reach our
previous result (7.16), we simply truncate the expansion after the first (leading) term. In
this approximation, the average force fluctuation after spending a time ∆ti = t′ − ti,i−1 at
control parameter λi is
〈δfj(t′)〉Λ(t′) ≈ 〈δfj(0)δfk(∆ti)〉λi∆λki,i−1 . (7.22)
However, now—instead of truncating the series expansion in (7.21)—we consider the
continuous-protocol limit of the entire expansion, where the protocol duration τ is fixed
while both the step sizes and the times spent at each control parameter ∆ti ≡ ti+1,i− ti,i−1
become infinitesimally small, such that ∆λki,i−1/∆ti → λ̇k(t). Specifically, when spending
equal time ∆t = τ/(N − 1) for each step,1 (7.21) becomes for t′ = ti+1,i,
〈δfj(t′)〉Λ(t′) ≈ lim∆t,∆λi→0












〈δfj(0)δfk(t)〉λ(t′)λ̇k(t) dt . (7.25)
Equation (7.25) is the same expression as in [109], where it was subsequently simplified by
Taylor expanding the velocity term in the integrand to zeroth order about its current value,













= ζjk(λ(t′))λ̇k(t′) , (7.29)
where ζjk(λ(t′)) is the generalized friction tensor [109].
In summary, the derivation of the average excess work for an explicitly discrete control
protocol (7.16) truncates the dynamic linear-response expression (7.19) after first order,
whereas the continuous-protocol result (7.29) includes the influence of all previous pertur-
bations, but approximates the previous control-parameter velocities by the current value.
1Here, we need not consider variable time allocations because any continuous control protocol Λ is defined
entirely by the ratio ∆λ/∆t → dλ/dt at each point along the protocol. Put another way, any variation in
time allocation can be effectively captured in the continuous limit by variations in displacement.
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In essence, this approximation makes similar claims to the discrete truncation in (7.22),
in that it assumes that the most recent perturbations are the predominant contributors to
the excess work. In light of this, the two derivations can be seen as similar approximations
which hold in different circumstances: the former for protocols composed of large discrete
steps, and the latter for continuous protocols.
7.5 Minimum-work protocols
We now turn our attention to the strategies for driving a nonequilibrium system through a
series of discrete perturbations that minimize the excess work. The nonequilibrium ex-
cess work in (7.16) provides a relatively simple expression—within the linear-response
approximation—for the energetic cost required to perform a particular discrete control
protocol Λ. Although the specific form of a minimum-work protocol depends on the partic-
ular system, there are two system-independent special cases which admit simple analytic
solutions: the infinite-time limit (Sec. 7.3) where the time-dependent term in (7.16) is negli-
gible, and the case where a single exponential relaxation mode dominates the nonequilibrium
excess work.


























Here, the k index within the brackets is not summed over. Interpretation is most immediate
in the continuous-protocol limit, where each Di is the distance along an infinitesimal segment
dλ of the control protocol Λ, measured with respect to the metric Γjk(λi−1,λi,λi+1,∆ti);
therefore, the sum
∑N
i=0Di over all steps gives the thermodynamic length between the initial
and final equilibrium macrostates [123, 124].
For a positive semidefinite force-autocovariance matrix, the total excess work of a par-
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The lower bound is saturated if and only if the Di are identical,
Di = D . (7.33)
Along an optimal protocol (indicated by the superscript ∗), the condition (7.33) implies that
〈βW ∗ex〉λi→λi+1 = D2, and thus equal excess work is done during each step of the protocol.
For a single control parameter with fixed endpoints λ0, λN and a given set of time
allocations ∆ti, the condition (7.33) implies the optimal placement of control parameter
values through the proportionality
∆λ∗i,i+1 ∝
1√
Γ(λ∗i−1, λ∗i , λ∗i+1,∆ti)
, (7.34)
but the implicit dependence of Γ on the step size through λ∗i−1, λ∗i , and λ∗i+1 complicates
the practical use of this bound for deriving optimal protocols. However, the proportional-
ity (7.34) can give useful qualitative guidance into the general properties of protocols which
saturate the lower bound (7.32). In particular, optimal control-parameter placement tends
to avoid regions with large force variance and slowly decaying force autocovariance, subject
to the quadratic cost ∆λji+1,i∆λki+1,i on step sizes. For multiple control parameters, the
qualitative insights gained from the lower bound (7.32) and the equality (7.33) can provide
a way to derive the optimal time schedule along a particular path in control-parameter
space, but unfortunately they do not generally provide a constructive means to identify a
path that saturates the bound.






our predictions reduce to previous calculations by Nulton et al. [123] of the optimal place-
ment of discrete steps. In particular, for a single control parameter, the condition (7.33)
implies that optimal protocols have the proportionality ∆λ∗i+1,i ∝ 1/
√
〈δf2〉λ∗i . Further-
more, in the continuous-protocol limit, the infinite-time thermodynamic length between the
initial and final control parameters (measured with respect to Γ(∞)jk (λi)) converges to that
of Crooks [124].
7.5.1 Minimum-work protocols for a single control parameter
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Here, we use Lagrange multipliers, and follow the method from [123] on a similar problem.
First, we define the Lagrange function













incorporating fixed protocol endpoints λ0, λN and spatial (7.4) and temporal (7.3) con-
straints defined in the main text, with respective Lagrange multipliers εs and ετ .
For the purposes of analytical investigation, we consider naive-space variable-time pro-
tocols, where ∆λi+1,i = ∆λtot/N for all steps with fixed endpoints at λ0, λN , and the time
allocations ∆ti are variable. We find the optimal allocation of times (indicated by super-
script ∗) that minimizes the excess work by extremizing the Lagrange function (7.36) with








= β∆λi+1,i∆λi−1,i [∂∆ti〈δfj(0)δfk(∆ti)〉λi ]∆ti∗ − ετ . (7.38)
The brackets [· · · ]∆ti∗ indicate that the argument is evaluated at ∆ti
∗. Without a functional
form for 〈δf(0)δf(∆ti)〉λi , this is not analytically tractable.
However, if the autocovariance is dominated by a single exponential relaxation mode
(or the time intervals ∆ti are all long enough that the slowest-relaxing mode dominates),
then the autocovariance is
〈δf(0)δf(∆ti)〉λi ≈ 〈δf2〉λie−∆ti/τR(λi) , (7.39)
for the exponential relaxation time τR(λi). Here, the derivative term in (7.38) is





Substituting this into (7.38) produces







Summing (7.41) over all steps i in the protocol gives
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and we have used (7.3). Equating (7.42) and (7.41), the optimal allocation of time that











This result is equivalent to a similar calculation performed by Nulton et al. in [123]. However,
our result significantly extends this previous work, as we give a general expression for the
magnitude of Pi in terms of physical quantities (7.43).
In the long-duration limit, where τ 
∑N−1
s=1 τR(λs), (7.44) is particularly straightfor-
ward, as the second RHS term is negligible, and the optimal allocation of time takes on the
simple form
∆ti∗ ∝ τR(λi) . (7.45)
Intuitively, this implies that—in the long-duration limit—minimum-work protocols allocate
more time to regions where the integral relaxation time [116] is larger.
The analytical optimization of (7.16) in more complicated scenarios quickly becomes in-
tractable. For instance—even for a single control parameter—using the Lagrange-multiplier
method to optimize (7.16) simultaneously with respect to both the control parameter λi and
the time allocation ∆ti, requires knowledge of partial derivatives of the force autocovariance
with respect to both λi and ∆ti. Furthermore, these optimizations cannot, in general, be
done independently, as the force autocovariance depends on both the time ∆ti as well as
the control parameter λi.
However, our more general framework (7.16) can be applied to a broader class of prob-
lems (as we detail in Sec. 7.6 and Sec. 7.7), in particular to cases with multiple control
parameters, non-exponential relaxation kinetics, and optimization of control parameter
placements. Thus, for more general scenarios, where analytic optimization methods become
cumbersome (and no simple analogs of (7.44) can be found), (7.16) provides a relatively
simple expression that can be minimized using numerical methods.
7.6 Harmonic trap






Here ktrap is the trap strength and the control parameter is the time-dependent trap min-
imum λi. The work required to perform an N -step discrete control protocol Λ, taking the
control parameter from its initial value λ0 to λN , can be calculated exactly.
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7.6.1 Infinite-time limit
In the infinite-time limit (Sec. 7.3), the excess work for a single step λi → λi+1 is the relative
entropy (7.7) between the equilibrium distributions (1.1) at λi and λi+1:

























which scales with the number of steps as 1/N [185]. For this simple system (7.46), the
small-step approximation of the relative entropy (7.11) is exact, for arbitrary step sizes.
7.6.2 General solution: finite-time work
Finite-duration control protocols feature both the infinite-time excess work and the time-
dependent contribution (Sec. 7.4). For a system initially in equilibrium at the initial control
parameter λ0, the average excess work (in this case equal to the total work since ∆F = 0)




















= ∆λi,i−1 + ∆λi−1,i−2e−βDktrap∆ti−1 + · · · . (7.51b)
(ξ−1 = 0 as there are no terms in that summation.) Appendix D.2 provides a detailed
derivation of (7.50,7.51).
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For this simple system, the normalized force autocovariance (the force autocorrelation) is
〈δf(0)δf(∆ti)〉λi/〈δf2〉λi = exp(−βDktrap∆ti), so the approximate excess work within the













which is equivalent to truncating ξi−1 from (7.51b) after the first term: ξi−1 ≈ ∆λi,i−1.
From (7.51a), it follows that the linear-response approximation (7.16) holds when
∆λi+1,i
∆λi,i−1
 e−βDktrap∆ti , (7.54)
which is satisfied in the limit of long times ∆ti  1/(βDktrap) spent at each control-
parameter value.
For a protocol Λ of duration τ and consisting of N control parameter steps, each of
uniform size ∆λi+1,i = ∆λtot/N , with uniform time allocations ∆ti = τ/(N − 1) ≡ ∆tstep,























In each case, for a fixed duration ∆tstep allocated to each control-parameter value,
the work scales asymptotically (N → ∞) as 1/N . Figures 7.1a and b show the average
excess work for N = 10 and ∆λtot/N = 1, and the difference between the average work
and the infinite-time limit as a function of the step duration. For sufficiently large step
duration, the exact result (7.55) converges to the linear-response prediction (7.56) and
exponentially approaches the infinite-time limit. The three curves have a fixed ordering:
the exact solution (7.55) has a series of positive terms added beyond the linear-response
expression (7.56), which in turn has an extra positive term added beyond the infinite-time
limit (7.49).
For protocol durations sufficiently long that the time spent at each control-parameter
value significantly exceeds the relaxation time, the linear-response approximation and the
exact result converge. Furthermore, neglecting the ξi−1 term reduces the exact protocol
work (7.52) to the infinite-time limit (7.48). Figure 7.1c shows, for the particular step-
duration ∆tstep = (βDktrap)−1, the 1/N scaling (for large N) of the average protocol work.
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Figure 7.1: Exact and approximate work for a discretely driven harmonic trap.
Black: exact solution (7.55); blue: linear-response approximation (7.56); red: infinite-time
limit (7.49). (a) Excess work, normalized by the infinite-time limit (7.49), as a function of
the nondimensionalized step duration ∆̃tstep ≡ βDktrapτ/(N − 1) (scaled by the number
of relaxation times spent at each control-parameter value). (b) The difference between the
normalized excess work and its infinite-time limit of unity scales exponentially for longer
step durations (∆̃tstep ' 2), and also converges to the linear-response prediction. (c) Average
protocol work β〈W 〉 for a fixed step duration ∆̃tstep = 1, as a function of the number N
of control parameter steps. The predicted 1/N scaling is seen in the exact solution and
linear-response approximation at sufficiently large N , and in the infinite-time limit at all
N . All plots are for uniform step spacing, ∆λi+1,i = ∆λtot/N for each step i.
7.7 Periodic potential
Now we consider a single diffusing particle in a one-dimensional energy landscape Emol(x, λi)
consisting of two components: a control-parameter-independent periodic potential, and a








where ktrap is the harmonic trap strength, E‡ is the energetic barrier height between adjacent
minima on the periodic potential, and ` is the period (Fig. 7.2). This potential represents
a system with a sequence of metastable states, such as those often found in models of
molecular machines [132], and for E‡ = 0 reduces to the harmonic potential considered in
Sec. 7.6.
Figure 7.2b shows numerical estimation of the autocovariance 〈δf(0)δf(∆t)〉λ from equi-
librium simulations at several fixed control-parameter values evenly spaced over a single
period of the underlying potential (7.57). Specifically, we use an overdamped Langevin
equation (2.31) for a particle in the potential (7.57) with an underlying period ` to model
the dynamics of the system. We numerically integrate the equation of motion using the
overdamped integrator outlined in App. A.2.2. Given this equation of motion, we calculate
the force autocovariance 〈δf(0)δf(∆t)〉λ over a discrete mesh of control-parameter values
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Figure 7.2: (a) Schematic of the periodic potential. The control parameter λi (red)
takes discrete steps ∆λi+1,i to drive the system (fluctuating blue ball) over a series of
energy barriers (of height E‡) separating adjacent metastable potential wells. The un-
derlying potential has period ` (green). (b) Force autocovariance sampled across a
single period of the underlying potential. Heat map for scaled force autocovariance
〈δf(0)δf(∆t)〉λ/maxλ(〈δf2〉λ) as a function of control parameter λ̃ ≡ λ/`. ∆̃t ≡ ∆t/τrelax
is the nondimensionalized step duration, and τrelax is the period-averaged integral relaxation
time.
λ ∈ [0, `) and lag times ∆t ∈ (0,∞) by simulating equilibrium dynamics. For the purposes of
numerical optimization, we approximate the autocovariance function between mesh points
using a bivariate cubic spline interpolation on the empirical (λ,∆t) mesh. This interpola-
tion scheme yields an approximation of the force autocovariance surface which is smooth,
and has continuous first partial derivatives, thus satisfying the necessary smoothness con-
straints for the numerical optimizer [189]. Using the force autocovariance as input to the
linear-response approximation (7.16), we minimize the average excess work during a discrete
control protocol Λ with a fixed number N of steps.2
We consider three different protocol optimization schemes in order to isolate the effects
of the optimal allocation of times ∆ti to a fixed ‘naive’ sequence of control-parameter values
(a ‘time-optimized’ protocol), the optimal placement of control-parameter values for a fixed
‘naive’ set of time allocations (‘space-optimized’), and the simultaneous optimization of
time allocations and control-parameter placements (‘fully optimized’). In all cases, protocols
are constrained by having fixed protocol duration τ (7.3), protocol endpoints λ0, λN , and
number of steps N . In order to minimize the effect of the boundary conditions, we consider
control protocols which traverse several periodic repetitions of the underlying potential.
For such a discrete protocol, Fig. 7.3 shows the time allocations ∆ti and control-
parameter step-sizes ∆λi+1,i, relative to their naive values ∆tnaive ≡ τ/(N−1) and ∆λnaive ≡
∆λtot/N , as a function of the control-parameter value λ over a single period, for a protocol
2In particular, we use a quadratic optimization algorithm, implemented using the SLSQP (Sequential Least
SQuares Programming) option in the scipy.optimize.minimize python package.
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with Np = 6 steps per potential period and protocol duration τ = 4(N − 1)τrelax, where































Figure 7.3: Protocols designed to minimize work allocate time and/or steps sig-
nificantly differently from naive protocols. Relative (nondimensionalized) time al-
locations ∆̃t
∗
− ∆̃tnaive (top row) and relative step sizes ∆̃λ
∗
− ∆̃λnaive (bottom row), for
time-optimized (left column), space-optimized (middle column), and fully optimized discrete
protocols (right column), with Np = 6 steps per periodic repetition of the underlying land-
scape. ∆tnaive ≡ τ/(N −1) is the naive time allocation, and ∆λnaive ≡ ∆λtot/N is the naive
control-parameter step size. Time allocations are nondimensionalized as ∆̃t ≡ ∆t/(Nτrelax),
where τrelax is the mean integral relaxation time over a single period of the underlying po-
tential. Control-parameter step sizes are nondimensionalized as ∆̃λ ≡ ∆λ/(Np`), where Np
is the number of steps in a periodic repetition of the underlying potential, and ` is the
period of the underlying potential. Protocol has a total duration τ = 4(N − 1)τrelax.
In each case, the behavior predicted by our theoretical analysis of simplified systems in
Sec. 7.5 is borne out. In particular, time-optimized protocols allocate a larger fraction of the
protocol duration to regions where the force is slowly relaxing (7.45), while space-optimized
protocols take step sizes which are largest in regions where the force variance is small and
rapidly relaxing. The fully optimized protocols show both behaviors.
Figure 7.4 shows the theoretically expected excess work for these minimum-work pro-
tocols, specifically the predicted excess-work ratio 〈W ∗ex〉Λ/〈W naiveex 〉Λ for the three distinct
protocol classes: time-optimized, space-optimized, and fully optimized. For short durations
(∆̃t ≡ τ/(Nτrelax) < 1), time optimization yields no gain over naive protocols, while spa-
tial optimization and full optimization are indistinguishable. For intermediate durations
(∆̃t ≈ 2), time optimization has maximum effect, and full optimization significantly im-
proves upon spatial optimization. For longer durations (∆̃t ' 8), time optimization again
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Figure 7.4:Optimized discrete control protocols significantly reduce the predicted
excess work. Excess-work ratio for discrete control protocols traversing several periodic
images, as a function of nondimensionalized step duration ∆̃t ≡ τ/(Nτrelax). Purple: fully
optimized protocols (7.16); turquoise: time-optimized; orange: space-optimized. Number Np
of steps per potential period varies from left to right sub-plots. The grey bar on the Np = 6
subplot indicates the protocols shown in Fig. 7.3.
Figure 7.5 shows that as the number Np of steps per periodic image increases, the time
allocation for fully optimized discrete control protocols converges to that of the optimal
continuous protocol derived from the generalized friction coefficient [109].
However, there is a significant difference between the discrete (at low step numbers Np)
and continuous control protocols [106, 109]. In particular, relative to an optimal continuous
protocol, fully optimized discrete protocols allocate a smaller fraction of their duration at
λ = `/2, near the energy barrier (and in fact at the lowest step numbers completely avoid
this region). This ability of low step-number protocols to entirely avoid regions of control-
parameter space with high force variance and slow relaxation (generally speaking, near
energy barriers) represents a qualitatively distinct optimization strategy that is simply not
available to continuous protocols.
Furthermore, the continuous protocols allocate time symmetrically about the energy
barrier because the generalized friction maintains the same symmetries as the underlying
energetic landscape (7.57) [109]. As a result, a continuous optimal protocol traverses the
same path in both the forward λ0 → λN and reverse λN → λ0 directions. Discrete pro-
tocols break this symmetry because of the infinite-time contribution (Sec. 7.3), which is
given by a sum of relative entropies 〈βW∞ex 〉 =
∑N−1
i=0 D[π(x|λi)||π(x|λi+1)]. In general,
D[p(x)||q(x)] 6= D[q(x)||p(x)] and thus the infinite-time excess work 〈βW∞ex 〉Λ is asymmet-
ric in the protocol direction. For small steps (7.11), this asymmetry persists; in (7.16) the
excess work during the control-parameter step ∆λi+1,i is a function of the force variance
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Figure 7.5: In the many-step/continuous-protocol limit, fully optimized discrete
protocols allocate time the same as their continuous-protocol analogs. The frac-
tion of the total protocol duration spent in each region of control-parameter space for a fully
optimized discrete control protocol (green), compared to the fraction during an optimized
continuous protocol generated using the generalized-friction framework [109]. As the num-
ber Np of control-parameter values per potential period increases from Np = 4 to Np = 75,
the discrete-protocol histogram converges to the continuous-protocol histogram.
at the current control parameter 〈δf2〉λi (and independent of the force variance 〈δf2〉λi+1
at the destination control-parameter value λi+1). This produces a directional asymmetry
as the excess work for the control-parameter step ∆λi,i+1 is generally different than the
excess work for step ∆λi+1,i. However, as the number of control-parameter steps increases
and the distance between those steps becomes sufficiently small, the difference between the
force variance at consecutive control-parameter values becomes negligibly small, and the
asymmetry between forward and reverse protocols vanishes (Fig. 7.5).
7.8 Discussion
In this chapter, we derived the work required to drive a microscopic system out of equilib-
rium via a discrete control protocol. Such a control protocol transforms the energy landscape
through a series of discrete intermediate states, capturing the discrete nature of the chemical
reaction sequences that drive many biological molecular motors. Our central result is the
linear-response expression for excess work (7.16), which quantifies the near-equilibrium work
of a particular control protocol, solely as a function of the equilibrium system properties.
We deduced a general expression for the work required to make a discrete change in
the control-parameter vector of a system in equilibrium (7.9b) and used this to exactly
quantify the work required to perform a discrete protocol in the infinite-time limit (Sec. 7.3).
When each step is sufficiently small and hence each perturbation is sufficiently weak, our
derivation reduces to previously known results [124, 185]. Our primary contribution is to
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generalize these analyses beyond the infinite-time limit, where we use a linear-response
approximation to derive the leading-order time-dependent contribution to the excess work
(Sec. 7.4). Theoretically, our results go significantly beyond previous efforts [123] to quantify
energy flows in discretely driven nonequilibrium systems, by incorporating the effects of
relaxation kinetics that are non-exponential and that vary across control-parameter space,
and by simultaneously optimizing both the placement of control-parameter values as well
as the allocation of times.
We investigated the correspondence between our linear-response approximation and an
exact solution for a harmonically trapped Brownian particle driven by a series of discrete
steps of equal size. We also studied the optimal allocation of time and placement of control-
parameter values that minimize the work for protocols traversing many repetitions of a
periodic energy landscape (7.57). Here, we find that fully optimized discrete control proto-
cols have qualitatively distinct features when compared to their continuous-protocol analogs.
In particular, discrete protocols do not obey the same directional symmetry that continu-
ous protocols do, and in the context of the periodic potential (Sec. 7.7), discrete protocols
allocate a smaller fraction of their total duration near the energy barrier. More generally,
minimum-work protocols allocate more time to regions where the force has a smaller variance
and is more slowly decaying – as discussed in Sec. 7.5. Finally, we quantified the reduction
in excess work—relative to a naive protocol—achieved by these minimum-work discrete
control protocols. In particular, the theoretical excess-work reduction (relative to a naive
protocol) of a fully optimized protocol exceeds 50% for small step numbers and short pro-
tocol durations. Significant reduction persists even for intermediate durations (τ̃ ≈ 2) when
fully optimized, highlighting the benefits of both optimized placement of control-parameter
values and the allocation of time among them.
This paradigm of discretely driven nonequilibrium systems is motivated, in part, due
to its resemblance to the chemical driving in many molecular machines. However, we have
yet to incorporate the stochastic nature of the chemical processes into the discrete driving
protocols. In the following chapter (Ch. 8) we briefly discuss the extension of the discrete
excess work (7.16) to stochastic protocol ensembles—in a similar approach to Ch. 6—and
explore the consequences analytically in the same harmonic model systems considered in
Sec. 7.6. This exploration allows us to elucidate the connections with previous work on the
dissipation in autonomous systems [180, 190], and understand more clearly the relationship
between the dissipation bound derived in Ch. 6 and Machta’s dissipation bound in [180].
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In the previous two chapters (Ch. 6 and 7) we discussed two different generalizations of the
linear-response excess-work approximation (introduced in Sec. 2.6.1) for driven, nonequi-
librium systems. In particular, we investigated separately the effects of stochastic control-
protocol ensembles (Ch.6), and discrete control protocols (Ch. 7). In this chapter, we briefly
discuss how to incorporate both of these generalizations into a common framework. As a
result, we make a direct connection between Ch. 6 and recent results regarding lower bounds
on the dissipation in stochastically driven systems [180, 190], and discuss the implications
of these results in molecular machines.
In this chapter we generalize the theoretical framework for discretely driven nonequilib-
rium systems (Ch. 7) by incorporating—in a similar manner to Ch. 6—the stochasticity of
control-parameter dynamics characteristic of a chemical reaction network [88]. Here, we find
a novel characterization of the dissipative costs associated with discrete stochastic control
which—similar to Ch. 7—decomposes the dissipation into contributions that arise due to the
discrete perturbations and those due to the nonequilibrium nature of the system. Addition-
ally, we find a lower dissipation bound that arises from a trade-off between these competing
contributions, and provides further insight into the connections between the lower bound
in [180, 190] and the bound derived in Ch. 6. We accomplish this by including a dissipative
cost of control due to the symmetry-breaking of the control-parameter dynamics. Further-
more, we illustrate our results with a simple model system that admits a tractable form for
all contributions to the dissipation, and discuss the limits in which the existing dissipation
bounds are valid.
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8.2 Discrete stochastic protocols
Throughout this chapter we consider control-parameter dynamics that are both discrete and
stochastic, such as those found, for instance, in chemical reaction networks [88]. Specifically,
we assume control-parameter dynamics are Markovian and thus governed by a master equa-
tion 2.2.1, so that the rate of change of the probability distribution of control parameters





where pi is the probability that, at time t, the control parameter is λi, and Vij is the i, jth
element of the transition rate matrix, quantifying the rate of transition λj → λi. Here, we
take each distinct control-parameter vector λ to be associated with a unique index i.
Given the nature of our analysis, we are concerned with the response of the system to a
particular discrete control protocol—or sequence of control-parameter values and associated
lag times—and thus are interested in the characteristics of single trajectories. Trajectories
which are consistent with (8.1) (such as those shown in Fig. 2.1) can be generated through a
kinetic Monte Carlo scheme [133]. Consistent with our previous assumptions in Chapters 6
and 7, we take the control-parameter dynamics to be independent of the system response,
so that the probability of any particular control-parameter trajectory can be captured com-
pletely by the transition rates Vij . 1
Similarly to Ch. 6, we are interested in control-protocol ensembles Ω ≡ {Λ} and the
associated probabilities p[Λ|Ω] of each individual protocol Λ given a specification of the
control-parameter dynamics (through the transition rates Vij) and their boundary condi-
tions [76]. In this chapter, we consider fixed-distance protocol ensembles, where the final
location λNΩ of each control protocol is fixed, and each protocol has a random duration τΛ.
For any particular protocol Λ, the excess work can be approximated by (7.16). Thus,
the protocol-ensemble average excess work is
〈Wex〉Ω =
∫
〈βWex〉Λ p[Λ|Ω]D[Λ] . (8.2)
For a particular transition λi → λj , the stochastic nature of control-parameter dynamics
manifests through the the distribution of dwell times in state λi. Thus, at the level of a
given transition λi → λj , to evaluate the protocol-ensemble average, we simply integrate
(7.16) for a single step over the distribution of dwell times pdwell(∆ti):
〈βWex〉ji|` =
∫
〈βWex(∆ti)〉ji|` pdwellji (∆ti|λi) d∆ti . (8.3)
1This assumption is also made in Refs. [180, 190], and we will explore its implications in Part III.
Specifically, it violates the local detailed-balance constraint on the microscopic rates, and thus represents
what we will call a thermodynamically incomplete system (Ch. 9).
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Here, the angle brackets 〈· · · 〉ji|` indicate an average over many repetitions of the transition
λi → λj , given that the previous control-parameter jump was λ` → λi. Unlike in Ch. 7,
where the index i on the control parameter was sequential—increasing monotonically and
indicating the relative position of a particular control parameter within the protocol—here
the indices i on the control-parameter vectors indicate a specific value, and thus we require
the explicit conditioning on the previous state λ`.
In many cases, the distribution of dwell times is exponential, pdwellji (∆ti) = Vji exp(−Vji∆ti).
Additionally, because the infinite-time work 〈βW∞ex 〉ji is independent of the step duration
∆ti, only the nonequilibrium excess work 〈βW neqex 〉ji|` is affected by the randomness of dwell
times. Thus the protocol-ensemble average nonequilibrium excess work is




〈δfk(0)δf(∆ti)〉λi e−Vji∆ti d∆ti . (8.4)
In a moderate timescale-separated limit, where the control-parameter dynamics are sig-
nificantly slower than the conjugate-force relaxation—which is consistent with the linear-
response approximations taken to arrive at (7.16)—the exponential term in (8.4) can be
expanded in a Taylor series, and approximated to zeroth order as exp(−Vji∆ti) ≈ 1. Thus,
the approximate nonequilibrium excess work is









i` ζkk′(λi) , (8.5b)
where ζkk′(λi) ≡ β
∫∞
0 〈δfk(0)δfk′(∆ti)〉λi d∆ti is the generalized friction tensor (2.65) origi-
nally used to quantify the dissipation in systems driven by deterministic, continuous control
protocols.
We can also generalize the calculation of the protocol-ensemble average work for a
particular step in (8.5b) to non-exponential dwell-time distributions. This is the case, for
instance, in so-called semi-Markov processes [191], such as when multiple stochastic events
must occur for a particular control-parameter transition to occur [192]. Here, dwell times





where α > 0 is a shape parameter and Γ(α) is the Gamma function evaluated at α. This
two-parameter (α, Vji) distribution is a generalization of the exponential distribution; for
α = 1 the Gamma distribution is equivalent to the exponential distribution, for α < 1
the dwell times are, on average, smaller than they would be if they were exponentially
distributed, and for α > 1 the dwell times are, on average, larger. Appendix E.1 derives the
nonequilibrium excess work for Gamma-distributed dwell times, which takes a similar form
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to (8.5b):










α−1〈δfk(0)δfk′(t)〉λ dt is a generalization of the friction tensor
ζkk′(λ) to Gamma-distributed dwell times. For α = 1, (8.7) reduces to the generalized
friction tensor in (2.65). In what follows, we will use the friction from (8.7), which captures
the typical case of exponential relaxation at α = 1.
Substituting (8.5b) into (7.16) for a single control-parameter step gives the protocol-











Furthermore, because the control-parameter jump dynamics are Markovian, we can write
the average excess work associated with the transition λi → λj (as opposed to the con-
ditional average excess work (8.8) conditioned on the previous control-parameter value)
by summing over all possible previous control-parameter values λ`, with each contribution
weighted by Vi`/Ṽ toti , where Ṽ toti ≡
∑
s Vis is the total entry rate into state λi from con-
nected states. Specifically, the sum over index s includes all states for which Vis 6= 0. Thus,



















Thus—given an ensemble of trajectories of the control-parameter vector—if the gen-
eralized friction ζkk′(λ) and force variance 〈δfkδfk′〉λi are known at each of the control-
parameter vectors, we can use (8.9) to predict the average dissipation due to the response
of the system.


















which makes more transparent that—in the timescale-separated limit where Vji → 0—








In this limit, one can derive lower bounds on the excess work associated with a particular
protocol Λ through optimally placing the intermediate states, as in Sec. 7.5 [77, 123, 187].
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8.3 A cost for control
So far, our formalism for quantifying dissipation associated with discrete stochastic driv-
ing protocols has remained agnostic on the origins of stochasticity in the protocols them-
selves. Furthermore, we have neglected any essential costs associated with generating the
control-parameter dynamics. Motivated by complementary works on the dissipative costs of
stochastic control protocols [180, 190], we now introduce an effective cost of control based
on symmetry-breaking in the dynamics of the control protocols.
In general, the dissipative cost associated with generating dynamics that break time-
reversal symmetry can be captured—in various contexts—by detailed fluctuation theo-
rems 2.4. For instance, the Crooks fluctuation theorem quantifies the amount of dissipation
associated with a particular time-asymmetric dynamics through the ratio of trajectory prob-
abilities (2.43).
For the discrete control-parameter dynamics considered in this chapter, we can quantify
the dissipation associated with a particular transition λi ↔ λj through the log-ratio of
transition rates with the generalized detailed-balance relationship




Here βW SBex,ij is the ‘symmetry-breaking’ excess work associated with generating asymmet-
ric jump dynamics. At the trajectory level, this relation implies that, when a particular
transition λi → λj occurs, we can attribute a dissipation of βW SBex,ji, whereas the reverse
process λj → λi results in a negative contribution βW SBex,ij = −βW SBex,ji.
Thus, for a one-dimensional fixed-boundary protocol ensemble—where all protocols
travel between the same initial and final states λ0 → λNΛ—the dissipative cost of con-
trol can be quantified by simply summing βW SBex,ji over the net number of forward steps
NFw. For fixed NFw and uniform forward (reverse) transition rates V+ (V−), the total dis-
sipation of the protocol ensemble due to symmetry breaking in the protocol dynamics is
therefore




Combining (8.5b) with (8.13) gives a general near-equilibrium estimate of the excess
work in a microscopic system driven by discrete, Markovian control-parameter dynamics
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which now accounts for the near-equilibrium excess work—incorporating both the infinite-
time and leading-order nonequilibrium contributions—as well as the dissipative cost in
generating asymmetric driving dynamics.
8.4 Harmonic system
We illustrate our theoretical predictions in the simple model system of a Brownian particle





where the energetic minimum is given by the current control parameter value λi, and the
trap stiffness is ktrap. The control parameter λ undergoes a discrete hopping dynamics on
an infinite one-dimensional lattice of states, all separated from one another by a constant
shift ∆λ. Furthermore, we assume uniform jump rates V± corresponding to the forward (+)
and reverse (−) jump rates.
Here, for exponential dwell-times, the generalized friction is equal to the viscous fric-
tion ζ = γ and independent of the control-parameter value. The same cannot be said,
however, for non-exponential dwell times. For Gamma-distributed dwell times (8.6), the
non-exponential generalized friction (8.7) can be calculated analytically (see Appendix E.2):
ζ(α) = k1−αtrapγα . (8.16)











(V± − V∓) . (8.17)
Thus, for a fixed-displacement control-protocol ensemble, where each protocol begins at
λ0 and terminates as soon as the control parameter arrives at λN , we can calculate the
protocol-ensemble averaged excess work by adding the contributions associated with all of
the forward and reverse steps. Separately, the three contributions to the excess work are











〈βW neqex 〉Ω =
βζ(α)∆λ2
(V+ + V−)
(V+ − V−) [〈N+〉ΩV+ − 〈N−〉ΩV−] , (8.18d)
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where R ≡ V+/V− is the control-parameter transition-rate ratio, NFw ≡ 〈N+〉Ω − 〈N−〉Ω
is the net number of forward (+-directed) steps, and 〈Ntot〉Ω ≡ 〈N+〉Ω + 〈N−〉Ω is the
average total number of steps taken. Given that we are considering fixed-distance protocol
ensembles, the net number of forward steps is fixed by the boundary conditions. As the
protocol ensemble approaches a deterministic limit, where R →∞, the symmetry-breaking
contribution diverges [180]. 2
We can further simplify the infinite-time excess work by calculating an explicit form
for the protocol-ensemble average number 〈Ntot〉Ω = NFw(V+ + V−)/(V+ − V−) of steps for












which diverges as the forward/reverse rates approach one another (R → 1).
The nonequilibrium excess work (8.18d) can also be simplified by writing the ensemble
averages of the forward and reverse step numbers 〈N±〉Ω in terms of the net number of




Thus, using (8.20), the nonequilbrium excess work (8.18d) is






R+ 1 . (8.21b)
In contrast to the symmetry-breaking work (8.18b) and the infinite-time excess work (8.19b),
the nonequilibrium excess work does not diverge in any limit, but approaches zero for
symmetric dynamics (as R → 1) and asymptotes to a constant value in the deterministic
limit (as R →∞).
8.4.1 Timescale-separated limit
In the infinite-time limit, the timescale of control-parameter dynamics is much slower than
the system relaxation: V±ζ  1. Here, the nonequilibrium excess work (8.21b) is negligible,
and the protocol-ensemble averaged excess work is thus given by the sum of the symmetry-
2Here, we refer to the R → ∞ limit as a ‘deterministic limit’ because the probability of a reverse step
becomes vanishingly small, and thus there is no randomness to the dynamics.
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Figure 8.1: Dissipation bound in the infinite-time limit. In the timescale-separated
limit, where the system comes to equilibrium between consecutive control-parameter jumps,
the dissipation lower bound in the total work (black dashed) (8.22) arises due to a com-
petition between the infinite-time work (red) (8.19b) and the dissipation arising due to
symmetry breaking (blue) (8.18a) in the dynamics of the control parameter. Vertical and
horizontal dashed lines respectively indicate the optimal rate ratio R∗− 1 and lower bound
on the excess work per forward step 〈βWex〉∗Ω/NFw, and intersect at the minimum (black
dot). Here, A ≡ β2ktrap∆λ
2 is the (unitless) prefactor of the infinite-time work (8.19b).










The total excess work in (8.22) can be minimized explicitly with respect to R—holding all
else constant—by extremizing the partial derivative
0 = ∂R〈βWex〉Ω (8.23a)
= 1
R
+A 2(R− 1)2 , (8.23b)
where A ≡ β2ktrap∆λ
2 > 0.
Here, (8.23) is minimized for the optimal rate ratioR∗ = A+
√
A(A+ 2)+1, which is in-
dependent of the protocol distanceNFw. Figure 8.1 shows the infinite-time excess work (8.22)
as a function of the rate ratio R−1 for A = 1/2, 1, 4. In each case, there is a lower bound on
the protocol-ensemble averaged excess work at a finite R∗ due to the competition between
the two terms contributing to the excess work.
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8.4.2 Nonequilibrium excess work
Beyond the timescale-separated limit, where the system microstates do not fully equilibrate
between discrete jumps, the nonequilibrium contribution to the total dissipation must also
be included in analysis. In the absence of a control cost, the dissipation associated with a
nonequilibrium protocol is given by the sum of the infinite-time and nonequilibrium contri-












Again, we can minimize (8.24) with respect to R (keeping V+ constant) to find two distinct
solutions. For the ratio B ≡ 2ζ(α)V+/ktrap, if B > 1—indicating that the prefactor ζ(α)V+
of the nonequilibrium excess work is larger than the prefactor ktrap/2 of the infinite-time
work—the optimal rate ratio occurs at
R∗ = 2√
B − 1
+ 1 , (8.25)
which is non-negative. However, for B ≤ 1 there is no finite R value that minimizes the
excess work. Rather, the excess work is minimized asymptotically in the deterministic limit





2 (1 + B) , (8.26)
implying that deterministic dynamics gives the most efficient protocol ensemble. Intuitively,
this transition occurs due to both the infinite-time and nonequilibrium excess-work contri-
butions saturating at finite values for R →∞, so that their sum also approaches a constant
value in the same limit (given by (8.26)). If 〈βW∞ex 〉 > 〈βW neqex 〉 over all rate ratios R, then
the minimum of the sum is fixed at R → ∞, while for B > 1 there is a minimum for finite
B. Figure 8.2 shows (for α = 1) the total excess work from (8.24) for B < 1 (left), B = 1
(middle), and B > 1 (right), which show no finite-R minimum (B ≤ 1) or one finite-R
minimum (B > 1).
Alternatively, to compare these results with those in Ch. 6—where, in a similar system,
a lower bound on excess work was found when looking at the excess work as a function
of average protocol duration—we can express the total protocol-ensemble averaged excess
work in terms of the average protocol duration 〈τ〉Ω (instead of the rate ratio R). Given that
the average dwell time in a particular state is the inverse of the total rate V tot = V+ + V−,
the average protocol duration is 〈τ〉Λ =
∑NΛ
i=0 1/(V+ + V−) = NΛ/(V+− V−) and thus, for a
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Figure 8.2: Dissipation bound for nonequilibrium and infinite-time excess-work
contributions. Nonequilibrium (purple) and infinite-time (red) contributions to the total
excess work (black dashed lines). For the excess work in (8.24), systems whose dissipation
in the large-R limit is dominated by the nonequilibrium excess work (right) show a finite-R
minimum of the total dissipation at an optimal R∗. Conversely, for B ≡ 2ζ(α)V+/ktrap, when
B ≤ 1 there is no finite R which minimizes the dissipation; rather, it is minimized in the
R →∞ limit, where the dynamics become deterministic. In all subplots α = 1.








To vary the average protocol duration, we can adjust the differences in the jump rates









where the terms in brackets represent the infinite-time and nonequilibrium excess works,
respectively. The scaling of each term with protocol duration is reminiscent of the protocol-
ensemble averaged excess work derived in Ch. 6, with the infinite-time contribution scaling
linearly and the nonequilibrium excess work scaling inversely with average protocol duration
〈τ〉Ω. This competition in scaling behaviors further clarifies the presence of a lower bound
on dissipation.
The protocol-ensemble averaged excess work in (8.28) can also be minimized relative to
the average protocol duration, holding the total rate (V+ + V−) fixed, achieving minimal
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8.4.3 General dissipation bound
In general, all three contributions to the excess work will enter the total protocol-ensemble
averaged excess work. Thus by combining (8.22) and (8.24) we arrive at the general expres-























If B  1, then the excess work function is well approximated by the timescale-separated
result in 8.4.1, while when A  1 the excess work is well approximated by the excess-work
function in 8.4.2. When A,B ≈ 1, the excess work is a combination of the infinite-time,
nonequilibrium, and symmetry-breaking contributions.
While the general expression for the optimal ratio R (8.32) is not particularly illuminat-
ing, the excess work is in all cases lower bounded. Figure 8.3 shows numerical results for the
full dissipation (8.32) as a function of the rate ratio R− 1 for a range of A = 1/4, 1, 4 and
B = 1/2, 1, 10. The top row (B = 1/4) is roughly equivalent to the result in Sec. 8.4.1 (and
those shown in Fig. 8.1) where the nonequilibrium excess work (8.5b) is negligible in com-
parison to the other contributions. Conversely, in the bottom-right plot (B = 10, A = 4)
the infinite-time contribution is negligible when compared to the nonequilibrium excess
work (8.5b) (in the region near the minimal dissipation), similar to the results in Sec. 8.4.2
(and shown in the right subplot of Fig. 8.2) where the symmetry-breaking contribution to
the excess work is not included in the analysis.
8.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we have derived an excess-work cost function for near-equilibrium systems
driven by a discrete stochastic control parameter. By assuming that the control-parameter
dynamics are independent of the system state, we could directly generalize the results for
discrete protocols in Ch. 7 to ensembles of control protocols. Furthermore, by incorporating
the dissipation due to breaking time-reversal symmetry of the control-parameter dynamics
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Figure 8.3: General dissipation bound for near-equilibrium driving processes.
The excess work in (8.31) is composed of three contributions: the infinite-time work (red,
Eq. (8.19b)), the nonequilibrium excess work (purple, Eq. (8.21b)), and the symmetry-
breaking work (teal, Eq. 8.4.1). In all subplots α = 1.
we connect with other results from the literature [180, 190]. We find that, although the
lower bounds in Ch. 6 and [180, 190] appear mathematically similar, they arise due to
different physical phenomena. In both cases, the presence of a lower bound is due to a
contribution to the total dissipation that is positive for any discrete jump. We also derived
a leading-order correction to the timescale-separated work that accounts for the system
being out of equilibrium, found by integrating the time-dependent term in the total excess
work over the distribution of dwell times [77]. We derived the nonequilibrium excess work for
an exponential dwell-time distribution—in which case the generalized friction tensor [109]
determines the dissipation—as well as Gamma-distributed dwell times, for which we derived
a modified form of the generalized friction tensor (8.7).
In the timescale-separated limit, where the system very nearly equilibrates after each
control-parameter transition, we find the lower bound on the dissipation is captured by the
considerations from Ref.[180]. Alternatively, when the nonequilibrium excess work becomes
significant and overcomes the symmetry-breaking dissipation, the dissipation bound is well
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approximated by neglecting the asymmetry in driving dynamics and is thus similar to the
bound derived in Ch. 6, which arose due to a trade-off between a continually accumulating
contribution to the excess work, and a contribution which contributes more when the sys-
tem is farther from equilibrium (6.26). Furthermore, it was recognized in [180, 190] that the
lower bound appearing in the infinite-time limit scales subextensively with system size, as
the lower bound was equal (up to a factor of 2) to the thermodynamic length L as measured
with respect to the Fisher information matrix (FIM) [124]. L scales as the square root of
the FIM, which effectively means that, as the system size increases, the symmetry-breaking
contribution to the dissipation (8.18b) increases slower than the infinite-time contribution,
and thus for large systems the symmetry-breaking contribution to the excess work is neg-
ligible. However, by including the nonequilibrium excess work, which scales with system
size in the same way as the infinite-time work, the lower bound (if present) will persist.
Thus, macroscopic systems which proceed through a series of discrete jumps exhibit a min-
imal dissipation which is determined by the trade-offs embedded in the infinite-time and
nonequilibrium excess works (7.16).
While these results have potentially interesting physical implications for driven, micro-
scopic systems, their utility in fully autonomous systems—such as molecular machines–is
limited. The fundamental feature of the excess work that leads to such lower bounds is the
presence of a contribution to the dissipation (here infinite-time excess work (7.16)) that is
positive for any control-parameter step. However, for truly autonomous systems, the transi-
tion rates must obey a local detailed-balance relationship (2.20), and thus the assumption of
control-parameter transition rates that are independent of the microscopic state of the sys-
tem is problematic. In deriving the infinite-time excess-work contribution in [77, 109], it was
assumed that a control-parameter transition λi → λj occurs independently of the state of
the system x, and thus when the transition occurs, the system is in its equilibrium distribu-
tion (1.1). For systems which obey local detailed balance—even in the timescale-separated
limit—the distribution of states from which transitions occur (known as the switching-state
distribution in Ch. 9) is not the equilibrium distribution.
Put differently, the derivations in this part of the thesis (chapters 6– 8) assume that the
control parameter receives no feedback from the system. However, the local detailed-balance
condition (2.20) on the transition rates of a truly autonomous system require a particular
type of feedback. In the following two chapters (Ch. 9 and 10), we detail the specific role
that excess work plays in the dynamics of strongly coupled stochastic systems which obey
local detailed balance, and thus truly represent the physics of molecular machines.
However, the derivations in this chapter—and those preceding it—may play an impor-
tant role yet in the physics of more exotic systems, such as active matter. The burgeoning
field of active matter is concerned with the physics of (often microscopic) agents which are
not constrained in the same ways by the laws of microscopic detailed balance, and thus may
be subjected to similar optimization trade-offs as outlined in the preceding chapters.
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Free energy transduction within
autonomous systems
9.1 Introduction
In Part II of this thesis, we discussed several generalizations of the linear-response approach
to quantifying excess work in driven nonequilibrium systems. Ultimately, we were motivated
by a better understanding of molecular machines. However, we also discussed in Chapter 8
that such approximations do not incorporate feedback from the system being driven on
the dynamics of the control parameter. Thus, it remains to be clarified how such control-
theoretical approaches can be used to understand the physics of energy flows between the
components of thermodynamic systems that obey the necessary constraints on their dy-
namics. Furthermore, this begs the question as to what role the internal flows of energy
play in the physics of autonomous systems more generally.
This Chapter aims to elaborate on these questions, by quantifying the flow of energy
between the components of a stochastic multi-component system and rigorously show how it
relates to the entropy production. Ultimately, entropy production represents a fundamental
loss in the operation of a machine: low-entropy states of a system (all gas molecules confined
to one half of a cylinder, a fully extended polymer) or of thermal baths (baths at different
temperatures) can be harnessed to do useful work (push a piston during expansion, exert a
force during compaction, drive a heat engine during heat flow), whereas high-entropy states
have reduced capacity to do so [194]. Thus in biophysical molecular machines, entropy
production serves as an important performance measure.
Within the typical experimental paradigm, where a stochastic system is manipulated
using an external device, there is a convenient correspondence between the excess work
done on the system and the total entropy production [97]. Specifically, the entropy produc-
tion fluctuation theorem [12] and the Crooks fluctuation theorem [7] are equivalent for a
stochastic system—initially at thermodynamic equilibrium—driven by an external control
parameter that receives no feedback from the system [97]. Here, the excess work and entropy
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production can be used interchangeably when referring to dissipation. This correspondence
is a powerful tool, granting the freedom to quantify dissipation either through work done
in excess of free energy changes, or system entropy changes not compensated by heat flows.
However, the same such correspondence does not hold in more complex coupled systems,
such as molecular machines [195].
Although such machines operate autonomously, there are many natural comparisons be-
tween controlled systems and molecular machines. For instance, it is conceptually straight-
forward to view the chemical hydrolysis of ATP as driving the processive motion of the
molecular motor kinesin [196], or the Fo component of ATP synthase as mechanically driv-
ing the rotation of a central crankshaft, inducing the F1 component to catalyze the produc-
tion of ATP [197]. Thus there is a natural appeal to quantifying the work (and the excess
work) done by one component of an autonomous biomolecular machine on another. Indeed,
such internal energy flows have been used to aid in the identification of reaction coordinates
in biomolecular dynamics [198].
Given the biophysical importance of entropy production, and the mathematical con-
straints imposed on it by fluctuation theorems and second-law-like inequalities, it is tempt-
ing to use the correspondence between excess work and entropy production in systems driven
by an external control parameter to aid in the conceptual and quantitative understanding
of biomolecular machines [76, 180, 190]. However, while it is still possible to define excess
work internal to such systems as an energy flow, it has no direct relationship to the entropy
production.
In this chapter, we investigate excess work and entropy production in strongly coupled
autonomous systems, and present an alternative measure of dissipation—the transduced ad-
ditional free energy rate—which plays the same thermodynamic role in autonomous systems
as excess power does in externally driven systems. Specifically, the steady-state transduced
additional free energy rate (differing from the excess power by an information rate that
captures the effects of inter-system coupling) equals an entropy production rate. We then
illustrate our results in a simple model of a cyclic mechanochemical motor, where a me-
chanical system is driven via its strong coupling to a stochastic nonequilibrium chemical
reaction.
9.2 Strongly coupled multi-component systems
Throughout this chapter, we consider a bipartite system described by two coordinates X
and Y , with states x and y, respectively. The system’s joint dynamics are described by a






yy′ px′y′ , (9.1)
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where pxy is the joint probability of state (x, y), dt ≡ d/dt is the time derivative, and Rxx
′
yy′
is the transition rate matrix element quantifying the rate of the transition (x′, y′)→ (x, y).
Such systems are said to be strongly coupled, as the energy of a particular state x (y)
depends on the state of Y (X).






Rxyy′ if y 6= y′ and x = x′
Rxx
′
y if y = y′ and x 6= x′
0 otherwise
. (9.2)
Thus, for the ensemble average 〈A〉XY ≡
∑
x,y pxyaxy of the fluctuating quantity axy that de-












y px′y(axy − ax′y) +
∑
x,y,y′
Rxyy′pxy′(axy − axy′) (9.3a)
= 〈Ȧ〉X + 〈Ȧ〉Y . (9.3b)
The overdot indicates that—unlike the time derivative dt〈A〉XY—the individual rates (〈Ȧ〉X
and 〈Ȧ〉Y ) cannot be written as the time derivative of a function. Here, angle brackets
〈· · · 〉XY indicate an average over the joint distribution pxy, while 〈· · · 〉X (〈· · · 〉Y ) indicate
an average over the dynamics of the X (Y ) subsystem alone.
9.2.1 Entropy production













≥ 0 . (9.4)
The total entropy production 1 can be conveniently split into separate contributions arising
from the respective transitions among subsystems Y and X:


















1Because the entropy S (Sec. 2.5) is defined as the ensemble average of − ln px, we do not use angle
brackets around entropy and entropy production terms here.
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Each RHS entropy production rate obeys a second-law-like inequality,
Σ̇X = dtSX + ṠXe − İX ≥ 0 (9.6a)
Σ̇Y = dtSY + ṠYe − İY ≥ 0 . (9.6b)
dtSX (dtSY ) is the rate of change of the entropy of subsystem X (Y ). ṠXe (ṠYe ) is the rate
of entropy flow from the system to the heat reservoir due to X (Y ) dynamics, which for a
thermodynamic system coupled to a heat bath (all systems considered here) equals −βQ̇X
(−βQ̇Y ), the negative rate of heat flow into the system—and hence entropy increase in the
heat reservoir—due to X (Y ) dynamics.

















for conditional probability px|y ≡ pxy/
∑
x pxy of state x given state y. İX (İY ) represents
the rate of change of mutual information between subsystems X and Y due to transitions in
X (Y ) [195, 199]. Thus, a positive (negative) information rate İX implies that, on average,
dynamics of X increase (decrease) the mutual information between the two subsystems
(Sec. 2.5).
At steady state, the joint-system entropy is unchanging (dtSXY = 0), as are the en-
tropies of each subsystem (dtSX = dtSY = 0). Thus, the combined effect of X and Y
dynamics leaves the mutual information unchanged, so the information rates are opposite
(İX = −İY ) and cancel when summing the entropy production rates Σ̇X and Σ̇Y of each
subsystem [195] [Eq. (9.6)]. Therefore, the total steady-state entropy production is the sum
of each subsystem’s heat flow:
Σ̇ = −〈βQ̇〉Y − 〈βQ̇〉X . (9.8)
However, unlike the entropy productions of each subsystem (9.6), neither RHS term is lower
bounded by zero.
9.2.2 Excess work
To quantify the energy flow in such a system, we now treat subsystem Y as a work source
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for energy εxy of state (x, y). Throughout this chapter we exclusively deal with average
power and average work, so for the remainder we omit explicit mention of averages.
For fixed y, the conditional equilibrium distribution of X is πx|y = exp(−βεxy +βFX|y),
for conditional equilibrium free energy FX|y ≡ −kBT ln
∑
x exp(−βεxy). Thus, the energy
can be expressed in terms of the conditional equilibrium distribution and free energy as
εxy = −kBT ln πx|y + FX|y . (9.10)
The power done on X is the sum of the reversible power and the excess power,











The excess power quantifies the rate of energy flow from subsystem Y into subsystem X
which exceeds the rate of change of the conditional equilibrium free energy of X.






























the conditional distribution of X during a y′ → y transition.
The excess work per y′ → y transition can be expressed using (9.14) as the differ-
ence between the relative entropies of the switching-state distribution with the respective
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9.3 Classes of upstream dynamics
9.3.1 External control parameter
Insofar as it relates to entropy production, the excess power is a quantity of interest in
many systems driven by an external control parameter. Many experimental manipulations
of machines drive the system according to dynamics of an experimental apparatus that do
not depend on the system response, i.e., with no feedback. This corresponds to the special
case of the above framework where the Y dynamics are independent of the current state of
X. Here, we consider stochastic Y dynamics (as in Ch. 6) [180, 190]; however, in general
they could alternatively be deterministic (Ch. 7) [106, 107, 109].
Since such independent Y dynamics ensure the conditional independence of the target
state y and the current mechanical state x (conditioned on the source state y′), the data-
processing inequality [94] requires that the Y dynamics reduce the mutual information
between subsystems: İY ≤ 0. Mathematically, for independent Y dynamics the information







0, and thus is necessarily non-positive. Therefore, at steady state (where İ = 0), İX ≥ 0, and
the form of the second law 〈βQ̇〉X ≤ 0 holds for the heat flow 〈βQ̇〉X due to X dynamics. 2
For independent Y dynamics, the switching-state distribution is the conditional distri-
bution px|y′ of x given the source state y′, independent of the target state y, and the excess










In the timescale-separated limit [68], where the X dynamics are much faster than the Y
dynamics, the conditional distribution over X equilibrates between each Y transition, so






≥ 0 , (9.17)
which persists, even in the infinite-time limit where the conditional distribution over me-
chanical states px|y completely relaxes to equilibrium between each chemical transition. This
excess work is non-negative for any transition, and thus the excess power (9.12) is positive,
even for no net Y flux, Vyy′py′ = Vy′ypy (Sec. 9.4.3 gives details).3
2This insight allows some intriguing interpretations in the context of the thermodynamics of sensing, where
a system X collects information about an external and independent stochastic variable Y . Rearranging the
second law with the information rate on the RHS of (9.6) yields a refined lower bound on the steady-state
dissipation for the system in terms of the nostalgia [200, 201] or learning rate [202, 203].
3We found similar behavior in Ch. 6, where the excess power (6.26) to drive a system through an ensemble
of stochastic control protocols–independent of the system response–contains a term that is independent of
the driving strength.
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9.3.2 Thermodynamically complete system
In autonomous systems (such as molecular machines consisting of multiple strongly inter-
acting components) not subject to temporal variation of an external control parameter,
thermodynamic consistency requires that the entries of the transition rate matrix Rxx′yy′








= −β∆ωxx′yy′ , (9.18)
where ∆ωxx′yy′ is the change in a thermodynamic potential during the transition (x′, y′) →
(x, y). Complementary to the joint system’s energetic potential εxy which governs its interac-
tion with a thermal reservoir, changes in thermodynamic potential can, in addition, quantify
the coupling between the joint system and other types of thermodynamic reservoirs—such
as chemical reservoirs through a chemical potential [204].
We call systems thermodynamically complete when all rates satisfy local detailed bal-
ance (9.18). Conversely, we call systems (such as the independent Y dynamics in Sec. 9.3.1)
thermodynamically incomplete when the transition rates violate (9.18), as some external
influences are required to ensure thermodynamic consistency.
In detailed-balanced dynamics—or any dynamics where subsystem Y receives feedback
from X—the excess work (9.15) associated with a particular Y transition is not lower
bounded by zero, and can be negative.
We present the transduced additional free energy rate or TAFER (the name will become
clear),
βḞ addY→X ≡ 〈βPex〉Y→X + İY , (9.19)
as a measure of dissipation between strongly coupled subsystems that is analogous to the
excess power (9.12) in systems driven by an external control parameter. Much like the excess
power, βḞ addY→X averages over Y transitions while X remains fixed. Appendix F.1 gives a
detailed derivation.
Unlike the excess power, however, at steady state TAFER is lower bounded by zero:
〈βPex〉Y→X = −〈βQ̇〉X (see App. F.2) and İY = −İX , so (9.19) coincides with (9.6a). In












TAFER modifies the excess power in (9.12) by the additional average of the log-ratio of
nonequilibrium conditional distributions over the switching-state distribution psw,xyy′ . This
form clarifies that TAFER vanishes for all transitions y′ → y in the timescale-separated
limit, where px|y → πx|y.
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Furthermore, substituting (9.14) and (9.10) into (9.20), the transduced additional free















εxy − FX|y − εxy′ + FX|y′
)
+ ln px|y − ln px|y′
]
. (9.22)
We now define a stochastic nonequilibrium free energy
βfneqx|y ≡ βεxy + ln px|y , (9.23)
which is the specific quantity that, when averaged over the joint distribution pxy, gives the
conditional nonequilibrium free energy [207]
βF neqX|Y ≡ 〈βE〉XY − SX|Y (9.24)
where 〈E〉XY ≡
∑
x,y εxypxy and the conditional entropy SX|Y ≡ −
∑
x,y pxy ln px|y represent
averages of the energy and conditional stochastic entropy, over the joint distribution pxy.












= Ḟ neq,YX|Y − dtFX|Y , (9.25)
where Ḟ neq,YX|Y is the change of conditional nonequilibrium free energy that is due to the
Y dynamics, and dtFX|Y is the change in equilibrium free energy of X given Y . Here, we
utilized the splitting of rates of change introduced in (9.3). Finally, note that X dynamics
do not modify the average equilibrium free energy FX|Y ; thus dtFX|Y is due to Y dynamics
only.
Thus, the transduced additional free energy rate is indeed the rate of change due to the
Y dynamics of the additional free energy in X [207] (above the equilibrium free energy).
This clarifies that TAFER quantifies how much the Y dynamics contribute to X being out
of conditional equilibrium.
9.4 Model system
We now illustrate our theory in a minimal model of a mechanochemical molecular machine.
Figure 9.1 shows a schematic.
The chemical coordinate Y evolves on a 3-state cycle, while the mechanical coordinate X
contains N discrete states, evolving on a periodic energy landscape imposed by the current
value of Y . Subsystem X only has transitions between nearest-neighbor states, and obeys
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Figure 9.1: Schematic of the model mechanochemical system. (a) 3-state chemical
reaction network representing Y dynamics. (b) The imposed energy landscape on the me-
chanical coordinate X (with equidistant discrete states) for Y = y2 and N = 3 mechanical
states (Sec. 9.4.1). Each specific chemical state y imposes on X a periodic energy landscape,
with either (c) a single minimum (Sec. 9.4.1) or (d) two local minima (Sec. 9.4.2).
periodic boundary conditions. The instantaneous transition rates for X and Y are
















where Γchem and Γmech are kinetic prefactors for the chemical and mechanical rates, quan-
tifying the bare rates of each process in the absence of any differences in state energies
εxy or chemical potentials µ [208].4 Here, α ∈ [0, 1] is a feedback parameter which interpo-
lates the system between detailed balanced (α = 1, Sec. 9.3.1) and feedback-free (α = 0,
Sec. 9.3.2). For all α 6= 1 the system is thermodynamically incomplete, breaking local de-
tailed balance (9.18), and for decreasing α the feedback from the mechanical system X to
the chemical dynamics decreases.
We further assume identical chemical potential differences (∆µyy′ = ∆µ) for each chem-
ical transition, and (without loss of generality) that negative ∆µ induces net clockwise
rotation of the chemical coordinate. Physically, the chemical potential differences are gen-
erated by out-of-equilibrium concentrations of products and reactants, such as ATP and
ADP for many molecular machines.
4Unlike the energy εxy, the chemical potential is not a state function, and thus there is no unique chemical
potential µy for each state y. However, changes in chemical potential upon a transition ∆µyy′ are well-defined
for each transition.
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In all cases considered, the steady-state excess power 〈βPex〉Y→X , TAFER βḞ addY→X , and
entropy production rate Σ̇X are calculated from the steady-state probability distribution.
Numerically we calculate the steady-state distribution in each case by solving the eigenvalue
problem outlined in App. A.1.
9.4.1 Excess power does not equal entropy production
First, we consider a thermodynamically complete system (α = 1), where the mechanical
state experiences the periodic monostable potential (Sec. 2.7.2),
E(x|y) = 12E
‡ cos 2π (x− y) , (9.27)
with barrier height E‡ (see Fig. 9.1b,c). Figure 9.2 shows numerical calculations of the
steady-state excess power 〈βPex〉Y→X , transduced additional free energy rate βḞ addY→X , and
mechanical entropy production rate Σ̇X , as functions of the chemical driving strength
−β∆µ. For N = 3 mechanical states, across all barrier heights the excess power is less
than the entropy production rate, while for N = 12, the excess power is greater. Thus,
even for the simple case of N = 3 and X tracking the current state of Y , the excess power
〈βPex〉Y→X can significantly differ from the entropy production rate. In contrast, the trans-
duced additional free energy rate (9.19) equals (as expected) the entropy production rate
Σ̇X by the mechanical system’s dynamics, for all energy barriers βE‡ and numbers N of
mechanical states.
9.4.2 Excess power can become negative
At steady state (again, for α = 1), the excess power equals the negative heat flow −〈βQ̇〉X
due to X dynamics, and is therefore not lower bounded by zero (see App. F.2). To illustrate
this, we consider the periodic bistable potential (see Fig. 9.1d, and further discussion in
Sec. 2.7.3)












the potential of mean force [133] of two offset sinusoidal potentials. φ and ∆E represent,
respectively, the relative phase shift and energy offset.
Figure 9.3 shows the steady-state transduced additional free energy rate βḞ addY→X , excess
power 〈βPex〉Y→X , and entropy production rate Σ̇X due to X dynamics, as a function
of (a) chemical potential difference and (b) the ratio Γmech/Γchem of bare mechanical and
chemical transition rates. Once again, TAFER equals the entropy production. The excess
power is negative for intermediate chemical potential differences and for large rate ratios
(Γmech/Γchem ' 103).
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Figure 9.2: At steady state, transduced additional free energy rate equals en-
tropy production rate, but excess power need not. Excess power 〈βPex〉Y→X (green),
transduced additional free energy rate βḞ addY→X (blue), and entropy production rate Σ̇X (red
dashed) due to X dynamics, each as a function of the chemical driving strength −β∆µ,
for a range of barrier heights βE‡ = 4, 8, 16 (columns) and numbers N = 3, 12 of me-
chanical states (rows). For all panels, the system is at steady state for potential (9.27),
Γmech/Γchem = 100, and rates are nondimensionalized by the chemical bare rate: Rate∗ ≡
Rate/Γchem.
Physically, the excess power drops below zero because the switching-state distribution
psw,xyy′ for clockwise Y transitions is dominated by mechanical states x that lose energy during
the transition. As a result, the excess power required to drive the system via Y dynamics
becomes negative.
Thus even though the mathematical forms of the transduced additional free energy
rate and the entropy production rate of the mechanical system are quite different—one
involving a summation over Y transitions at fixed mechanical state x, the other involving a
summation over X transitions at fixed chemical state y—they are equal at steady state. The
excess power 〈βPex〉Y→X by itself is not lower bounded by zero and can become negative
(Fig. 9.3). This reinforces the mathematical demonstration (Sec. 9.3.2) that TAFER is the
thermodynamic generalization of excess power to autonomous systems.
9.4.3 Entropy production in thermodynamically complete or incomplete
systems
Finally, we show that, for thermodynamically incomplete systems, the entropy production
Σ̇X approaches a nonzero value even as −β∆µ → 0. To show this, we investigate the
entropy production in the monostable potential (9.27) for several values of the feedback
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Figure 9.3: Steady-state excess power can become negative. Excess power 〈βPex〉Y→X
(green), transduced additional free energy rate βḞ addY→X (blue), and entropy production rate
Σ̇X (red dashed), as a function (a) of chemical potential difference −β∆µ at fixed ratio
Γmech/Γchem = 104 of bare chemical and mechanical transition rates, and (b) of the ratio
Γmech/Γchem for fixed chemical potential difference −β∆µ = 5. Different columns show
βE‡ = 4, 8, 16. All calculations are at steady state for potential (9.28) and use N = 12,
E∗ ≡ E‡/E‡2 = 1, φ = 1/3, and ∆E/E‡ = 3/8. Rates are nondimensionalized by the
chemical bare rate: Rate∗ ≡ Rate/Γchem. Dotted gray vertical lines indicate in (a) the
chemical potential used in (b), and in (b) the bare-rate ratio used in (a).
parameter α. Figure 9.4 shows the entropy production rate due to subsystem X dynamics
as a function of the chemical driving strength −β∆µ, for energy barriers βE‡ = 4, 8, 16. As
−β∆µ→ 0, for a thermodynamically complete system (α = 1) the entropy production rate
Σ̇X vanishes, while for a thermodynamically incomplete system (α 6= 0), Σ̇X approaches a
nonzero asymptotic value. The asymptotic value monotonically increases with decreasing
α, and is largest for α = 0, when Y dynamics receive no feedback from X.
9.5 Discussion
Autonomous stochastic systems are models for many molecular machines, where strong
coupling between multiple stochastic coordinates is central to their functioning. It is intu-
itively appealing to view the interacting components of a molecular machine as driving one
another.
For (non-autonomous) systems where the driver–subsystem Y in Sec. 9.4–receives no
feedback from the driven subsystem (X), the excess power flowing from Y to X equals the
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Figure 9.4: Dynamics that break detailed balance produce nonzero steady-state
entropy production, even at −β∆µ = 0. Across all energy barriers βE‡ = 4, 8, 16, only
detailed-balanced joint dynamics (α = 1, orange curves) produce vanishing entropy produc-
tion rate Σ̇X as −β∆µ→ 0. For all other α (blue and gray curves), the entropy production
rate approaches a nonzero value as −β∆µ → 0. Y transitions that are independent of X
(α = 0, blue) have the greatest asymptotic value, while increasing feedback parameter α
monotonically decreases the asymptotic entropy production rate. For all panels, the number
of mechanical states is N = 12, and the entropy production rate is nondimensionalized by
the bare chemical transition rate: Σ̇X/Γchem.
entropy produced by the driven subsystem’s dynamics. It is tempting to make use of this
correspondence between excess power and entropy production, but excess power does not
play the same role in coupled, thermodynamically complete, autonomous systems and has
no simple relationship with entropy production.
We introduced here the transduced additional free energy rate βḞ addY→X as a measure
of dissipation in strongly coupled stochastic systems that plays the same thermodynamic
role as the excess power in systems driven by an external control parameter. In particular,
βḞ addY→X equals the steady-state entropy production rate during subsystem X’s dynamics.
Furthermore, our investigation of the transduced additional free energy rate provides a
convenient generalization beyond the reversible limit of the work associated with stochastic
driving protocols [183], and an analysis of the trade-offs between control work and mutual
information complementary to Ref. [182].
We expect that these insights will be useful for ongoing research in stochastic thermo-
dynamics, extending theoretical results for systems driven by an external control parameter
(Sec. 6 and 7) [106, 107, 109] to autonomous models of molecular machines. A better un-
derstanding of dissipation in thermodynamically complete systems–where inter-system feed-
back satisfies local detailed balance–will clarify the functional capabilities and limitations
of molecular machines. By consistently incorporating feedback into the control schema, we
can further elucidate the rich physics in strongly coupled systems.
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In the following Chapter (Ch. 10), we investigate an application of the linear-response
theory approach used in part II to approximate the excess power (introduced in Sec. 9.2)
in a fully autonomous system.
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Chapter 10
Hidden excess power and




The previous chapter (Ch. 9) showed that, within strongly coupled systems, the thermo-
dynamic relationship between excess power and entropy production is not the same as in
externally driven (or thermodynamically incomplete) systems. However, while excess power
is not, in any simple way, related to an entropy production, it still plays an important
role in the physics of strongly coupled systems, such as molecular machines, for instance
in identifying reaction coordinates [198]. In this chapter, we quantify the energetic flows
communicated between the components in a strongly coupled mechanochemical system,
near the timescale-separated (TSS) limit, using familiar tools from linear-response theory
(Sec. 2.6.1) and small-perturbation expansions (App. D.1), and discuss the implications for
our understanding of biological systems at the nanoscale.
Fundamentally, the consistency of stochastic thermodynamics relies on an assumption of
timescale separation, allowing one to clearly distinguish the system from its surroundings [5,
68, 209]. In microscopic biological systems, however, this separation is blurred, as there
are often a number of comparable timescales relevant to a given problem. As a result, it
is common to model biomolecular systems as consisting of multiple strongly interacting
subsystems, as seen, for instance, in FoF1-ATP synthase [210]. In fact, while the chemical
and mechanical aspects of the motor are separable in their contributions, both are necessary
to understand the dynamics of the machine [211]. This strong coupling between chemical
and mechanical processes is ubiquitous among molecular machines [212].
In practice, the description of such systems is often simplified through the implicit use
of a coarse-graining procedure, whereby the state space of the full mechanochemical system
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is projected onto a smaller set of mesostates, each containing several microstates of the
system [68]. Here, the observed dynamics of molecular machines consist of large jumps,
interleaved with small-scale fluctuations [197]. The large jumps are often taken to indicate
a chemical reaction—producing an instantaneous change in the energy potential experienced
by the molecular machine—and the full dynamics can then be mapped onto a discrete-state
Markov jump model [27, 213]. The observed chemical rates are then used to understand the
thermodynamic properties (and functional capabilities) of the mechanochemical machine.
However, such an approach by its very nature ignores so-called hidden contributions to
thermodynamic quantities —such as internal energy flows—arising due to the mechanical
dynamics at sub-mesostate resolutions [204]. Such internal energy flows play an important
role in understanding the interactions between the components of the molecular machine,
and have been used to aid in identifying reaction coordinates in biomolecular dynamics [198].
Independent of such models, much research seeks to understand energy flows into nonequi-
librium systems from a time-dependent external perturbation (Sec. 2.6) [106, 107, 109].
These efforts have largely been restricted to deterministic driving protocols—like those typ-
ically seen in single-molecule experiments [65, 117, 125, 126, 127, 128]—but have recently
been generalized to more closely parallel the in vivo dynamics of molecular machines, as
in Ch. 6, Ch. 7, and Refs. [180, 190]. However, as of yet, none of these control-theoretical
approaches to quantifying energy flows within nanoscale nonequilibrium systems have fully
appreciated the essential inter-component feedback present in fully autonomous systems
(see Ch. 9) [195, 199].
In this chapter, we develop a thermodynamically complete phenomenological method for
quantifying the hidden excess power in strongly coupled nonequilibrium systems. The hidden
excess power represents an energy flow communicated between the components of a strongly
coupled system, and—unconstrained by the usual form of the second law—can become
negative (see Sec. 9.4.2). Such negative excess power is a signature of a fully autonomous
Maxwell demon, achieving net flow of heat from the reservoir into a subsystem—where it
is transduced into work—as a result of its strong coupling with another driven subsystem.
We find that the hidden excess work per chemical transition can be decomposed into
two contributions, the timescale-separated (TSS) excess work (10.17)—the asymptotic con-
tribution to the excess work in the TSS limit—and the nonequilibrium excess work, which
is the additional contribution to the excess work when the mechanical states remain out
of equilibrium at steady state. The hidden excess power (the excess work per chemical
transition, averaged over the coarse-grained dynamics) is typically not easily calculable,
as it requires information about hidden states. However, we provide a leading-order ap-
proximation of both the TSS excess work (10.20) and nonequilibrium excess work (10.21)
which require only minimal information about the hidden-state dynamics. We demonstrate
the utility of these approximations in two model systems, representing minimal models of
linear and rotary mechanochemical molecular machines.
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10.2 Coarse-grained representations of mechanochemical sys-
tems
Molecular machines often couple mechanical motion to chemical reactions, for instance
in kinesin [214] and F1-ATP synthase [134]. Thus their dynamics can be described by
two coupled coordinates x and λ, representing the mechanical and chemical degrees of
freedom of the system [211, 215]. Each chemical state λ induces a particular potential-
energy landscape on the mechanical degrees of freedom E(x|λ) such that, in the absence of
any chemical changes, the mechanical state relaxes to a conditional equilibrium distribution
π(x|λ) = e−βE(x|λ)+βF (λ) , (10.1)
with β ≡ (kBT )−1 the inverse temperature of the heat bath and F (λ) ≡ − ln
∫
exp [−βE(x|λ)] dx
the conditional equilibrium free energy given the fixed chemical state λ.
The dynamics of both the chemical and mechanical states evolve stochastically, with
joint transition (λi,x′)→ (λj ,x) occurring at rate Rx,x
′
ji . We further assume that the joint
dynamics are bipartite (9.2), so that no simultaneous transitions in both x and λ occur
(Rx,x
′
ji = 0 when both j 6= i and x 6= x′). Thermodynamically consistent mechanochemical
dynamics—relaxing to the correct equilibrium distribution in the absence of any chemical




= e−β∆Gji(x) , (10.2)
where Rxji ≡ R
x,x
ji indicates the rate of chemical transition λi → λj at fixed mechanical state
x, ∆Gji(x) = ∆µji + ∆Eji(x) is the change in free energy during transition λi → λj , with
∆µji and ∆Eji(x) the associated respective changes in chemical potential and microstate
energy.




where Γchem is a kinetic prefactor (with units of inverse time) that quantifies the bare rate
of chemical transitions in the absence of any differences in energy or chemical potential
between states.
Specifically, the dynamics of the joint probability pj(x) for system state (λj ,x) is gov-
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where the summation runs over all chemical states λi. Writing the joint probability as
pj(x′) = Pj p(x′|λj)—where Pj ≡
∫






























For bipartite dynamics (Rx,x
′













where Rxji ≡ R
x,x
ji is the bipartite transition rate at fixed mechanical state x, and Vji ≡∫
xR
x
jip(x|λi)dx is the coarse-grained rate, the observed transition rate of λi → λj if the
mechanical states are hidden [68].
We view the chemical dynamics as a coarse-grained representation of the mechanochem-
ical system by defining coarse-grained states (mesostates) Xi ≡ {x|λ = λi} that aggregate
all mechanical states at a given chemical coordinate. The coarse-grained rates Vji(t) are
generally time-dependent due to the time-dependent conditional microstate distribution
p(x, t|λi), but become time-independent when the mechanical dynamics are at steady state.
In the TSS limit, where at steady state the conditional distribution of mechanical states
p(x|λ) is the conditional equilibrium distribution π(x|λ) (10.1), the dissipation (entropy
production) of the joint system is fully determined by the coarse-grained dynamics [68].
However, even in this limit, there are internal flows of energy and information between the
mechanical and chemical coordinates. Furthermore, this limit may not hold in general for
mechanochemical biomolecular systems—such as molecular machines—which often operate
far from thermodynamic equilibrium.
10.3 Hidden excess work in molecular machines
The flow of energy between the chemical and mechanical degrees of freedom can be quanti-
fied by the work done on the mechanical system by the chemical dynamics. For a particular
chemical transition λi → λj , the average work done by the chemical coordinate on the
mechanical coordinate is 〈βW 〉ji, where the average is over the distribution of mechanical
states x from which the chemical transition λi → λj occurs. The average excess work is
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〈βWex〉ji ≡ 〈βW 〉ji − β∆Fji, for change ∆Fji ≡ F (λj) − F (λi) in conditional equilibrium
free energy upon the chemical transition.
For a system at steady state, the average rate of excess work (the excess power) on the





where angle brackets 〈· · · 〉Λ→X indicate the excess power on the mechanical system X
averaged over the ensemble of chemical dynamics Λ and system responses.
Here, we provide a method to quantify the hidden contributions to the excess power in
a coarse-grained system, by viewing the hidden mechanical states as being driven by the
stochastic chemical dynamics. The average work during the chemical transition λi → λj is
〈βW 〉ji = β
∫
∆Eji(x) pswji (x) dx , (10.9)
where ∆Eji(x) ≡ E(x|λj) − E(x|λi) is the change in energy of x during the transition
λi → λj , and pswji (x) is the distribution of mechanical states x from which the transition
occurs (9.14). The switching-state distribution pswji (x) (9.14) in general depends on the dy-
namics of both the chemical and mechanical subsystems. When the chemical dynamics are
independent of the mechanical state, the switching-state distribution is simply the equi-
librium distribution (10.1), and the average TSS work reduces to the infinite-time work
from Sec.7.3. In this case, the excess work associated with a discrete change in the energy
landscape is the relative entropy between the adjacent equilibrium distributions (analogous
to (7.9b)). However, for an autonomous system that obeys microscopic reversibility, the
chemical transition rates must obey generalized detailed balance (10.2), and the switching-
state distribution in general differs from the equilibrium distribution.
Motivated by the approach to discrete control protocols in Ch. 7, we decompose the
average excess work for transition λi → λj into two components,
〈βWex〉ji = 〈βWTSSex 〉ji + 〈βW neqex 〉ji , (10.10)
where 〈βWTSSex 〉ji is the excess work in the timescale-separated (TSS) limit where the me-
chanical states fully equilibrate between chemical reactions, and 〈βW neqex 〉ji is the nonequi-
librium excess work quantifying the additional work beyond the TSS work due to the me-
chanical degrees of freedom being out of equilibrium.
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10.3.1 TSS excess work
For the transition rates in (10.3), the timescale-separated switching-state distribution is the







where Zswji is the normalization constant, which contains the prefactors of the rate expres-




















πiπj dx , (10.13)
which in information theory is the Bhattacharyya coefficient, a measure of the difference
between two probability distributions [216].
Substituting in (10.9) the energies in terms of the corresponding equilibrium probabili-
ties,
βE(x|λi) = − ln πi(x) + βF (λi) , (10.14)








dx+ β∆Fji , (10.15)
where ∆Fji ≡ F (λj) − F (λi) is the equilibrium free energy difference between chemical
states λi and λj . Thus the excess work is
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Intuitively, the TSS excess work quantifies the increase in additional free energy of the
switching-state distribution pswji (x) through the chemical reaction λi → λj [217]. (Eq. (10.17c)
was also derived for master-equation dynamics for a general switching-state distribution in
Ch. 9.)
The TSS excess work (10.17c) is antisymmetric under index exchange, 〈βWTSSex 〉ji =
−〈βWTSSex 〉ij , and thus the TSS excess power (10.8) (obtained by summing the transition-




(PiVji − PjVij) 〈βWTSSex 〉ji . (10.18)
Thus, even for nonzero 〈βWTSSex 〉ji, the associated hidden excess power vanishes when there
is no net probability flux in the chemical coordinate. This occurs, for instance, when there
is no chemical driving (∆µ = 0), and is a direct result of the autonomous nature of the
system, exemplifying the essential importance of requiring the rates (10.3) to satisfy local
detailed balance (10.2).
The TSS excess work further simplifies in the small-∆λ limit, where Taylor expanding






where λkji is the change in the kth component of the chemical state vector λ during the
transition λi → λj , and the rank-3 tensor
Sm`k(λ) = 〈δfm δf` δfk〉λi , (10.20)
is the third centered moment of conjugate forces fk ≡ −∂λkE(x|λ). Here, we use an Einstein
summation notation, where repeated indices are implicitly summed over. In contrast, the
analogous infinite-time excess work in [77] is second order in ∆λ and uses the force variance
〈δfmδfk〉λi instead of the third centered moment. Here, the feedback of the mechanical
system on the chemical dynamics results in cancellation of the second-order terms.
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10.3.2 Nonequilibrium excess work
In the small-∆λ limit, linear-response theory provides a simple approximation for the
nonequilibrium excess work 〈βW neqex 〉ji. In particular, if upon the chemical transition λi →
λj , the corresponding change in the mechanical energy landscape E(x|λi) → E(x|λj) is
small, E(x|λj) is well approximated by a first-order Taylor expansion about λi. We ad-
ditionally assume a moderate timescale separation between the mechanical and chemical
dynamics, such that the relaxation time of the conjugate forces fk is significantly shorter
than the chemical-state dwell time. This constraint is weaker than the timescale-separation
limit typically considered in coarse-graining, where the hidden states are assumed to relax
infinitely faster than the chemical dynamics and thus equilibrate fully [68].
Under these assumptions, the leading-order contribution to the nonequilibrium excess
work during chemical transition λi → λj is (see App. G.2)














s PsVis is the total rate of chemical transitions entering λi,
and the summation index s runs over all chemical states. ζkk′(λ) ≡ β
∫∞
0 〈δfk(0)δfk′(t)〉λ dt
is the generalized friction tensor [109] that quantifies the dissipation due to nonequilibrium
driving by a deterministic control protocol. Equation (10.21) quantifies the nonequilibrium
excess work using only information about the coarse-grained dynamics and the friction
tensor ζkk′(λ), which is determined from the hidden states’ equilibrium fluctuations.
At steady state, the excess power by the chemical dynamics on the mechanical system,






〈βWTSSex 〉ji + 〈βW neqex 〉ji
]
. (10.22)
The near-equilibrium expressions for the TSS (10.19) and nonequilibrium excess work (10.21)
in terms of conditional equilibrium averages permits estimation of the excess power in
experimental investigation of autonomous mechanochemical molecular machines: the low-
resolution observations of hidden-state fluctuations it requires are more tractable than in-
ferring the full mechanochemical dynamics of the motor [40, 218].
10.4 Model systems
We illustrate our theoretical predictions by investigating the hidden excess power in two
model systems, representing linear-transport and rotary molecular motors. In both cases,
the chemical degrees of freedom evolve on a discrete, one-dimensional lattice, with rates
given by (10.3), while the mechanical coordinate x (or θ in the rotary model) diffuses in
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Figure 10.1: Schematic of mechanochemical motor. (a) Chemical reaction network, an
infinite one-dimensional lattice of chemical states. (b-c) Conditional energy landscapes for
(b) linear-transport E(x|λ) and (c) rotary E(θ|λ) motors. (d-e) Equilibrium distribution
(black) and forward/reverse equilibrium switching-state distributions (solid green/orange)
for λi (blue state in (a) and blue potential in (b,c)) for both the (d) linear-transport and
(e) rotary motors. Dashed curves in (d) indicate the nonequilibrium switching-state dis-
tributions for a system in which the chemical coordinate has a net flux towards higher
index λ values (to the right in (a)), thus lagging behind their corresponding equilibrium
switching-state distributions.
a one-dimensional energy landscape E(x|λ) (or E(θ|λ)) determined by the instantaneous
chemical state λ. Figure 10.1 shows a schematic of both model systems.
In the linear-transport motor, the TSS excess work (10.17) is zero, thus serving as a
model to isolate the nonequilibrium excess work (10.21). Conversely, for the rotary motor
we analyze its excess work in the TSS limit, where the nonequilibrium excess work is zero,
thereby isolating the effects of the TSS excess work (10.17).
10.4.1 Linear-transport motor
The linear-transport motor has a one-dimensional mechanical degree of freedom subject to
a harmonic potential Eharm(x|λi) = 12ktrap(x− λi)
2, with the instantaneous chemical state
λi determining the potential minimum. Figure 10.1(a,b,d) shows a schematic.
The chemical coordinate evolves on an infinite one-dimensional lattice of chemical states,
with only nearest-neighbor transitions. Because the adjacent equilibrium distributions are
only distinguished by their mean, we observe the system in a comoving frame by changing
coordinates to the relative position x − λi. This reference frame has a steady-state distri-
bution for time-independent transition rates (10.3) and uniform fixed ∆µi+1,i = −∆µ < 0
biasing the machine to (on average) move forward. Here, the generalized friction is uni-
form and equals the viscous friction, ζ = γ, and the steady-state coarse-grained forward
and reverse rates V± and probabilities Pi are uniform. Equation (10.21) approximates the
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Figure 10.2: Nonequilibrium excess work for linear-transport motor. Nonequilib-
rium excess work 〈βW neqex 〉∗ ≡ 〈βW neqex 〉/[βΓchemζ∆λ2], as a function of forward chemical-
potential bias −β∆µ, for numerical simulation (dots) or approximate theory (10.24) (black
dashed line). Different panels show different step sizes, non-dimensionalized by the equilib-
rium standard deviation σx = 1/
√
βktrap of the mechanical coordinate at fixed λ : ∆λ∗ ≡
∆λ/σx.
steady-state nonequilibrium excess work, and in this case can be greatly simplified. The
average excess work for a forward (+) or reverse (−) step is




Here, Γ± ≡ Γ exp(±12β∆µ), for chemical potential difference β∆µ for a forward chemical
step. The ± prefactor in (10.23) reflects that, on average, forward steps require positive
work input while reverse steps require negative work input. Thus the average work done for
any chemical transition (forward or reverse) is the mean of 〈βW neqex 〉+ and 〈βW neqex 〉−, each
term weighted by the corresponding ± jump probabilities:








= βζ∆λ2 V+ − V−(V+ + V−)2
(V+Γ+ − V−Γ−) . (10.24b)
Here, the nonequilibrium excess work depends on the chemical driving ∆µ through both




(following from their dependence on




. Figure 10.2 compares
the theoretical predictions (10.24) with numerical results, showing good agreement in the
small-∆λ limit.
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10.4.2 Rotary motor
Next, we consider the Kawaguchi-Sasa-Sagawa (KSS) model of F1-ATPase [134]. Here, the
rotational angle θ of F1-ATPase’s crankshaft evolves in the potential of mean force (PMF)
discussed in Sec. 2.7.3









arising from fast switching between two harmonic potentials, each with stiffness kc, with
angular offset φ and energetic offset ∆ES. Figure 10.1c shows a schematic of the poten-
tial (10.25). Unlike the (purely harmonic) linear-transport model (Sec. 10.4.1), for ∆ES 6= 0
and φ 6= 0 this potential is asymmetric in θ, generally producing non-zero TSS excess
work (10.16b). To isolate the effects of the nonzero TSS excess work, we consider this
model in the TSS limit, where the mechanical states come to conditional equilibrium be-










































Figure 10.3: TSS excess work in rotary motor. TSS work 〈βWTSSex 〉∗Fw ≡
〈βWTSSex 〉Fw/max∆ES〈βWTSSex 〉Fw per forward step, as a function of energy offset ∆ES, for
several chemical step sizes ∆λ∗ ≡ ∆λ/φ (columns), nondimensionalized by the angular off-
set between minima, several and spring constants βkc (rows). Colored solid curves: exact;
dashed curves: small-∆λ approximation (10.19).
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Figure 10.3 compares the exact TSS excess work 〈βWTSSex 〉Fw per forward step (10.17)
with its leading-order approximation (10.19), as a function of the energy offset ∆ES. For
small (but nonzero) energy offset ∆ES, the switching-state distribution (10.12) for forward
steps is heavily concentrated in the right minimum of the potential (Fig. 10.1c), where for
positive (negative) ∆ES the changes in energy of the mechanical state x upon the chemical
transition are positive (negative). For large-magnitude offsets |∆ES|, the potential becomes
effectively harmonic, and thus the TSS work (10.17) vanishes. For smaller ∆λ/φ and lower
βkc, the approximate form of the TSS excess work (10.19) agrees well with the exact cal-
culation (10.17). For large step sizes and stronger spring constants, the approximation in
(10.19) begins to break down.
At the level of the (driven) mechanical subsystem, negative TSS excess work indicates
net heat flow from the thermal reservoir into the mechanical subsystem and onward as work
extracted by the chemical dynamics. The strong coupling between mechanical and chemi-
cal subsystems ensures thermodynamic consistency by a compensating heat flow from the
chemical coordinate to the thermal reservoir, rescuing what would otherwise be a violation
of the second law [195, 199]. In such circumstances, the chemical dynamics operate as a
fully autonomous Maxwell demon, effectively using the information gleaned through strong
coupling to the mechanical system to transduce heat from the bath into extracted work.
10.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we present a phenomenological formalism to estimate the hidden excess
power internal to coarse-grained autonomous nonequilibrium systems, which only requires
the coarse-grained chemical dynamics and minimal information about the hidden mechan-
ical dynamics. This theoretical framework provides a means to estimate the hidden energy
flows within molecular machines without explicitly modeling their microscopic dynamics.
We identify two distinct contributions to the hidden excess power: the TSS excess
work (10.17)—which persists in the TSS limit, when between chemical reactions the hidden
mechanical states fully relax to a conditional equilibrium—and the nonequilibrium excess
work (10.21), which is the additional energetic cost due to the mechanical states being out
of equilibrium.
The exact TSS excess work 〈βWTSSex 〉ji for a particular chemical transition is the dif-
ference between two relative entropies (10.17), and can be interpreted as quantifying the
concomitant change of the additional free energy in the mechanical system (see Ch. 9).
Unlike the analogous infinite-time excess work in [77], the TSS excess work can be either
positive or negative. This is consistent with findings in Ch. 9, where we showed that—due
to the strong coupling between the mechanical and chemical coordinates—the excess power
(or rate of excess work) 〈βPex〉Λ→X is not, in itself, constrained by the second law, and thus
can become negative.
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We also identify a phenomenological expression that approximates (to leading order in
∆λ) the TSS work of the chemical dynamics on the mechanical system by the third centered
moment of the conditional equilibrium distribution of conjugate forces (10.20). This is in
contrast to a similar expansion of the infinite-time excess work in Ch. 7 that is second-order
in ∆λ and uses the force variance in place of the third moment in (10.20). Here, feedback
from the mechanical state to the chemical dynamics leads to exact cancellation of terms
second-order in ∆λ. Additionally, in the moderate timescale-separated limit (Sec. 10.3.2),
the nonequilibrium excess work is determined by the generalized friction tensor (10.21),
which can be inferred through observations of equilibrium force fluctuations.
Our theoretical framework can be used as a tool in experimental studies of molecular
machines to better understand excess power in autonomous systems. In particular, recent
experiments on kinesin [218] and F1 ATPase [40] have used their mechanical fluctuations to
infer hidden entropy production; these measurements could also be used to calculate both
the TSS excess work and nonequilibrium excess work.
Furthermore, the identification of negative steady-state excess power has an interesting
physical interpretation, providing a signature of Maxwell-demon behavior in a mechanochem-
ical machine [199]. Specifically, negative excess power means that, on average, there is a net
heat flow from the reservoir into the subsystem being driven. We showed an example of this
with the TSS excess work in the rotary model system (Sec. 10.4.2), and analogous behavior
was recently found in a similar bistable potential in Sec. 9.4.2. Our framework provides a
tractable method to measure this quantity, and can be used to identify such thermodynamic




Over the past two and a half decades, the emergence of stochastic thermodynamics and
fluctuation theorems has bolstered an increasingly deep understanding of the physics of fluc-
tuating systems. However, quantifying the flow of energy, information, and entropy within
and through fluctuating systems remains a central challenge in our understanding of biology
at the microscopic scale. Molecular machines represent a particular class of microscopic bi-
ological system which have garnered significant attention within the biophysics community
in recent years; however, our understanding of their physical limitations is still developing.
Recent advances such as, for instance, the thermodynamic uncertainty relation introduced
by Barato and Seifert in 2015 [29, 30] and its subsequent generalizations [31, 32, 33] have
shed light on some of the fundamental limitations that are present in such systems. However,
much work is still required.
In this thesis we have presented a series of results furthering our understanding of the
physics of biological systems at the microscopic scale. Our approach primarily builds upon
a view of such systems through the lens of control theory (Sec. 2.6), with systems driven
through active manipulation of control parameters. Here, we seek to understand the response
of a stochastic system to a time-dependent perturbation, and how that response relates to
its dissipation. Such a framework was the basis for many significant developments, such
as the original derivation of the Jarzynski equality [6], the Crooks fluctuation theorem [7],
and the geometric interpretations of thermodynamic systems [120, 121, 122, 124]. Whether
it be in the classical sense of Weinhold [120] or Ruppeiner [121], or the more modern
formulation of thermodynamic geometry in terms of the Fisher information [124] or the
generalized friction [109], geometric descriptions of thermodynamic systems have clarified
and structured many of the problems that we have focused on throughout this thesis. In
particular, the geometric view of thermodynamic processes permits a simple interpretation
of minimum-dissipation driving protocols as the geodesic curves—in the space of control
parameters—connecting initial and final states [109, 123, 124].
While such theoretical descriptions are useful in framing the problem of quantifying
dissipation in out-of-equilibrium systems, those mentioned make near-equilibrium approxi-
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mations, raising questions about their validity for in vivo molecular machines, which often
operate far from thermodynamic equilibrium. In Part I of this thesis, we explored the utility
of the generalized-friction framework (Sec. 2.6.2) for designing reduced-dissipation control
protocols in a model biophysical system: a DNA hairpin (Fig. 3.1). In Chapter 3 we dis-
cussed the estimation of the generalized friction as a function of trap separation for a DNA
hairpin held between two polystyrene beads that are both held in an optical trap. Here,
we measured equilibrium force fluctuations of the DNA hairpin construct (Fig. 3.2) at var-
ious trap separations to obtain an estimate of the generalized friction coefficient (Fig. 3.3)
ζ(λ) (2.65) which showed a prominent peak at the separation λ1/2 where at equilibrium it is
equally probable for the hairpin to be in the folded or unfolded state. Using our estimate of
the generalized friction, we made use of a simple proportionality (2.72) predicted by theory
to design protocols that reduce the excess work required to unfold or refold the hairpin,
relative to a naive, constant-velocity protocol of the same duration (Fig. 3.4). The designed
protocols proceed comparatively slowly where the friction is large, and thus, intuitively,
allow the hairpin sufficient time near λ1/2 for thermal fluctuations to naturally unfold or
refold the hairpin structure.
In Chapter 4, we experimentally implemented the reduced-dissipation protocols designed
in Chapter 3. First, we discussed the identification of a unique unfolding/refolding force
for each individual force-separation curve (Fig. 4.2), and argued that—given the unfold-
ing/refolding force is a proxy for the distance from equilibrium of the hairpin—that designed
protocols should exhibit lower unfolding and higher refolding forces (on average) than their
naive counterparts. These theoretical predictions are borne out in Fig. 4.3b, showing that
the difference in unfolding/refolding force between designed and naive protocols increases
as the protocol duration decreases (i.e., as the average protocol velocity increases), and
the hairpins are pushed further out of equilibrium. This analysis is complemented by our
calculation of excess power as a function of separation (Fig. 4.5), showing—in agreement
with theoretical predictions—that naive protocols require comparatively high excess power
near λ1/2 where the friction peaks, whereas the designed protocols effectively flatten the
accumulation of excess power, evenly accumulating it over all separations. We also com-
pared the cycle work (or hysteresis) of unfolding/refolding protocol pairs of a particular
class (designed or naive) and found that the designed protocols systematically reduce the
excess work required to complete an unfolding-refolding cycle of the DNA hairpin across
protocol durations varying by a factor of ∼ 30 (Fig. 4.6). Finally, we looked at a theoretical
prediction of the ratio of excess works along a naive protocol versus a designed protocol and
found that in the long-duration limit the ratio agrees (within experimental error) with the
theoretical prediction (Fig. 4.7).
In Chapter 5, we discussed how our results generalize to different hairpin sequences
and experimental conditions. In particular, we showed experimental results obtained for
an alternative hairpin sequence, referred to as the ‘slow-relaxing hairpin’, which showed
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significantly slower relaxation near λ1/2 due to base pair modifications in the hairpin stem
(Fig. 5.1). By performing analysis of the equilibrium fluctuations—in a similar manner
to Chapter 3—we find that the generalized friction is increased at λ1/2 by a factor of
∼ 100 relative to the ‘fast-relaxing’ hairpin sequence considered in Chapter 3 (Fig. 5.1c).
Ultimately, this disparity in the friction magnitude is due to an increased relaxation time,
as the force variance between the two hairpins is largely unchanged (Fig. 5.1a). However,
the resulting designed protocols appear qualitatively unchanged between the two hairpins,
both exhibiting comparatively slow velocities in the regime near λ1/2 and comparatively
large velocities for λ λ1/2 or λ λ1/2 (Fig. 5.1d,e). Our analysis of the cycle work in the
slow-relaxing hairpin found similar results to those in Chapter 4, with designed protocols
systematically requiring less excess work than their naive counterparts. We also varied the
buffer conditions during equilibrium sampling by adding a divalent cation (Mg2+) known to
facilitate the formation of alternative hairpin secondary structures. Here, we found that our
estimations of the generalized friction remained unchanged, indicating that the designed
protocols are insensitive to such variations in environmental conditions.
In Part II of this thesis, we investigated several extensions of the linear-response frame-
work outlined in Section 2.6.2. While the results in Part I justify the utility of linear-
response frameworks within the context of biomolecules, the control protocols implemented
by molecular machines differ significantly from the protocols implemented in experiments.
In particular, the control protocols implemented by molecular machines are often produced
by a series of chemical reactions, and thus the protocols are both discrete in space (due to
the difference in timescales associated with chemical reaction and mechanical response), and
stochastic (due to the stochastic nature of chemical reaction dynamics). However, in its orig-
inal presentation, the generalized-friction framework (Sec. 2.6.2) assumes control protocols
which are both deterministic and continuous. In Chapter 6, we investigated the leading-
order corrections to this theory when the control protocols are stochastic. Ultimately, this
leads to a competition between two different contributions to the average excess work that
is minimized for a finite average protocol duration. This indicates that such systems have
a thermodynamic justification for rapid operation.
In Chapter 7, we investigated the linear-response approximation for discrete control
protocols. Here, we found that the excess work could be decomposed into two contributions,
the infinite-time work—a contribution to the excess work which occurs even in the infinite-
time limit, solely due to the discrete nature of the protocols—and the nonequilibrium excess
work, which is the leading-order contribution to the excess work when the protocol takes
place during a finite (but long) duration. For a harmonic trap driven by a discrete protocol,
we found an exact solution (7.52) for the excess work, which agrees quantitatively with
the approximate form (7.53)—obtained through the linear-response formalism—in the long-
duration limit (Fig. 7.1). We also used the discrete-protocol formalism to numerically obtain
minimum-work protocols in a periodic potential, finding that in general such protocols take
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large jumps to avoid regions where the force variance is large, and spend longer times in
regions where the force autocovariance is slowly decaying (Fig. 7.3). However, as the number
of discrete steps in the protocol increases, the minimal-work protocols found using the
discrete excess work become equivalent to minimal-work protocols obtained for a continuous
protocol using the generalized friction (Fig. 7.5).
In Chapter 8, we combined the ideas presented in Chapters 6 and 7 to derive a formalism
capturing the energetic costs associated with discrete, stochastic control-protocol ensem-
bles. By adding an effective cost of control based on the asymmetry of control-parameter
dynamics, we connected the resulting theoretical framework with recent work by Bryant and
Machta in [180, 190]. Here, we found different lower bounds on the total excess work under
differing constraints on the relative timescales of system and control-parameter dynamics.
In the time-scale separated limit (Sec. 8.4.1), where the system comes to equilibrium be-
tween each discrete control-parameter jump, the lower bound on excess work from Ref [180]
applies, while when the system is pushed out of equilibrium, a lower bound similar to the
one discussed in Ch. 6 is applicable (Sec. 8.4.2).
However, in all cases considered in this part of the thesis (Chapters 6–8) we consistently
assumed that the control-parameter dynamics received no feedback from the system. In
the following part (Part III), we discuss why this assumption breaks certain constraints
on the microscopic dynamics present in thermodynamically consistent molecular machines.
Thus, the applicability of such dissipation bounds is seemingly limited in the systems for
which they were originally motivated. However, the mathematical frameworks within which
they are derived are consistent, and may serve as important frameworks to understand the
trade-offs in dissipative costs associated with different types of systems.
Finally, in Part III of the thesis, we looked at quantifying the flows of energy and entropy
within strongly coupled thermodynamic systems. Here, we explored the view of molecular
machines as being driven by a time-dependent control parameter within the broader context
of stochastic thermodynamics. In Chapter 9 we explored the relationship between excess
power and entropy production in strongly coupled systems. This was motivated by the
equality between excess work and entropy production—subject to the appropriate bound-
ary conditions—in systems driven by an external control parameter. Here, the equality
between excess work and entropy production is encoded in the equivalence of the Crooks
fluctuation theorem [7] and the entropy production fluctuation theorem [12] for such sys-
tems. We found that in multi-component strongly coupled systems, the excess work done by
one component on another does not have any direct relationship to an entropy production.
While this excess power can be equated to an entropy production rate in the reservoir, it is
not, in itself, constrained by the usual form of the second law, and thus can become nega-
tive. We introduced the transduced additional free energy rate (TAFER) as an alternative
measure of dissipation that (similar to the excess power) is calculated by averaging over
upstream dynamics, and is equal to an entropy production rate. This finding is particu-
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larly important for studying the dissipation in molecular machines, as it reveals that the
inter-system coupling required by the detailed balance condition is an essential factor in
understanding the physical constraints on a particular machine.
In Chapter 10, we focused on quantifying the flow of energy between chemical and me-
chanical degrees of freedom in a mechanochemical molecular machine. Here, we used linear-
response theory to derive a phenomenological expression for the excess power done by the
chemical reaction dynamics on the mechanical coordinate in a thermodynamically complete
framework. Motivated in large part by the decomposition of excess work into asymptotic and
nonequilibrium contributions in Ch. 7, we showed that the excess work can be written as a
sum of the timescale-separated excess work—which persists even in the timescale-separated
limit—and the nonequilibrium excess work, which quantifies the additional energetic flows
when the mechanical system remains out of thermodynamic equilibrium. In each case, we
derived a phenomenological expression to approximate the total excess work in a moderate
time-scale separated limit, which is analogous to the near-equilibrium approximation made
in Ch. 7. Here—and as rigorously outlined in Ch. 9—we found that the excess work can
become negative (Sec.10.4.2), which indicates the presence of an implicit Maxwell demon
in the molecular machine. A nonzero information flow from the mechanical system back
into the chemical dynamics—due to the inter-system feedback required by local detailed
balance—results in a net negative excess work (due to a net heat flow into the mechanical
system from the thermal reservoir) done by the chemical dynamics when driving the me-
chanical system. Ultimately, our derivations provide a simple phenomenological expression
to quantify the hidden excess power, which can be calculated from equilibrium fluctuations
alone, and thus can be used immediately in single-molecule experiments—such as those out-
lined in [40] or [218]—to better understand the internal energy flows of biological molecular
machines.
11.1 Outlook
Looking forward, the results obtained in this thesis suggest a number of interesting future
directions of study. The results in Part I show that—although exceedingly simple in its
construction—the generalized-friction framework can exhibit significant utility in the de-
sign of nonequilibrium protocols that reduce excess work. Thus, future experiments aimed
at measuring the generalized friction coefficient in sophisticated molecular machines could
be used to better understand their in vivo operation. Electrorotation studies of the F1 com-
ponent of ATP synthase have already been used to understand its energetic structure [135]
and operational efficiency [40, 63]. These experiments could measure equilibrium torque
fluctuations in the motor, as a function of angular orientation, and thus estimate the gener-
alized friction as a function of rotation angle. Seen through the lens of control theory, the in
vivo operation of FoF1 ATP synthase consists of the Fo component—driven by the passage
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of protons across the mitochondrial membrane—pushing on the F1 component. Thus the
generalized friction coefficient of the F1 component approximates the dissipative costs faced
by Fo during its natural operation. We conjectured in Chapter 5 that, given energetic effi-
ciency has provided an evolutionary pressure for biological molecular machines [129], these
minimum-dissipation protocols may bear resemblance to, for instance, the in vivo protocols
imparted by Fo on F1.
The incorporation of measurement-based feedback is another potentially interesting di-
rection in which to use our approach to the unfolding and refolding of DNA hairpins. This
could lead to further reductions in the amount of total dissipation required to unfold/refold
a DNA hairpin, possibly even leading to work extraction. For instance, recent work by
Ribezzi-Crivellari and Ritort [219, 220] showed how one can use continuous feedback to im-
plement a Maxwell demon in a DNA hairpin. Specifically, by observing whether the hairpin
has spontaneously unfolded, and applying a subsequent control protocol contingent on the
readout of such observations, one can rectify fluctuations from the thermal reservoir. This
is one of a growing body of experimental realizations of Maxwell demons [16, 221, 222, 223]
cast within the emerging field of information thermodynamics [224]. An interesting fu-
ture direction would be to observe how the dissipation involved in unfolding or refolding
a DNA hairpin could be reduced through the implementation of feedback in the unfolding
or refolding protocols. For instance, along a single force-separation curve for an unfolding
protocol—such as those in the left-hand column of Fig. 4.1—instead of implementing a
fixed control protocol, independent of the response of the system, it would be interesting
to instead adaptively use observations of whether or not the hairpin has unfolded to conse-
quently speed up or slow down the trap velocity, depending on the measurement outcome.
We expect that, in such experiments, implementing some form of designed protocols would
be beneficial, as they will tend to allocate a significant fraction of their total duration in
regions where the hairpin is likely to experience hopping events, and thus will increase the
probability that, along a given force-separation curve, a favourable fluctuation of the hairpin
will be observed.
While the extensions to the generalized-friction framework in Part II represent what we
came to refer to as thermodynamically incomplete systems, they may yet prove useful in the
study of active matter. In our analysis of the disparity between thermodynamically complete
and incomplete systems in Ch. 9, we found that driving dynamics which are independent of
the state of the system violate local detailed balance, and lead to a finite entropy production
rate under equilibrium conditions. Ultimately, this is the reason that we found a set of
lower bounds on dissipation in Ch. 8, however, we also saw (in Ch. 9) qualitatively similar
conclusions for any value of the feedback parameter α which does not correspond to detailed
balance. By one definition, active matter is the study of statistical properties of agents which
break detailed balance locally, due to their own internal energy-generation mechanisms [225].
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Thus, the lower bounds and general results found in Part II may serve an important role,
for instance, in how active materials interact with and manipulate their environments.
We showed in Part III how to quantify energy flows communicated between the com-
ponents of a strongly coupled mechanochemical system, and found that it was possible
to approximate this energy—in a moderate timescale-separated limit—with simple phe-
nomenological expressions for the TSS and nonequilibrium excess powers. Entropy produc-
tion is an important performance measure in the physics of molecular machines, and in
Ch. 9 we showed that, in terms of upstream dynamics, the entropy production rate is equal
(at steady state) to the transduced additional free energy rate (TAFER), and not the excess
power. Thus, a natural followup question is to ask how one could use similar methodolo-
gies to approximate the TAFER directly. This could be done either by supplementing the
framework built in Ch. 10 with an approximation for the information rate İY , or by directly
approximating the TAFER as a rate of change of additional nonequilibrium free energy, as
in (9.25).
Additionally, a detailed numerical study of the TAFER and hidden excess power in mod-
els of mechanochemical molecular machines—such as the Kawaguchi-Sasa-Sagawa (KSS)
model for ATP synthase [134]—would be an interesting test-bed for both the applicability
of the phenomenological expressions for excess power in such a model, and the relevance
of the nonequilibrium contribution to the excess power under physiological conditions. Fur-
thermore, the TSS excess work results obtained in Sec. 10.4.2 imply that the Fo component
of ATP synthase may act as a fully autonomous Maxwell demon when controlling the dy-
namics of F1. It would be interesting to explore the implications of this with regard to
thermodynamic performance metrics, such as efficiency [64], and whether or not other bio-
logical molecular machines admit similar thermodynamic interpretations.
Alternatively, instead of separating the entropy production of a mechanochemical system
into contributions that are due to either the chemical or mechanical dynamics, a potentially
more appealing decomposition of the total entropy production is to separate the so called
visible (or coarse-grained) entropy production from the hidden entropy production [204].1
This has been an active area of research in the stochastic thermodynamics community
over the past several years [191, 204, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232], and addresses a
number of practical issues with inferring entropy production in such systems, namely the
differentiation between dynamics which are visible and dynamics which are not. However,
the appearance of the generalized friction coefficient in quantifying the excess power between
components of a strongly coupled system has promising implications for the use of similar
phenomenological methods in approximating hidden entropy production.
1There are subtle, but important differences between splitting the entropy production into that which is
due to each subsystem’s dynamics, and that which is due to visible and hidden coordinates, even if one of
the systems is visible and the other is hidden. Ultimately, this is because the transition rates of the visible
system depend—through local detailed balance—on the state of the hidden system.
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11.2 Final remark
Broadly, this thesis has presented a series of results which aim to further our understanding
of the microscopic physics of strongly fluctuating systems. Ultimately, our aims have been to
better elucidate and quantify the functional limitations and fundamental design principles of
biological molecular machines. While any comprehensive understanding of such limitations is
still in its infancy, we hope that the methods and techniques developed throughout this thesis
are of use to further developments in this area. A distinguishing feature of our approach
is the use of phenomenological coefficients obtained by linear-response theory or small-
perturbation expansions—that can be obtained by measuring equilibrium fluctuations—
to quantify nonequilibrium dissipation. In particular, our incorporation of the generalized
friction coefficient into the hidden excess power framework serves to show the versatility of
such approaches, applying broadly throughout the thesis, from experiments in Part I to the
internal energy flows in Part III.
When one views the generalized friction tensor as a mathematical object giving geo-
metric interpretations to the nonequilibrium physics of fluctuating systems, this continues
a coherent arc in the study of thermodynamic systems that hearkens back to Gibbs. The
“general graphical method” sought by Gibbs [119] to provide tractable interpretations of an
otherwise abstract theory is continued in our work. Our ultimate goal is similar in nature
to Gibbs’: we hope that such simple theories describing the flows of energy, entropy, and
information within and throughout nonequilibrium fluctuating systems will serve as a tool
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This appendix presents details of the numerical calculations and simulations presented
throughout this thesis. We have made use of both Langevin and Master equation simu-
lations, and in the following two sections we will outline our approach to both systems.1
A.1 Master equation
The master equation 2.2.1, as used in this thesis, describes the time evolution of a probability






Here, the transition rate matrix elements Rij represent the rate of transitions from state
j → i. To ensure conservation of probability, the diagonal elements satisfy Rii = −
∑
j 6=iRij .
To propagate the probability distribution forward in time, we use an Euler expansion of the
master equation, and approximate the derivative to first-order in the timestep ∆t as





which, by iteratively repeating, determines the probability distribution at a later time
τ = N∆t. Given that the timestep ∆t is sufficiently small, this approximation accurately
represents the time-evolution of probability in the system.
Given a long-enough time (and assuming time-independent rates Rij) the probability distri-
bution will converge to a steady-state pssi which is independent of time (so that dtpssi = 0).
In principle, this distribution can be obtained by iterating (A.2) until the derivative con-
verges to zero, however, there is a simpler way of obtaining the steady-state distribution.
1All of the code and data used in this thesis will be made available within reasonable request, and barring
any objections from collaborators.
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In particular, by viewing the master equation as a matrix equation, the steady-state distri-
bution is calculated by solving for the unique right eigenvector of the rate matrix Rji with




i = 0 , (A.3)
for all elements i of the probability vector.
A.1.1 Trajectory simulation
In order to generate trajectories of a system governed by master equation dynamics, we
make use of a kinetic Monte Carlo method (which is very similar to the well-known Gille-
spie algorithm [133]). Specifically, for a system currently in discrete state xi, we assume an
exponential dwell-time distribution, and thus draw a random dwell time from the distribu-
tion
∆t = Vtote−Vtot∆t , (A.4)
where Vtot =
∑
j Vji is the total rate, the sum of the rate of all possible transitions out of
state xi.
The next step is to figure out which particular transition occurs next (after a dwell time
∆t). To calculate this, we first construct a vector Ṽ of the rates in decreasing magnitude—
so that Ṽi > Ṽj implies that i > j—and use this to construct a new vector Ṽ cumul with
elements Ṽ cumuli that are the normalized cumulative sum over all rates greater than (and







We then draw a random variable uniformly in the interval r ∈ [0, 1] and find the index j
for which the inequality
Ṽ cumulj ≤ r ≤ Ṽ cumulj+1 (A.6)
is uniquely satisfied. Whichever event corresponds to the jth entry of the vector Ṽ is the
particular event that occurs after the time interval ∆t, and thus we update the system state
from xi → xi′ .
This procedure allows us to generate trajectories which are consistent with the master
equation given in (A.1).
A.2 Langevin equation
The Langevin equation forms the basis for much of the continuous-space simulations that
were presented in this thesis. In all cases considered, a Brownian particle is diffusing in
a one-dimensional potential E(x|λ), and thus we restrict our attention here to univariate
Langevin equations. There are two different classes of Langevin dynamics that we have used
in this thesis: underdamped and overdamped.
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A.2.1 Underdamped dynamics
For an underdamped system, there are two coupled Langevin equations that describe the
time evolution of the stochastic dynamics (2.32)
dx = v dt (A.7a)







where v is the velocity of a diffusing particle, x is its position, β = (kBT )−1 is the inverse
temperature, D is the diffusion coefficient, and W (t) is a Wiener process with 〈W (t)〉 = 0
and 〈W (t)W (t′)〉 = δ(t− t′).
To simulate the time evolution of the underdamped particle, we need to discretize the equa-
tion of motion. However, there are many different ways to discretize the equations of motion
in (A.7), as shown in [233]. Furthermore, a naive implementation of discretization in driven
nonequilibrium systems can lead to systematic biases [234]. A systematic study of various
different discretization schemes and how they each satisfy different physical desiderata is
given in Ref. [235], where it was found that the stochastic analog of the popular velocity-

































































N−(t+ ∆t) , (A.8g)
where N± is a Gaussian-distributed random variable with zero mean and unit variance, and
f(t) is the force experienced by the particle at time t. Here, the coefficient a ≡ exp(−γ∆t),
where γ ≡ (βD)−1 is the viscous friction coefficient, and thus a ∈ [0, 1] interpolates between
the deterministic (a = 1) and overdamped (a = 0) limits. For a ≈ 1, the velocities at
consecutive timesteps are highly correlated (due to the small impact of the randomization
on the velocity updates) and thus are underdamped, while for a ≈ 0, the velocities at
2This integrator is referred to as the ‘OVRVO’ integrator in Ref. [235], which references the particular
Strang splitting of the time-evolution operator, with the legend: ‘O’=Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (velocity random-
ization), ‘V’= deterministic velocity update, and ‘R’= deterministic position update.
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consecutive steps are completely randomized, and the dynamics become overdamped. The
coefficient b is an effective timestep-rescaling parameter, which ensures that the relationship
between the diffusion coefficient D and the mean-squared displacement is given by the








For an overdamped system, the Langevin equation describing the time evolution of the
stochastic dynamics is
dx = −βD∂xE(x|λ) dt+
√
2D dW (t) , (A.10)
where W (t) is a Wiener process with 〈W (t)〉 = 0 and 〈W (t)W (t′)〉 = δ(t− t′) (Sec. 2.2.3).
Given an initial state xt, the update rule (known as the Euler-Maruyama method) we use
to generate trajectories of an overdamped system is given by the small-∆t expansion of
(A.10) [236]
xt+∆t ≈ xt − βD∂xE(xt|λt)∆t+
√
2D∆tN , (A.11)
where xt and λt are the position and control-parameter value at time t, and N is a Gaussian
random variable with zero mean and unit variance.
In the high-friction limit (a = 1), the integrator in (A.8) simplifies to the Euler-Maruyama
method (A.11) [235].
A.3 Coupled discrete and continuous dynamics
In Ch. 10 we made use of simulations that couple discrete-state dynamics of a master equa-
tion with continuous-space dynamics from an overdamped Langevin equation. Specifically,
we simulate the joint dynamics of a mechanochemical molecular machine, where a discrete
chemical coordinate λi imposes a particular continuous energy landscape on a mechanical
coordinate x. Here, the dynamics of the mechanical state at a given chemical coordinate
are simulated using the overdamped integrator in Sec. A.2.2. However, generating the cor-
responding chemical trajectories cannot be done in the same manner as A.1.1, as in that
section, there is an implicit assumption that throughout the dwell time ∆t between discrete
transitions, the transition rates remain constant. Here, the coupled mechanochemical dy-
namics require—through local detailed balance—that the chemical transition rates depend
on the current state of the mechanical system.
Instead, we perform an update to the mechanical state of the system xt−∆t → xt using
(A.11) and then calculate the probability that a system in the current mechanical state xt
will experience a transition over the next time interval ∆t, which here is the timestep used
for the mechanical dynamics (A.11). Specifically, the probability that a chemical transition
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occurs within the next ∆t is given by the cumulative probability of dwell times ∆tdwell ∈








where W tot(x) =
∑
jWji(x) is the sum over all position-dependent exit rates Wji(xt) from
chemical state λi for a system currently in mechanical state xt. The exit probability gets
small as ∆t→ 0, thus after each mechanical state update, we draw a uniform random num-
ber r between zero and one; if r < pexit(xt,∆t), then a transition occurs, and the particular
transition that occurs is determined in the same manner as Sec. A.1.1, thus reproducing





In Sec. 4.1 we compared the difference between the unfolding/refolding forces fnaive−fdesigned
of a naive and designed protocol. Given that the unfolding/refolding force was used as a
proxy for the distance from equilibrium of the hairpin along a particular protocol, the
unfolding/refolding force difference informs us how much more out of equilibrium the naive
protocol is relative to the designed protocol of the same duration. We also pointed out that,
by comparing two force-separation curves of the same duration from the same molecule,
we cancel out any experimental artifacts due to inter-molecule variation or instrument
calibration errors. However, there are also other comparisons that can be made between
folding forces that can be used to arrive at similar conclusions.
For instance, the difference between the folding force along an unfolding protocol and a
refolding protocol of the same class (designed or naive)—which we call the force hys-
teresis—also cancels out such experimental artifacts, and also acts as a measure of the
distance from equilibrium. However, instead of directly comparing the unfolding or refold-
ing forces between a designed and naive protocol, this compares the overall distance from
equilibrium—including both unfolding and refolding directions—and compares this measure
between designed and naive protocols. Unlike the difference considered in Sec. 4.1, however,
the long-duration limit will not be zero, but will approach a finite value representing the
difference between the local maximum and minimum forces in the vicinity of a force-rip
event (which here appears to be just above 2 pN).
Figure B.1 shows a comparison of the force hysteresis for naive and designed protocols in
the fast-relaxing hairpin for a variety of protocol durations. In Fig. B.1a, force hysteresis
histograms show that as the protocol duration decreases (and thus the average protocol
velocity increases), the naive cycles have increased force hysteresis, relative to designed
cycles. Furthermore, Fig. B.1b shows that, over all durations, the designed protocols lead
to a lower average force hysteresis, and asymptote to a nonzero value of ≈ 2 pN in the
long-duration limit.
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Figure B.1: Naive/designed force hysteresis in a DNA hairpin. (a) Histograms of
force hysteresis for naive (yellow) and designed (green) protocols. (b) Average force hystere-
sis for naive (yellow) and designed (green) protocols, across a range of protocol durations,
asymptoting in the long-duration limit to a nonzero value slightly greater than ∼ 2 pN.
B.2 Alternative excess work measures
In Sec. 4.2, we used the cycle work Wcycle ≡ WU +WR as a measure of (twice) the excess
work. Here, the contribution to the work of a given unfolding protocol due to the free energy
difference cancels out when added to the work of a refolding protocol, and thus the cycle
work is equal to twice the excess work Wcycle = 2Wex (assuming that the excess work along
an unfolding or refolding protocol are the same).
However, there are alternative ways of combining work measurements to cancel out the free
energy difference that could also be used, such as the work difference between a naive and
a designed protocol, each in a particular direction (unfolding or refolding). Here, the free
energy is canceled, and the result is equal to the difference in excess work between a naive
and designed protocol
Wdiff = Wnaive −Wdesigned (B.1a)
= Wex,naive −Wex,designed + ∆F −∆F (B.1b)
= Wex,naive −Wex,designed , (B.1c)
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Figure B.2: Work differences in fast-relaxing hairpin. (a) The distributions of work
differencesWnaive−Wdesigned for unfolding (blue) and refolding (red) protocols, for protocols
ranging from slow (left) to fast (right). (b) Mean work difference 〈Wnaive−Wdesigned〉 during
unfolding (blue) and refolding (red) protocols as a function of protocol duration. Error bars
indicate twice the standard error of the mean.
and thus directly addresses how much a designed protocol of a particular duration outper-
forms its naive counterpart.
Figure B.2 shows the histograms of work differences and the mean work difference over
several protocol durations. In Fig. B.2a, as the protocol duration decreases, histograms for
both the unfolding and refolding differences shift to higher values and the variance increases.
Additionally, the refolding differences are more significantly impacted by the change in pro-
tocol duration than the unfolding differences, reflecting the different physical processes
involved in unfolding or refolding the hairpin. Figure B.2b shows the trend of mean dif-
ferences as a function of protocol duration. Here, values greater than zero indicate that
the designed protocols are saving work relative to the naive counterpart. We see—over all
durations investigated—that there is a positive average work difference, which gets larger
as the protocol duration gets smaller (and thus the average velocity increases). Further-
more, the average work differences for unfolding and refolding protocols are statistically
indistinguishable over the durations that we have considered, even though the variances of
histograms shown in Fig. B.2a are notably different. These results provide further indica-
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Nonequilibrium Systems
C.1 Generalization of lower dissipation bound
















where I(〈λ〉) = β2〈δf2〉〈λ〉 is the Fisher information matrix and 〈Σ〉Ω is the entropy pro-
duction averaged over the protocol ensemble Ω. When control-parameter manipulation is
the only source of entropy production, and the integral relaxation time τR is constant along
the protocol, we rewrite (C.2) as an excess work
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To understand when this equality is achieved, consider Machta’s total entropy production



















where we used the decomposition of the generalized friction in (2.66), ζ(λ) = kBTτRI(λ),
and denoted by W stochex the contribution to the total excess work due to the stochastic
fluctuations of the protocol away from the average path. For protocols satisfying the locally
deterministic limit discussed in Sec. 6.2,
∆λ
τR
≈ λ̇ . (C.7)
I.e., over time scales comparable to the integral relaxation time τR, the control-parameter







where the final equality expresses that this is the excess work due to a fluctuation away
from the average protocol, so λ̇ → λ̇ − 〈λ̇〉Ωt = δλ̇. In a reference frame comoving with
the average protocol, if the distribution of control-parameter velocities is stationary then
the instantaneous probability of observing a trajectory with a particular control-parameter
fluctuation away from the average is






and thus the squared fluctuation at each point along the protocol, averaged over the instan-
taneous ensemble of control-parameter velocities, is
〈δλ̇2〉Ωt = (βζ(〈λ〉Ωt)τR)−1 . (C.10)










thereby reducing our general lower bound (C.1) to Machta’s bound (C.2) [180].
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C.2 Disagreement between theoretical predictions and nu-
merical results
Numerical results and theoretical predictions in the bottom row (βE‡ = 4) of Fig. 6.3
disagree because in any given protocol ensemble, the average excess work is dominated by
the most rapid sampled protocols. For these fastest protocols, the (nonequilibrium) system
position distribution p(x, t) significantly lags the harmonic-trap minimum. As a result, the
system experiences a force dominated by the harmonic trap, with little influence from the
underlying periodic potential, so the excess work is well-approximated by a system driven
































Figure C.1: Harmonic approximation for excess work agrees with numerical sim-
ulations of high-barrier periodic-potential ensemble simulations. For high-barrier
(βE‡ = 4) simulations of the periodic-potential ensemble (dots), the excess work is well
approximated by a system driven by a translating harmonic potential (dashed lines), in
contrast to the linear-response theory predictions for a system driven by a harmonic trap
translating over an underlying periodic potential (solid lines).
C.3 Equivalence of ensembles
According to the theory presented in Chapter 6, the excess work is a function only of the
control-parameter velocity’s mean and variance across the protocol ensemble. The primary
constraint imposed on the ensembles is that for each protocol Λ ∈ Ω the excess work can
be accurately approximated by (2.69a) [109]. I.e., details of the ensemble, such as boundary
conditions, do not affect the excess work.
For instance, the ensemble of stochastic protocols considered in Sec. (6.4.2) has a Brownian
Bridge boundary condition on the protocols: each protocol starts and finishes at the same
initial and final control-parameter values λi and λf , respectively, but has a variable dura-
tion [237]. We alternatively consider the ensemble in which each protocol starts at the same
control-parameter value λi and has the same duration, but has a variable final position λf
(in Sec. 6.4.1). Given that both cases have the same control-parameter velocity mean and
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variance, the theoretically predicted excess work is equal, regardless of the substantially
different mathematical procedures necessary to find exact solutions. This logic also encom-
passes the zero-barrier periodic-potential ensemble, where the generalized friction is the
same as the stochastic-protocol ensembles, and thus the excess work values are predicted
to be equal. However, it is not possible to draw this equivalence with the nonzero-barrier
periodic-potential ensemble, because it has a different average protocol.
Figure C.2 shows sample trajectories from each of these ensembles with equal theoretically
predicted excess works (Fig. C.2a) and numerically demonstrates the equivalent excess works
in the appropriate limit (Fig. C.2b). In particular, for large protocol distance (Fig. C.2b,
right panel), over all protocol durations the control-parameter dynamics satisfy the linear-
response (2.69a) and locally deterministic (6.4) approximations, and hence the different
ensembles produce identical mean work that also matches the theoretical approximation
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Figure C.2: For near-deterministic protocol ensembles, the excess work depends
only on the average protocol and the control-parameter velocity variance. (a)
Sample trajectories from the zero-barrier (βE‡ = 0) periodic-potential ensemble (left, blue),
and from a stochastic protocol ensemble with boundary condition of either fixed protocol
distance (middle, red) or fixed protocol duration (right, green) with D∗λ ≡ Dλ/D = 25. In
all cases 〈δλ̇2〉∗Ω = 1. (b) Average excess work for each ensemble, as a function of protocol
duration, with colors matching those in top row. Right: excess work is indeed identical across
ensembles in the limits when the linear-response (2.69a) and locally deterministic (6.4)
approximations hold.
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Interestingly, the statistical moments that appear in (6.27) are those of the control-parameter
velocity, not its position. As a result, the precision of the protocol distance, defined as the
inverse variance of the final position, can vary significantly depending on the choice of
ensemble, while maintaining the same energetic cost. For instance, the periodic-potential
protocol ensemble has a precision that decreases secularly with protocol duration, while





minimizing dissipation in discretely
driven nonequilibrium systems
D.1 Expansion of the relative entropy
The relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler divergence) between two continuous probability dis-









In the context of the present work, the equilibrium distribution π(x|λi) is parameterized
by the control parameter λ. The integrand of the relative entropy for two consecutive
equilibrium distributions at λi and λi+1 is




For small changes ∆λi,i+1 ≡ λi+1−λi in the control parameter, we Taylor expand Eq. (D.2)
about λi,
























g(x,λi,λi+1) is the partial derivative of g(x,λi,λi+1) with
respect to the mth component of the control parameter λi+1, [· · · ]λmi indicates that the
argument is evaluated at λmi+1 = λmi , and we have made use of the Einstein summation
notation, where repeated indices are summed over.
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The first term in (D.3) is
g(x,λi,λi) = π(x|λi) ln
π(x|λi)
π(x|λi)
= π(x|λi) ln 1 = 0 . (D.4)















































Equation (D.5) can be simplified by noting that the equilibrium probability distribution
is normalized,
∫
π(x,λ)dx = 1, and partial differentiation commutes with integration, so







1 = 0 , (D.7)
so this term does not contribute to the overall relative entropy. This results from the relative
entropy being a convex function with a minimum at ∆λ = 0. In analogy with (D.7), the











1 = 0 . (D.8)




















where the integral is the Fisher information matrix Ijk(λi) at control-parameter value
λi [94]. For sufficiently small steps, the O(∆λ3) term is negligible, so for a discrete control
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For a physical system in contact with a thermal reservoir, the equilibrium distribution is
(1.1). Within the linear-response regime the energy can be expanded about λ0 (7.12b),
E(x,λ) ≈ E(x,λ0)− fj |λ0(λj − λ
j
0) +O(∆λ2) (D.11)









From the thermodynamic definition of the free energy,
F (λ) = 〈E〉λ − TS (D.13)
= −λj〈fj〉λ − TS , (D.14)
so partial derivatives of the free energy in (D.12) are ∂λjF (λ) = −〈fj〉λ. Therefore, for an







(fj |λi − 〈fj〉λi) (fk|λk − 〈fk〉λi)π(x|λi) dx (D.16)
= β2〈δfjδfk〉λi , (D.17)












This final equation is equivalent to the infinite-time protocol work (7.11) in Sec. 7.3.
D.2 Harmonic trap: exact result













The protocol work can be calculated exactly when this system is subjected to a discrete con-
trol protocol, which takes the trap minimum through a sequence of positions λ0, λ1, · · · , λN
(with fixed spring constant).
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The first step λ0 → λ1 requires average work
〈W 〉λ0→λ1 =
∫




After the control-parameter change, the system is in a nonequilibrium distribution given by
the solution to the one-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation




xxp(x, t|λ1) , (D.23)
subject to the initial condition p(x, t = 0|λ1, λ0) = π(x|λ0). (D is the system diffusion
coefficient.) The exact solution is known [72]: after a time ∆t1 spent at λ1, the time-
dependent probability distribution is







x− λ1 + ∆λ0,1e−βDktrap∆t1
)2}
, (D.24)
a Gaussian distribution with time-dependent mean λ1−∆λ0,1e−βDktrap∆t1 , which approaches
λ1 in the infinite-time (∆t1 →∞) limit.




[E(x, λ2)− E(x, λ1)] p(x, t1|λ1, λ0)dx (D.25)
= 12ktrap∆λ
2
1,2 + ktrap∆λ1,2∆λ0,1e−βDktrap∆t1 . (D.26)
Again, after the control-parameter change λ1 → λ2, the system is out of equilibrium with
probability distribution solving the Fokker-Planck equation (D.23), subject to the initial
condition p(x, t = 0|λ2, λ1, λ0,∆t1) = p(x,∆t1|λ1, λ0). This leads to the time-dependent
system distribution at λ2 after a time ∆t2,







x− λ2 + ξ1e−βDktrap∆t2
)2}
(D.27)
for ξ1 ≡ ∆λ1,2 + ∆λ0,1e−βDktrap∆t1 . For all subsequent steps (λi−1 → λi) the probability
distribution has the same form as (D.27)
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i,i+1 + ktrap∆λi,i+1ξi−1e−βDkt∆ti . (D.30)

















E.1 Generalized friction for Gamma-distributed dwell times
For control-parameter jump dynamics, the replacement of an exponential dwell-time distri-
bution with a different functional form will change the amount of excess work. As a model





where α is a shape parameter, and Γ(α) is the Gamma function evaluated at α. This distri-
bution represents a two-parameter generalization of the standard exponential distribution,
reducing to it for α = 1.
Using the Gamma distribution in place of the exponential dwell-time distribution in the
nonequilibrium excess work during a discrete jump (8.4) gives









By again assuming that the control-parameter dynamics are slow relative to the conjugate-
force relaxation and approximating the exponential term exp(−Vji∆ti) ≈ 1, we can rewrite
(E.2) as























which quantifies the resistance that the system will put up to changes in the control parame-
ter for non-exponential jump dynamics, where the dwell-time distribution is given by (E.1).
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The non-exponential friction tensor reduces to the standard friction tensor presented in [109]
for α = 1, where the dwell-time distribution is exponential.
E.2 Generalized friction for Gamma-distributed dwell times:
harmonic-trap
For a the quadratic potential given in (2.73), the linearity of the conjugate forces allows us
to express the force autocovariance function as








where in (E.5b) we use the position autocovariance for an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [72].














= k1−αtrapγα , (E.6c)
which for α = 1 reduces to the usual form of ζ = γ.
E.3 Average step number for uniform jump rates
Here, we derive the expected step number 〈NΛ〉Ω for the biased random walk model system
investigated in the main text (Sec. 8.4). In particular, for an ensemble of stochastic control
protocols traveling between the initial position λ0 and λN through a series of discrete jumps
of size ∆λ, which occur with forward (+) and reverse (−) rates V±, we are interested in the
average total number of steps taken during the protocol. We can also define the forward









which are, respectively, the probability that the next step in the Markov chain will be in the
positive (+) or negative (−) direction. The boundary values of the protocol are separated
by a distance λN − λ0 = NFw∆λ, and each individual realization of a stochastic protocol Λ
takes a total number of steps NΛ ≥ NFw.
Mathematically, this problem can be first simplified by calculating the first-passage time
of the random walker to state NFw. We define the random variable Xi = ±1 as a counter,
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with the index i representing the number of steps taken up to that point. The position of




Xi = X1 +X2 + · · ·+Xn , (E.8)
bound from above by Sn < NFw.
To calculate the average step number 〈NΛ〉Ω, we first calculate the expected number of steps
required to take a single forward step 〈minΛ [N |SN = 1]〉Ω, and use the recursive property
of first-passage times on Markov chains along with the equivalence of each step in the simple









We will denote the event that a first passage occurs after n steps as Fn, which has the
moment-generating function




Now, given that the jumps are Markovian, we can use the fact that for two independent
events ε1 and ε2 we can write the expectation of zN in (E.10) as
〈zN 〉 = 〈zN |X1 = 1〉p(X1 = 1) + 〈zN |X1 = −1〉p(X1 = −1) . (E.11)
The first RHS term is simple, as 〈zN |X1 = 1〉 = z and thus 〈zN |X1 = 1〉P (X1 = 1) = zP+.
To evaluate the second RHS term, we introduce two new random variables Ñ1, Ñ2, which
represent respectively the number of steps to go from X1 = −1 to XÑ1 = 0, and XÑ1 = 0
to XÑ2 = 1. In terms of these new random variables, we can write
〈zN |X1 = −1〉 = 〈z1+Ñ1+Ñ2 |X1 = −1〉 (E.12a)
= z〈zN 〉〈zN 〉 (E.12b)
= zφ2(z) , (E.12c)
where (E.12b) follows from the mutual independence of Ñ1 and Ñ2, and (E.12c) follows
from (E.10).
Putting (E.12c) back into (E.11) gives the quadratic equation zp−φ(z)2 − φ(z) + p+z = 0,
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= 〈NΛ〉 . (E.14c)


















= p+ + p− − |p+ − p−|2p−|p+ − p−|
, (E.15c)
where we assume p+ ≥ p− and use the facts that p+ + p− = 1 and 1 = (p+ + p−)2 =
p+ + p− + 2p+p−, which implies that 1 − 4p+p− = (p+ − p−)2. If p+ = p− the solution
diverges (〈N〉 → ∞), as expected, and for p+ > p− we get
〈N〉 = 1
p+ − p−
= V+ + V−
V+ − V−
. (E.16)
Finally, making use of the recursive property of first-passage times, we find the protocol-








Free energy transduction within
autonomous systems
F.1 Detailed derivation of transduced additional free energy
rate
At steady state, the rate of change of internal energy 〈E〉XY is zero, thus




β(εxy − εxy′)Ryy′xpxy′ +
∑
x,x′,y
β(εxy − εx′y)Ryxx′px′y .

















We identify the first RHS term as the power defined in Eq. (9.9), while the second and third
RHS terms can only be combined to a derivative of free energy if we include İY , capturing






















= β dtF neqX|Y − İ
Y . (F.3b)
Here, we used the definition [Eq. (9.7b)] of the information rate due to Y dynamics, and
used the conditional nonequililbirium free energy from Eq. (9.24).
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Consequently, we find:
Σ̇X = 〈βP〉Y→X − β dtF neqX|Y + İ
Y ≥ 0 . (F.4)
The transduced additional free energy rate is then defined using the conditional equilibrium
free energy FX|Y (the average over Y of FX|y) instead of its nonequilibrium counterpart:
βḞ addY→X = 〈βP〉Y→X − β dtFX|Y + İY . (F.5)
We can now more fully appreciate the similarity between transduced additional free energy
rate and entropy production rate: For processes starting and ending in equilibrium, integrat-
ing the entropy production rate and the excess power give the same result. For steady-state
systems, both measures agree because both the equilibrium and nonequilibrium free energy
are unchanging. Furthermore, using the equilibrium free energy in Eq. (F.5) results in an
expression for the transduced additional free energy rate which is independent of X dynam-
ics, while the same is not true if the nonequilibrium free energy F neqX|Y [Eq. (9.24)] is used,
as its rate of change depends on the X dynamics through the conditional entropy SX|Y .
F.2 At steady state, excess power equals heat flow
Here we derive–for detailed-balanced dynamics–the equality of the entropy production in
the reservoir (heat flow) due to the dynamics of subsystem X, and the excess power done



























= −〈βQ̇〉X . (F.6e)
In Eq. (F.6c) we use Eq. (9.10) and the fact that the rate of change of conditional free energy
is zero, as the conditional distributions are unchanging. In Eq. (F.6d) we relate the log ratio
of conditional equilibria to the microscopic rates. Finally, in Eq. (F.6e) we substitute the
definition of heat flow from Ref. [195].
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Hidden excess power and
autonomous Maxwell demons in
nonequilibrium systems
G.1 Expansion of the TSS work
While the expressions for the TSS excess work in (10.16b) are exact, it is convenient to
examine limiting cases so as to approximate the excess work in terms of equilibrium averages.
For instance, the expansion of the relative entropy in App. D.1 shows that, for small ∆λ,
the conjugate-force variance can be used to approximate the excess work associated with
a discrete transition, when the discrete transitions are independent of the mechanical state








the integrand of (10.16b). For small steps ∆λji = λj − λi, we Taylor expand (G.1) in λj
about λi,



































∆λkji∆λ`ji∆λmji +O(∆λ4ji) , (G.2)





g(x,λi,λj) is the partial derivative of g(x,λi,λj) with respect
to the kth component of the λ vector, and [· · · ]λki indicates that the argument is evaluated
at λkj = λki . We have also made use of Einstein summation notation, where repeated indices
are implicitly summed over.
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The first RHS term is
g(x,λi,λi) = πi(x) ln
πi(x)
πi(x)
= πi ln 1 = 0 . (G.3)
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∆λkji∆λ`ji +O(∆λ3) . (G.12)
Both derivatives of πj vanish upon integration over x:∫
∂λkj
πj dx = ∂λkj
∫





πj dx = ∂λ`j∂λkj
∫
πj dx = 0 , (G.13b)
indicating that 〈βWTSSex 〉ij is third order in ∆λ: in contrast to the discrete-control TSS
excess work in [77], the second-order term vanishes.












































− 1 , (G.15)
such that







and at λj = λi, φji = −1 and ∂λmj φji = −
1
2πi [∂λmj πj ]λmi .
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, λj = λi . (G.17b)



















































































, λj = λi . (G.18b)














































The first RHS term vanishes upon integration for the same reasons as (G.13). Thus, the





















πj (and evaluating the resulting expression at λj = λi) simplifies

















4! Sm`k(λi) , (G.21b)
where third-rank tensor Sm`k(λ) is the leading-order non-Gaussian approximation of the
log-probability in the limit of small ∆λ [238]. Sm`k is related to the flexion tensor used in
the analysis of astrophysical image data. The name ‘flexion tensor’ derives from the original
use of flexion as a measure of third-order distortions in astrophysical images due to weak
gravitational lensing [239, 240].
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For a physical system in contact with a heat reservoir, the derivative of the log-probability
is
∂λk ln π = β (fk|λ + ∂λkF (λ)) (G.22a)
= δfk|λ (G.22b)
where fk|λ ≡ −∂λkE(x|λ)|λ is the generalized force conjugate to control parameter λk at
control-parameter vector λ, and F (λ) = 〈E〉λ − TS = −λk〈fk〉λ − TS is the equilibrium
free energy at λ.






for third centered moment 〈δfmδf`δfk〉λi of the generalized forces at control-parameter
vector λi.
This analysis shows two primary features: in the TSS limit the excess work due to au-
tonomous systems discretely transitioning between states can be calculated exactly through
(10.17), and in the small-∆λ limit, the leading-order contribution to the TSS excess work (G.21b)
is O(∆λ3). Furthermore, for physical systems in contact with thermal reservoirs, the third-
rank flexion tensor can be expressed as a matrix of third centered moments of the conjugate
forces (G.23).
G.2 Nonequilibrium excess work in autonomous systems
Here we consider the additional excess work in a system driven out of equilibrium by biased
chemical dynamics. In particular, we write the total excess work associated with a particular
chemical transition λi → λj as the sum of two components
〈βWex〉ji = 〈βWTSSex 〉ji + 〈βW neqex 〉ji , (G.24)
where 〈βWTSSex 〉ji is the excess work in the timescale-separated limit (Appendix G.1), and
〈βW neqex 〉ji is the nonequilibrium excess work, the additional excess work required of the
chemical dynamics due to the system being out of equilibrium.
In order to give a general form for the nonequilibrium excess work, we appeal to linear-
response theory. Specifically, we evaluate the integral expression
〈W 〉ji =
∫
[E(x|λj)− E(x|λi)] pneq(x, t)pdwellji (x, t) dx dt , (G.25)
the total work done on the mechanical degrees of freedom by the chemical dynamics for a
transition λi → λj , averaged over mechanical states x and times t. pneq(x, t) is the nonequi-
librium distribution over mechanical states x at time t, and pdwellji (x, t) is the distribution
of dwell times for the λi → λj transitions in mechanical state x. We assume that at the
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microstate level, the chemical jump dynamics are Markovian with dwell-time distribution
pdwellji (x, t) = Rxjie
−Rxjit , (G.26)
with rates Rxji given in (10.3).
We make a weak-perturbation approximation, Taylor expanding the energy landscape E(x|λj)
around E(x|λi):
E(x|λj) ≈ E(x|λi) + [∇λ · E(x|λ)]λi (λj − λi) (G.27a)
= E(x|λi)− fk|λi∆λkji . (G.27b)
This simplifies the rates (10.3) to



















. Substituting (G.26), (G.28b,c), and (G.27) simplifies the
excess work (G.25) to




























where ∆Eji ≡ fk|λi(x)∆λkji. The second line Taylor expands exp(−Γji 12β∆Ejit) about
t = 0.
We now simplify (G.29) using linear-response theory, effectively assuming that the most
recent chemical transition is the dominant contribution to the present mechanical distri-
bution (Ch. 7). The true ‘initial’ distribution over mechanical degrees of freedom following
the previous chemical transition λ` → λi is the (nonequilibrium) switching-state distri-
bution pswi` (x). We approximate the difference between the mean conjugate force during
relaxation from the previous nonequilibrium switching-state distribution pswi` (x) and at the
nonequilibrium switching-state distribution pswji (x, t) (that enters into the exact nonequilib-
rium excess work 〈βW neqex 〉ji), by the difference between the mean conjugate force during
relaxation from the previous equilibrium distribution π`(x) and at the current equilibrium
distribution πi(x). Due to the symmetries of the model, these two pairs of distributions
should differ by similar amounts. This substitution of one mean excess conjugate force for
another is accurate when the conjugate forces fx|λi are approximately linear in x for all
x with significant probability in pneq(x, t), pswji (x, t), and the intervening relaxation. This
approximation is trivially satisfied for a harmonic confining potential (such as in Sec. 10.4.1)
where conjugate forces are always linear, and approximately satisfied for more general cases
in the small-∆λ limit.
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First-order Taylor expanding the mechanical potential E(x|λ`) around λ` = λi (similar to





Thus, using π`(x) as the initial condition for pneq(x, t) at t = 0, we use linear-response























































Here the angle brackets 〈· · · 〉λi indicate an average over the equilibrium distribution πi(x),
and g(n)λi (x) ≡ fk|λi(x) (β∆Eji)
n.
To calculate the nonequilibrium excess work beyond the TSS excess work outlined in
Sec. 10.3.1 we subtract the linear-response approximation to the TSS excess work from
(G.31c). The approximate TSS excess work, within the linear-response approximation of
g
(n)




































































The first RHS term approximates the TSS work, so subtracting 〈g(n)λi 〉
sw






















〈δfn+1k (t)δfk′(0)〉λi . (G.34b)
Beyond the leading-order (n = 0) contribution, every term is O(∆λ2) or higher, hence
beyond the approximation made in (G.33).
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In (G.29), when the relaxation rates of the force autocovariances 〈δfk(0)δfk′(t)〉λi are sig-





















This approximation amounts to a statement of timescale separation between the chemical
and mechanical dynamics, when the mechanical degrees of freedom relax significantly faster
than the chemical-state dynamics. For instance, if the force autocovariance decays expo-
nentially, 〈δfk(t)δfk′(0)〉λi ∝ exp(−krelaxt), then this approximation (G.34b) holds when
krelax  Γji.
Substituting (G.35) in the work (G.29) and subtracting the linear-response approximation
to the TSS excess work 〈g(0)λi 〉λi from both sides gives the nonequilibrium excess work





〈δfk(t)δfk′(0)〉λie−Γjit dt , (G.36)
which is the excess work required for the λi → λj transition (given the previous state
was λ` prior to λi), beyond the work required in the TSS limit. The average 〈· · · 〉ji|` is
conditioned on the previous chemical state λ`. Once again, we expand the exponential as
exp(−Γjit) ≈ 1 (based on the same approximation simplifying the Taylor series in (G.35)),
simplifying the nonequilibrium excess work (G.36) to








i` ζkk′(λi) , (G.37b)
where ζkk′(λ) ≡ β
∫∞
0 〈δfk(0)δfk′(t)〉λdt is the generalized friction tensor originally derived
for continuous, deterministic control [109].
This approximation depends on three chemical states: λ`, λi, and λj . To simplify to be
solely a function of the transition λi → λj , we average over all previous chemical states
λ`, with each term weighted by P`Vi`/Vi∗, the coarse-grained transition rate of λ` → λi
divided by the total entry rate into state λi: Vi∗ ≡
∑
s PsVis. Thus, the average excess work
for transition λi → λj , averaged over dwell-time fluctuations and previous states, within
the linear-response regime is
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All terms in (G.39) can be determined from coarse-grained observations, aside from the gen-
eralized friction tensor ζkk′(λ), a phenomenological quantity determined from conditional
equilibrium measurements of the mechanical degrees of freedom.
G.3 Simulation details: linear-transport motor
In the model for a molecular transport motor (Sec. 10.4.1), simulations are implemented
using the methods presented in App. A.3, and we measure both the excess work and heat
dissipation. The nonequilibrium excess work (10.24) equals the sum of changes ∆Eji =
E(xt|λj)−E(xt|λi) in mechanical state energy during chemical transitions. Alternatively, the
heat dissipated into the environment equals the sum of heats Q∆t ≡ E(xt+∆t|λi)−E(xt|λi)
during mechanical state changes with the chemical state unchanging. In particular, for a tra-
jectory withNΛ chemical transitions λ0 → λ1 → · · · → λNΛ , with each chemical state having
a dwell time τ0, τ1, · · · , τNΛ , and each transition occurring at times tλ10 , tλ21 , · · · , tλNΛ,NΛ−1 ,
the excess work and heat per step are


















E(xtj+1 |λi)− E(xtj |λi) , (G.40d)
where Mi−1 = τi−1/∆t is the number of time steps that the chemical state remained at
λi−1. The work equals the nonequilibrium excess work in (G.40b) because, for this system
the equilibrium free energy change is zero (∆Fji = 0) and 〈βWTSSex 〉ji = 0.
The heat flow into the reservoir equals the entropy production in the environment due
to the mechanical system dynamics (F.2). Figure G.1 shows for the simulated system the
excess work and negative heat per step, showing their equivalence. This implies that the
excess work in this system is, indeed, equal to the entropy production in the environment
due to the mechanical dynamics; however, as pointed out in Ch. 9 and Refs. [195, 199], for
strongly coupled systems the entropy produced in the reservoir due to one subsystem is not
constrained to be positive by the typical form of the second law.
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Figure G.1: At steady state, excess work equals the negative heat. Average excess
work per step (coloured dots) 〈βWex〉∆λ equals the heat flow (black dots) −〈βQ〉 into the
reservoir in between jumps, over the same range of chemical potential differences −β∆µ
and control-parameter jump sizes ∆λ considered in Fig. 10.2.
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